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Peter B. Bloch, Esquire Dr. Kenneth A. McCollom '

4 Chairman Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing 1107 West Knapp4

Board Stillwater, Oklahoma 74075
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory'

Commission Elizabeth B. Johnson !
Washington, D.C. 20555 Oak Ridge National Laboratory ;

P.O. Box X Building 3500'
,

; Dr. Walter H. Jordan Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 (
881 West Outer Drive |
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 |

t
>

Re: Texas Utilities Electric Company, et. al (
4

_ |Docket No. 50-445-CPA

1

Dear Administrative Judges

I am sending along fer your information and general
background recently-issued INPO Roports dealing with operational

.

i'

aspects of the CPSES and TU Electric's responses with respect |
to these activities. These materials are not submitted
as evider.ce but are for the Board's information. :'

'

i Respectfully submitted, {
,

George L. Edgar'
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ea cre tmwa

Mr. Zack-T. Pate
President
Institute of Nuclear

Power Operations
1100 circle 75 Parkway
Suite 1500
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Dear Mr. Pate:

Enclosed are responses to the recommendations which were developed during
INPO's corporate assistance visit which was conducted between November 30
and December 4,1987 and INPO's preoperational review and assistance visit
to our Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) during the weeks of

( November 9 and - 16,1987. As requested in your letters of January 12 and 21,
1988, the enclosed responses address each recommendation, as well as the
Summary section of each report.

We appreciate the extensive effort devoted by INPO to these visits and
the comprehensive and incisive observations in each report.

We have addressed each INPO recommendation to the best of our ability,
taking into account the current status of CPSES. In this connection,

!NPO's preoperational review and assistance report notes that "Unit 1 is
nearing completion and is scheduled for heatup in June 1988". Our current
schedule review indicates that completion of Unit I will be at a later
date and that neither plant heatup nor fuel load will take place within
the time frase that the INPO reviewers may have had in mind in developing
their recommendations. Thus, many of the activities reviewed by INPO
were in initial stages of preparation, and developeent will continue
during the months that lie ahead before operations can commence. We
believe that this perspective should be helpful in evaluating the
actions that we have taken and have underway in response to INPO's
reccmmendations.

We are acutely aware that preparation for operations in a lengthy and
complex process which must be carried out in a proper and timely f ashion.
We purposely sought out INPO's advice well in advance of operations and
your recommendations will help us to give appropriate priorities to
actions necessary to achieve high standards of excellence in time for
plant operations.
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' Mr. Zack T. Pate
4
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| I believe that you will find an sggressive program is being implemented
; to prepare Comanche Peak for operation. Your assistance in assuring

that our program is proceeding in the right direction is appreciated.
' Part of our overall plan is to request a follow-on INFO visit a few
; months before anticipated fuel load to confirm the success of our ef forts.
4 It is my firm conviction that you will find a marked improvement at that

time.j

Finally, I can assure you on behalf of TU Electric management, that we
I fully subscribe to the view expressed in the INPO reports regarding the
; necessity for involvement by senior management in monitoring, assessing,

' and directing nuclear operations in order to achieve the highest standards
of excellence in plant performance. INPO's reports are a timely reminder
of all that this cosusitment entails.;

!

) Again. TV Electric is grateful for INPO's independent evaluation of our
'

nuclear activities. I hope that you will call if you have any questions;

concerning the attached responses or require any further detail.

incerely
,
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ATTACHMENT 1

Response to Recer: nendation' ,''

INPO t.etter, January 12, l''

Subject: INPO Corporate Assistance Visit
,

|

TV Electric
March 14, 1988

|
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Response To SUMMARY Recommendations*

b

RECOMMENDATION TO STRENGTHEN PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS ARE

CONSIDERED TO BE MOST IMPORTANT:

1. SZNIOR MANAGEMENT MONITORING, ASSESSMENT, AND

DIRECTION OF NUCLEAR OPERATIONS

Response to Item 1:

Senior management of TU Electric recognizes its responsibility for the
safe and efficient operation of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station (CPSES), including the necessity for the close involvement of
senior management in the monitoring, assessment, and direction of
nuclear operations.

The recognition of the need for the involvement of senior management in
day-to-day activities at CPSES is reflected in a number of ways. For
example, the Vice Presidents for Nuclear Operations and for Engineering
and Construction are stationed at CPSES: the Executive Vice President,
Nuclear Engineering and Operations (NEO) spends about three days a week
at CPSES; the Vice Presidents for Nuclear Engineering and

Administration spend two to three days a week at CPSES; the President
of the Generating Division and the Chairman and CEO of TU Electric each
devote a significant portion of their time to CPSES; and the Board of
Di. . tors has established a five-person nuclear committee, made up of
mem. s of the Board, to monitor activities at CPSES. In addition to

(
form reports to management, meetings on specific subjects and daily

ications, two corporate-level meetings are held weekly to discusscommt
important CPSES activities and to consider significant issues. One

meeting involves the Chairman and CEO, the President of the Generating
Div ision , the Executive Vice President, NEO, corporate officers of TU
Electric with responsibilities beyond CPSES, and, as appropriate,
cerporate officers within NE0. The other meeting involves the
President of the Generating Division, the Executive Vice President,
NEO, and the corporate NEO officers. These mechanisms help to assure

senior management input at the appropriate level in decision making and
in providing direction to lower-tier management.

We reccgnize, however, thr.t at the time of the INPO visit, completion
of design and construction of CPSES and regulatory activities relating
to licensing were the principal focus of senior management involvement
in CPSES activities, and that similar emphasis was not placed on
preparedness for operations. It is apparent that we need to do more in
this area, and the INPO recommendations served as a timely reminder.
As described in the body of this response, and in the response to
INP0's report on its related preoperational review and assistance visit
to CPSES, we have completed or have underway numerous specific actions
to enhance our preparedness for operations. The actions that have or
will be taken that relate directly to senior management involvement in
nuclear operations include: 1) the preparation and issuance on

1
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February 22, 1988 of an integrated Nuclear Operations Readiness for*

Operations Plan, that will be supplemented with periodic reports to
man.sgement on its progress; 2) the upgrading of the NE0 annual
objectives, starting with 1988, to identify specific goals / objectives
and to require quarterly progress reviews; and 3) the setting up of a
plan for specific assignments to senior managers for the monitoring and
evaluation of activities in maintenance, plant operation, training, and

testing.

We believe that these actions, among other4, will help focus senior
management's attention on the areas conetdered most important in
preparation for operation of CPSES and will enable us to fulfill
effectively our commitment to close involvement in the monitoring,
assessment and direction of nuclear operations.

2. COORDINATION OF EFFORTS BETWEEN NUCLEAR GROUPS,

PARTICUI.ARLY OPERATIONS AND ENGINEERING

Response to Item 2:

TU Electric recognizes the importance to define clearly the
responsibilities of organizations and individuals relating to CPSES.
At the NE0 Group level, this is accomplished through an NEO procedure
"Organization of the Nuclear Engineering and Operations Group." The

responsibilities within each of the organizations at the NEO Function
(Vice Presidents) level are identified in similar documents for each
maj or organization. In general, individual responsibilities are
described in position descriptions. These formal documents are
reviewed regularly and revised as necessary in light of ongoing
experience.

With respect to specific detailed matters relating to definition of
responsibilities and coordination of activities, which are not amenable
to resolution in formal procedures and position descriptions, informal
interaction and discussions among NEO organizations have been a
necessary and useful mechanism to resolve questions. In order to

improve the effectiveness of this communication and coordination
process, particularly at the director / manager level, formal periodic
meetings between directors / senior managers in Nuclear Operations and
Engineering and Construction were initiated in 1987. These meetings

are now held bi-monthly to discuss and decide upon detailed divisions
of responsibilities, to establish priorities, and to coordinate other
efforts. Their recommendations, and in some cases, major dif f erences,'
are then forwarded to senior NE0 management for approval or resolution.
While we believe that these meetings have served a useful purpose, the
co==ent contained in the INP0 report indicates that they can be made
more effective. As a result, the chairman of the meetings has been
directed to review the management of the meetings in order to assure
that the group acts on topics brought before the meetings in a timely
fashion and with due attention to priority items.

In addition, we believe that the organizational interface assessment
described in response to INP0 Recommendation (2.5B-2) and su==arized in
the next section will identify and resolve any remaining questions
concerning division of responsibilities between Nuclear Operations and

2
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Engineering. Similar, but separate, interface assessments are already
underway in other areas. For example, a review of the interface
between Corporate Health Physics and the Nuclear Operations Radiation
Protection organization has been completed and recommendations
forwarded to the Executive Vice President, NEO fer review and approval.
Interface assessments in the areas of Records Management, Configuration

Management, and Results Engineering are now underway and additional
assessments in other areas will be made on a case by case basis. The
results of the efforts described above will help identify any remedial

procedural or organizational changes necessary to improve coordination
of NE0 activities.

3. ENGINEERING SUPPORT OF OPERATION

Response to Item 3:

TU Electric management is well aware of the importance of strong
engineering suppore for Nuclear Operations. Previous steps taken to

assure such support have included locating the Engineering organization
at Comanche Peak and increasing the size of the engineering staff.

As stated in the response to INPO Recommendation (2.5B-2), a review
process has been initiated to perform an organizational interface
assessment between Nuclear Operations and Engineering. The scope of
this assessment includes a thorough review of the charters for various

(
organizations in Nuclear Operations and Engineering, as well as
procedures which govern their work scope. A matrix of organizational

interfaces will be created and work flows will be charted. Formal and
informal interface controls will be identified. Identification of
conflicts, and unnecessary or inefficient work flow paths will be made
and corrected by procedural or organizational changes. This reviev

vill be completed and appropriate corrective action taken by Dece=ber
31, 1988.

We believe that these steps will further assure appropriate support of
Nuclear Operations by Engineering.

|
l

l

|

|

|

'
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Response to Specific Recommendations

MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT AND COMMITMENT

RECOMMENDATION (1.2A-1)

Strengthen senior management monitoring, assessment, and direction of
Nuclear Operations. Strengthen communication of senior managemer.t
performance expectations to those responsible for day-to-day activities
and'for program developments to support Nuclear Operations. The
emphasis on completion of engineering and construction work needed to
obtain a license appears to have distracted from appropriate attention
to operations readiness. Consequently, sufficient emphasis has.not
been given to preparation for operation. The lack of credible schedule
for completion of the engineering and construction effort has
distracted unnecessarily from efforts needed to prepare for operation.
This is most evident in the development of programs and procedures
needed for operation and in the preparation of plant staff personnel
for operation. Example of problems reflecting _the need for more
effective senior management involvement include the following:

The action plan for start-up has not been developed ina.
sufficient detail to permit effective direction or monitoring

( progress. The lack of a credible schedule for construction
completion has hampered efforts to develop a start-up schedule.

b. Some senior managers do not routinely tour the station to
observe day-to-day work and moniter progress toward operational
readiness. For example, senior managers nave not been
monitoring simulator training, an area where a number of
problems exist.

Routine reports to management often do not provide clearc.
indications of performance results in comparison with goals or
standards.

d. The training manager has been given very little guidance from
line managers on their training expectations or on the
effectiveness of his efforts. In fact, training needs

substantial improvement.

Responsibilities in some areas have not clearly been defined ande.
communicated to working level personnel. Examples of this are
as follows:

1. Four different groups believe they are responsible for dose
assessment activities.

4
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2. The split of responsibility for engineering activities has
not been settled. Agreement on assignment of
responsibilities was reached between the engineering and
station staffs and within the station staff, but senior
management has not approved their recommendation or provided
alternate direction.

3. Fitness-for-duty responsibilities have not been clearly
established. Three different organizations feel

responsibility for the program, but their efforts have not
been coordinated.

f. Nuclear goals and objectives, and follow-up on completion, need
improvement to adequately address efforts needed to prepare for
operation.

Feedback to individuals on their performance needs to beg.
strengthened. Formal performance appraisals are often not done,
and alternative methods of feedback are not used. Some managers
stated their intent is to provide feedback only when performance
is not acceptable,

h. Feedback on performance and planning up the chain of command is
sometimes not complete or candid, and managers are not taking
appropriate actions to obtain good feedback. One example is the
Vice President of Nuclear Operations' expectation that all of
the managers reporting to him obtain SRO licenses by 1992. Some'

affected managers did not know of this expectation and others
believe it is not achievable. That feedback has not been
clearly provided to the Vice President, and an action plan has
not been developed to achieve this goal.

A lack of operational experience at the plant makes clear management
direction, guidance, and assessment of activities an even more vital
function than at a station with mere operational experience.

Response:

As described in the response to Item 1 in the Summary section, senior
management of TU Electric recognizes the necessity for its close
involvement in the monitoring, assessment and direction of Nuclear
Operations, and a number of mechanisms are in existence to achieve this
goal.

The body of this response and the response to INP0's report on its
related preoperational review and assistance visit (Attachment 2) to
CPSES detail numerous actions that have been taken by TU Electric to
enhance its preparedness for operations. Although many of these
actions, including those set forth in the specific responses below,
will serve to strengthen senior management's monitoring, assessment and
direction of Nuclear Operations, the following are particularly
relevant to that goal:

5
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e 1. The initial integrated Nuclear Operations Readiness
for Operations Plan was issued on February 22, 1988. This
plan identifies those issues which must be addressed prior to
operation and establishes an action plan for their successful
completion. Progress on meeting the objectives of this plan
will be reviewed by management on a quarterly basis.

Additional details on the content of the Nuclear Operations
Readiness for Operations Plan are provided in the response to
Item 1.a, from the Response to Summary Recommendations section
of Attachment 2.

2. The Executive Vice President has reviewed and approved
the Nuclear Operations 1988 Objectives, which address specific
items, such as the reduction in the number of temporary
modifications. Action plans will be prepared for these
objectives (as appropriate) and pro;ress will be reviewed by
management on a quarterly basis.

3. A plan for specific assignments to senior managers for
monitoring and evaluation of activities in maintenance, plant
operations, training, and testing has been developed; the plan
will be completely implemented by December 31, 1988.

Specific Response to Item a:

The need for a detailed start-up plan had been recognized earlier,
;

but its development nad been limited due mainly to the effect of
managerial changes taking place in the Operations Department. We
recognize that this task was not given sufficient priority in
light of the efforts that were being devoted to completing
engineering and construction work and the associated regulatory
efforts related to plant licensing. However, we believe that we
are now devoting the appropriate resources to this task. In that

respect, an experienced contractor was brought in and tasked with
the development of a comprehensive plan which has been
incorporated into the integrated Nuclear Operations Readiness for
Operations Plan. _

Specific Response to Item b:

A plan for specific assignments to senior managers for monitoring
and evaluation of activities in maintenance, plant operations,

training, and testing has been developed; the plan will be
completely implemented by December 31, 1986. As a specific point
of emphasis, simulator training is being completely overhauled and
upgraded. Part of this process provides for extensive management
coverage, which has commenced. The Operations Manager and the
Director, Nuclear Training are each monitoring at least one

! simulator session a week. These two managers then consult to,

I determine what upgrades are required for performance :tandards,
instructor improvement, and scenario content. Additional
monitoring and observation of the simulator training will be
conducted by the Vice President, Nuclear Operations, the Manager,
Plant Operations, and members of the Plant Evaluation
organization.

6
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Specific Response to Item c:

Immediate steps have been taken to add appropriate performance
goals and standards into the Nuclear Operations Monthly Report.
Additional performance goals and standards will be developed and
included in future reports. In addition, since the recommendation
is pertinent to any summary report which may be used by management
for assessing relative performance, managers have been alerted to
incorporate this principle into other reports for which they are
responsible.

Specific Response to Item d:

It is recognized that considerable effort is required in this
area, with operator training being the most urgent. As described
in Item b, above, the Operations Manager is working closely with
the Director, Nuclear Training on the improvement of simulator
training. Similarly, other managers are providing direct input to
the Training Department for their training needs.

Specific Response to Item e.1:

"Dose assessment" is a term that applies to several activities,
and depending upon the specific area of interest, there are
indeed, different organizations responsible for that aspect of
dose assessment. Source terms and fission product release rates
from core damage are provided by Nuclear Engineering. Calculation
of a set of predetermined design basis dose rates, resulting from
an assumed operating or accident scenario, is the responsibility
of the design engineers in Engineering and Construction. Ad hoc
calculation of projected plume and site area boundary dose rates

1

'

for emergency drills and accident situations is the responsibility
,

of Radiation Protection. Finally, the Corporate Health Physics'

|
organization provides the support for all of these activities, as

|
necessary, to ensure consistency and compliance with applicable
state and federal requirements.!

As observed by the INPO evaluator, three of the four "groups who
believe they are responsible for dose assessment activities" had
met the previous week (on November 12, 1987) to discuss the
interfaces and responsibilities. This interaction and discussion
between the persons involved provided confirmation that the roles
were adequately understood and agreed upon. Such interactions and
discussions are important mechanisms for assuring effective and
coordinated actions in areas involving multiple organizations,
particularly to resolve details that cannot usefully be included
in procedures. Additional coordinating meetings will be held
periodically to insure adequate communication between the groups.
Minutes of the meetings will be kept to document agreemenes and
future action assignments.

7
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Specific Response to Item e.2:

The plan described in the response to Recommendation (2.5B-2) will
resolve this issue.

Specific Response to Item e.3:

As stated in the response to the comment regarding dose assessment
(Item e.1, above), it is true that the responsibility for various
aspects of the fitness-for-duty program is divided among several
organizations. However, overall responsibility rests with the
Vice President, Nuclear Operations. Formuistion of the details of
the specific implementation of various aspects cf the fitness for
duty program is still in progress. A single individual has been
assigned by the Vice President, Nuclear Operations to coordinate
the development of the program. This work is in process. A draft
NEO procedure, which delineates specific respansibilities, has
been prepared and submitted for comment. It is anticipated that

the full fitness for duty program will be implemented at the time
of security lockdown in anticipation of fuel load. This has been
established as a Nuclear Operations 1988 Objective.

! Specific Fesponse to Item f:

As described in the response to Item a above, specific action
plans (goals and objectives) and fo11cw-up to prepare for start-ups; y

\ were incorporated into the integrated Nuclear Operations Readiness
for Operations Plan which was issued February 22, 1988.
Additionally, all INPO recommendations detailed in the reports
from both the corporate assistance visit and the preoperational

!

| review and assistance visit were assigned to members of NEO
management. Development of appropriate action plans will be

,

| completed by March 31, 1988.

|
Specific Response to Item g:

l It is recognized that formal written performance appraisals have
| not been emphasized within NEO, although the concept of annual

performance reporting is endorsed in NEO Policy Statement No. 7,
,

"Departmental Goals and Obj ectives". In conjunction with a 1988'

TU Ele:tric objective to establish a formal performance appraisal
system that will be utilized throughout the company, senior NEO
management will provide input and feedback for this system to
assure that it will work effectively for NEO. In addition, the

requirement for an annual performance review for all exempt
employees was established as a 1988 NE0 Objective. Also, NEO
managers have been informed that the concept of "providing
feedback only when performance is not acceptable" is not adequate

i
for the good of either the employee or the company.

i

I
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* Specific Response to Item h:

Feedback on performance and planning will be accomplished. in
part, by a quarterly review of the status of annual objectives and
the associated action plan (s). This guidance was forwarded to the
NEO Vice Presidents on February 20, 1988 in conjunction with the
approval of their 1988 objectives.

In addition, NEO managers have bean reminded of the need to
provide clear and distinct direction, guidance, and feedback to
their lower-tier managers.

RECO.W ENDATION (1.2A-21

Screngthen the goals and objectives program to help focus the
efforts of the nuclear organization in preparing for commercial
operation of the plant. The following problems were noted with
the objectives that have been identified for 1987 and 1988:

a. The persons or the department responsible for accomplishment
of specific nuclear operations objectives are not identified.
Industry experience has shown the lack of clearly assigned
responsibilities weakens accountability and timely completion
of objectives. Most canagers interviewed do not use the
established gccis and objectives as a management tool.

k' Action plans are not established to identify and scheduleb.
actions needed to accomplish several of the objectives and
measure progress toward completion. For example, no action
plan has been developed for the objective to complete all
Unit 2 operating procedures necessary to support start-up.
During the recent INPO plant assistance visit, problems were
noted with alarm response procedures, abnormal procedures, and
the lack of updated operational procedures. The progress
being made in this area has not been adequate to support
preparations for operation.

Some objectives are not being folly achieved. Follow-up isc.
not adequate to identify problems in achieving objectives as
noted during the recent INP0 plant assistance visit. For
example, weaknesses were noted in operator skills and
knowledge, and instructor training and performance. These
deficiencies indicate that the objective to maintain the
training, qualification, and requalification programs to =eet
the requirements for fuc1 load and subsequent commercial
operations is not being achieved. The current utility status

indicates that the objective is being achieved.

.

9 .
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Response:

The NEO goals and objectives program for 1988 incorporated
goals / objectives directed at focusing the efforts of the nuclear
organization in preparing for commercial operation of the plant.
The Executive Vice President, NEO reviewed and approved these
goals and objectives on February 20, 1988. In addition, specific

Nuclear Operations action plans (goals / objectives) are contained
in the integrated Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations Plan
which addresses actions necessary to prepare CPSES for commercial
operation.

Specific Response to Item a:

The individuals or departments responsible for accomplishment of
the 1988 Nuclear Operations Objectives were identified when the
objectives were submitted to the Executive Vice President, NEO for
approval. Their appropriate use of these goals and objectives as
a management tool will be part of the scheduled quarterly review.

Specific Response to Item b:

As described in the response to Item (1.2A-1.a), the Nuclear
Operations Readiness for Operations Plan was issued February 22,
1988. This plan includes the actions to be taken in order to

( develop, review, approve, and issue each procedure that is
required to support the startup of Unit 1. The schedule for the
development of Unit 2 procedures is under review.

In addition, in order to achieve timely implementation of the
Nuclear Operations 1988 Objectives, the Vice President, Nuclear
Operations directed his managers to develop action plans to
address their approved 1988 departmental objectives.

Specific Response to Item c:

One of the Nuclear Operations Objectives for 1988 is to review the
status of individual departmental objectives and action plans at
the end of each quarter. This will provide a more frequent status
update than had been done in the past, and will help assure that
timely progress is being cade.

The weaknesses noted in operator skills and knowledge and in
instructor training and performance are being addressed in the
overall improvements in the quality of training, as described in
the response to INP0's preoperational review and assistance visit
Recom=endations (TQ.1-1) and (TQ.1-2). Programmatic improvements
have already been made and the mechanisms for continuing review
and feedback of training effectiveness will be in place by April
1, 1988.

!

|
1

1
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RECOMMENDATION (1.2A-3)

Improve + ue content and for=at of periodic status reports provided
to management to increase the usefulness of these reports in
tracking performance, identifying problems, and monitoring the
effectiveness of corrective actions. Examples of areas needing
improvement are as follows:

a. Executive summaries in some reports are not effective in
highlighting areas needing attention. For example , the
executive sumuary of the Nuclear Operations Monthly Report
does not provide a summary of the significant adverse trends
as reflected in the performance indicator graphs that follow.
Instead, the executive summary provides status of events,

b. The graphs contained in the Nuclear Operations Monthly Report
do not depict acceptable levels of performance or performance
goals, increasing the difficulty of determining whether actual
performance as depicted is acceptable or indicative of a
problem needing management attention. For example, the trend
of temporary modifications as shown in the Nuclear Operations
Monthly Report indicates the number of temporary modifications
has been steady at approximately 700 over the last year. This
graph does not provide information as to the acceptable or
targeted number of temporary modifications or compare the
actual number to the number expected during commercial

;

operations, which was stated to be about 50. Providing'

acceptable or targeted levels of perf ormance may provide a
clearer picture to management of problems needing attention.

i

Guidance on the desired format and content of periodic reportsl c.

! has not been clearly provided to persons responsible for
| preparation of the report. Several managers interviewed

stated that they recognized improvements could be made in the
|

j presentation of material in various reports, but that they had
j not yet communical:d their desires or directions for the
|

needed improvements.
|

Response:

While it is recognized that the periodic status reports could be
i= proved, senior management believes that they provide management

|
vith meaningful infor=ation on a variety of currently important
operations-related topics. As construction activities / priorities
phase out and operations-related activities are increased,
management reports on operational topics will be expanded and
refined to reflect senior management's additional needs.

Specific Response to Item a:

We agree that the Nuclear Operations Monthly Report needs
improvement to increase its usefulness to management. The report

is still in the developmental stages and, as deficiencies are

11
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6 recognized, corrections will be made. Greater attention will be
focused on upgrading the executive summary.

Specific Response to Item b:

As stated in the response to Item (1.2A-1.c), emphasis has been
placed on providing performance goals and standards along with the
data, so that managers may better interpret the results. Nuclear
Operations has established a 1988 objective to reduce the number
of temporary modification to less than 300 by August 1, 1988.

Specific Response to Item c:

Managers have been directed to review current periodic reports, to
insure that personnel responsible for the preparation of those
reports have guidance on format and content to the detail required
and to include such guidance in their requests for future periodic
reports.

.
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MAINTENANCE
,
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!

RECOMMENDATION (2.1A-1) |

Strengthen corporate management monitoring and assessment of plant
maintenance, and strengthen guidance and direction to correct the
causes of maintenance problems. Some maintenance problems and

Report and in the plant assistance visit report. The Nuclear
'Jadverse trends are reflected in the Nuclear Operations Monthly

Operations Monthly Report contains detailed information, including )
trending information that indicates the following problems: '

a. The number of control room instruments that are out of .

'

service is increasing.

b. The ratio of preventive maintenance actions to corrective
maintenaace is decreasing.

The percent of preventive maintenance items overdue isc.
increasing.

d. The number of corrective maintenance work orders open for
various reasons is well above the goals established.

(
In addition, the INFO plant assistance visit report indicates
frequent delays in scheduled maintenance are caused by inadequate
planning, work preparation, and coordination between various work
groups. No indicators have been developed to reflect performance
in these areas.

Recent efforts to reduce the backlog include identifying all work
orders that need to be completed prior to heat-up so that
resources can be focused on those requiring more immediate action.
However, efforts to reduce the total number of backlogged work
requests have not yet been effective.

Though corporate management was aware of the existence of
maintenance problems, there was little corporate involvement in
assessing the nature or causes of the problems or in developing
solutions.

Response:

Corporate management involvement in the monitoring and assessment
of the plant maintenance program, as well as in the guidance and
direction to correct the causes of maintenance problems, will be
strengthened through the following actions:

|

i

l
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1. Corporate and plant management have recognized the need to
improve the plant maintenance program and have
specifically addressed improvements in this area, as shown
in the Nuclear Operations 1988 Objectives and in the
integrated Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations
Plan. These actions have clearly identified goals and
objectives relating to maintenance. Periodic reviews by
management will help to assure that timely actions are
being taken, including actions on problems identified by
INPO.

2. The Vice President, Nuclear Operations, through frequent
discussions with the plant maintenance personnel and at
weekly staff meetings, has been active in an attempt to
improve the overall performance of maintenance. This
effort will continue.

3. As noted in the response to Recommendation (1.2A-3), the
Nuclear Operations Monthly Report will be improved through
the inclusion of appropriate performance goals and
standards, including those areas related to reporting on
maintenance activities.

Additional Response:

( Given the atypical status of operations at CPSES over the past
three years, many of the items tracked in the Nuclear Operations
Monthly Report are of little value at this time. Trends that
would be of concern during operations, when evaluated in light of
plant status and extent of construction work, are less.

significant.

For example, the large number of control room instruments out of
service has been caused primarily by the replacement of all class
1E containment electrical penetrations. This is typical of an
unusual trend at CPSES resulting from the validation of design and
construction. The work of reterminating, testing and calibratirg
these instruments is a significant portion of the I&C backlog.

The undesirable number and age of preventive and corrective
maintenance work orders has accrued largely as a function of the
unusual conditions that have existed over the past two years.
Nuclear Operations has established a 1988 Objective to reduce the
total number of corrective maintenance work orders to less than
1800 by June 1, 1988. We expect that this emphasis will provide
the needed impetus toward better management techniques in the
maintenance area. Actions are also being taken to ensure that
preventive maintenance will be within the criteria of the
Technical Specifications by the time an operating license is
received. This effort is outlined in the Nuclear Operations
Readiness for Operations Plan, and will be tracked to completion
in accordance with the Plan.

14
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A Maintenance self-assessment, using the INPO guidelines, had also
been completed shortly before the INP0 plant assistance visit.
It identified essentially the same maintenance problem areas as
were identified by the INPO evaluators during the plant assistance
visit. The corrective action plans being developed from the self-
assessment will be incorporated into the Nuclear Operations
Readiness for Operations Plan by March 31, 1988.

(

i
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MATERIALS AND OUTSIDE SERVICES

RECOMMENDATION (2.2A-1)

Improve the process foi determining procurement quality
requirements for spare parts and other material. Specific

recommendations are as follows:

a. Implement the action planned by the engineering
procurement section to develop and maintain a
comprehensive technical data base of spare parts and
material quality requirements. Each purchase requisition
for spare parts or material to be used at the station is
routed through the Comanche Peak Engineering (CPE)
procurement section for determination of procurement
quality requirements. A backlog of 380 requisitions
currently exists for CPE processing, of which 200 are
identified as rush items. This level of backlog is

currently resulting in a six to nine week delay in the
procurement of material. Though current operation and
maintenance needs are not being severely impacted by
procurement delays, the process will need to be enhanced
to ensure timely availability of spare parts and material

( for an operating unit.

b. Update the data base as new and relevant information is
received from vendors. Procurement quality information is
being accumulated in files for future reference, but no
process now exists to update that data as new information
becomes available. Instead, time consuming technical
reviews are performed by CPE during each subsequent
procurement to determine if there have been any vendor
component changes since the last procurement. This causes

~

unnecessary delays in obtaining needed material and spare
parts.

Response:

To improve the process for determining procurement quality
requirements for spare parts, a comprehensive plan will be
developed and implemented to integrate the best features of
existing programs (VETIP, VDI/VDC, Procurement Specification
upgrade) and existing data bases (Q-List, EQML, Valve List, MMCP,
etc.) into a clearly defined plant support operation.
Requirements for this plan are as follows:

1. Identify design requirements for sparc parts, e.g., shelf
life, environmental qualification, QA requirements,
dedication requirements, and tagging. Maintain the data
base current by monitoring industry developments and by
regularly updating design information.

16
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2. Establish minimum inventory levels, identify and monitor 1

'

procurement lead times, and maintain a stable of qualified
or qualifiable spare parts sources.

3. Provide a rapid response procurement service. ;

To meet the requirements mentioned above, some additional actions
will be taken. First, Engineering & Construction (E&C) will
review and qualify or discard existing inventories of spare parts.
Second, enhancements will be made to inventory control programs to
keep a current spare parts inventory. E&C will maintain current

knowledge of qualified suppliers and lead times. Third, E&C will
streamline the current procurement process by use of pre-approved
and pre-engineered procurement documents. These actions will be
implemented by October 31, 1988.

(

4

!
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DESIGN ENGINEERING

RECOMMENDATION (2.SB-1)

Finalize the vendor technical manual program to ensure the manuals
effectively support operational needs of the plant. Specific
recommendations are as fo11cus:

a. Develop a plan of action for ensuring that design
documents and plant procedures appropriately address
vendor technical manual requirements. Contractor reviews
of vendor technical manuals are currently being conducted
to identify requirements contained within the manuals. To
ensure these requirements are addressed in the operation
of the plant, normal industry practice is to extract
requirements from the manuals and include them in the
appropriate station implementation documents. While there
was recognition by responsible engineering and maintenance
personnel that this must be done, neither a plan of action
nor a schedule for this activity was identified.

b. Implement a process that ensures exceptions to vendor
technical manual requirements are aporopriately reviewed

(
and approved. There are long-standing differences between
the design engineering and the plant maintenance staffs
regarding how exceptions to vendor technical manual
requirements are to be controlled. The design engineering
position has been that exceptions to vendor technical
manual requirements should be processed through the design
change authorizations program. Plant maintenance,
management feels the design change authorization program
is too cumbersome and can result in time-consuming effort
that is not responsive to the needs of the plant. While
there is merit to each position, depending on the nature
of the exceptions being considered, a procedure needs to
be developed and implemented to ensure technical reviews
are conducted and appropriate exceptions are approved in a
timely manner when necessary.

Response:

At the ri=e of the INP0 assistance visit, an engineering review of
vender technical manuals was already in progress to identify
design-related information to be controlled by Engineering. This
plan will be continued to its scheduled completion of December 31,
1988.

Specific Response to Item a:

During the current review of vendor technical manuals,
identification and extraction of design infor=ation will be

18
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accomplished for assignment to appropriate design documents, such
as design bosis documents, specifications, and drawings. Once
incorporated, the design information will be controlled (and
maintained consistent with current vendor information) by the

existing design control procedures. The Engineering Department
will review Operations procedures to ensure that appropriate
references to design documents are included. These activities
will be completed by December 31, 1988.

Specific Response to Item b:

When requests to change design requirements (including requests
from Nuclear Operations' organizations) are submitted, these
requests are processed via design change documents. This
procedure is already in place and, we believe, establishes the
appropriate controls required for design changes.

RECOMMENDATION (2.5B-2)

Improve support of Nuclear Operations by Comanche Peak Engineering
to ensure that operations needs are appropriately addressed by the
design group. Ensure plant needs are identified and addressed
when developing design documents that are utilized by the plant.
Consider rotating personnel between the plant and design technical
staff to broaden the experience in both groups and promote better
understanding of the needs of each group. Problems such as the

,

following reflect a need for improved communication and mutual
understanding between Nuclear Operations and Comanche Peak
Engineering:

Design basis documents were prcduced at Comanche Peaka.
Engineering's direction by the architect-engineer without
input from plant personnel. Design engineers developing,

'

the documents had little appreciation for the potential
| use of these important documents by plant staff. The
.

documents can be a valuable source of information onI

design limitations, system design operating modes, and
other information needed by the operations staff in
developing operating and maintenance procedures and

.

directions for other activities. Portions of the
l documents that should have included this kind of
|

information contained, instead, extracts of operating
instructions, valve lineups and other detailed data
already available to both design engineers and the plant
staff.

|

b. Nuclear Engineering and Operations Procedure, NEO 3.03,
"Preparation, Review, and Disposition of Plant Design
Modifications (DMs)," does not provide for any reviews of
planned design changes by the plant staff until completed
design packages have been approved and issued by design
engineering. Experience has shown that close coordination
between design and operating staffs is needed, and that
reviews of conceptual designs with the operating staff can

19
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be partially effective in ensuring that design changes are
operationally acceptable,

c. Differences between the plant staff and design engineering
on the need to add two startup transformers before plant
startup have not been adequately addressed. The decision
has been made to add the transformers, but the reasons for
that decision have not been effectively communicated to
the plant staff.

d. Some design enginasts and managers indicated a lack of
understanding of plant staff needs for documents such as
slectrical load lists and design basis documents that
present design information in a form more easily
understood by operators and others on the operations
staff.

Meetings are currently being held among various managemente.
levsis of the design engineering and nuclear operations
organizations to improve communications and understanding.
However, several managers stated that these meetings have
not been effective.

Response:

( To determine exactly what kind of improved support is required by
Nuclear Operations to ensure that operations needs are
appropriately addressed by the Engineering Department, a review
process will be developed with the following features:

1. Nuclear Operations and Engineering and Construction will
develop a listing of the organizations which share
responsibilities for plant systems.

2. The charters for each of these organizations and the
procedures which govern their work scopes will be
thoroughly reviewed by an assessment team comprised of I-2
senior personnel from each of the affected NEO Functions
(Nuclear Operations, Engineering & Construction, and
Nuclear Engineering).

3. The list of work products from each of the affected
organizations, as well as the processir.g of those
products, will be thoroughly reviewed by this assessment
team.

4. A matrix of organizational interfaces will be created and
work flows will be charted.

5. Formal and informal interf ace controis will be identified.

20
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6. Identification will be made of redundant, overlapping,
conflicting, or missing responsibilities, work products,
or work controls.

7. Identification will be made of unnecessary or inef ficient
work flow paths.

8. Any resulting remedial procedures or organizational
changes will be developed and implemented.

Additionally, within each affected organization, the ideal mix of
experience and skill levels will be defined. An evaluation will
be made of the experience and skill levels of assigned personnel.
The difference between the ideal and the actual will be evaluated
for correction through formal / informal training, on-the-job
training, reassignment (including rotation of personnel, as
appropriate), and recruiting.

The corrective action described above is considered to be the
appropriate vehicle to address all specific problems listed by
INPO under this recommendation. This review process has been
initiated and will be completed by December 31, 1988.

RECOMMENDATION (2.5B-3)

( Improve the maintenance of control room drawings to ensure they
are readily usable by operators, changes are incorporated in a
timely manner, and system temporary modification status is clearly
shown. Problems that reflect a need for improved maintenance of
these drawings are as follows:

Dracing control procedures require drawings to be updateda.
when there are either five outstanding design change
authorizations or when a design change authorization has
been outstanding against the drawing for 90 days. Over
4000 drawings are past due for updating.

b. Most drawings provided for the main turbine-generator are
in German and have not been sufficiently translated to
enable operators to readily use them.

Temporary modifications are not identified on control roomc.
drawings, even though many have been outstanding for long
periods of time. Consequently, there is potential for

.

personnel to not be cognizant of all differcnces that
|

exist betweer the plant and the drawings. Plant personnel
]

stated that, in one case, this situation resulted in
!

incomplete isolation of 6.9KV electrical equipment prior
to perf orming maintenance work.'

;

Response:

Improvements will be mado to the maintenance of control room*

drawings by providing computer-aided-design (CAD) service to the

4
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control room. This will help provide en-line configuration as
designed and as-present in the station. Some of the initial
requirements of this plan are as follows:

1. Provide current drawings in the control room.

2. Show the current, as-designed configuration.

3. Show the current physical station configuration.

Specific Response to Item a:

There are approximately 1,200 Unit 1 vital station drawings which
| are required to be controlled. All of these drawings were updated

in January 1988. Engineering and Construction staff are'

developing a schedule for implementation of a Computer Assisted
Drawing (CAD) system in the control room which will be linked to
the Engineering Department CAD. The Engineering and Station
procedures used to create as-designed and as-configured control
room drawings will be revised to reflect the new hardware
capabilities. Reporting mechanisms and appropriate CAD staffing
will be instituted to allow for rapid turnaround of station
drawing changes by June 30, 1988.

Specific Response to Item b:
( The Engineering Department will provide to Nuclear Operations

sufficient English translations of the main turbine generator
drawings to enable the operators to readily use them by June 30,
1988.

Specific Response to Item c:

The plan to address this concern involves limiting future
temporary modifications in the plant to those absolutely required
for continued operation. The large number of temporary
modifications currently installed in the plant will be reduced by
substituting fully engineered and inspected modifications.

By revising the existing station precedure on temporary
modifications, NEO will strengthen station design control and
configuration control by requiring fully designed and documented
changes for all but a small set of temporary modifications which
have been pre-approved by the Engineering Department. Procedures
will be revised to provide for expedited Engineering review of
changes to designed attributes of systems, and procedures will be
developed to allow rapid turnaround of proposed temporary
modifications-

As indicated in the response to Item (1.2A-3.bi, a 1988 Nuclear
Operationc Objective has been established to reduce the nu=ber of
temporary modifications to 300 or less by August 1, 1988.

22 |
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HUMAN RESOURCES

RECOMMENDATION (2.7A-1)

Implement an effective management development and career planning
program to develop sufficient numbers of capable, qualified
management and supervisory personnel to support plant operations.
The nuclear organization is not currently using formal or interim
measures that focus on management and career development, such as
addressing personal development goals or reviews in regular
personnel appraisals. It is recognized that such a prc :im ise
under development by the personnel organiza 3nn and work is in
progress to establish a data base of incumbent qualifications and
experience. To date, however, involvement by the nuclear
organization in the development of the proposed program has
occurred orly on a limited basis. Nuclear involvement will be
necessary to ensure the program addresses nuclear needs adequately
and is implemented effectively. The following key elements should
be addressed in implementing the program:

a. Periodic reviews of corporate short and long-range plans
to determine staffing needs and the demand for key

(
personnel,

b. Identification and selection of candidates for key

positions in the nuclear organization based on the
knowledge, skills, and experience needed for each position
and the qualifications and growth potential of possible
candidates,

c. Involvement of kr* nuclear managers in identification of
potential candidat.is throughout the nuclear organization
and appropriate cotisideration of the need to broaden
experience by rota': ion of assignments.

d. Individual development plans to prepare candidates for,

; rotation or promotion in a timely manner.

I An individual performance appraisal program to providee.
constructive feedback to employees concerning their
performance and professional development. Many managers
interviewed indicated they are not currently performing

, formal performance, appraisals due to a lack of time and<

emphasis by senior management. This will be an essential
element of implementing the proposed program.

f. Evaluations of the success of the program in meeting
personnel requirements, including periodic reviews with
all levels of corporate management.

23
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Response:

As noted in the recommendation, a Human Resources Management
System (HRMS) for NEO has been under development. The ultimate
goal of the NEO HRMS is the stated INPO recommendation: provide
an effective management development and career planning program to
develop sufficient numbers of capable, qualified management and
supervisory personnel. However, the prcject is structured to
phase in the various elements that are required / desired by NEO
over a two to three year period.

The 1988 objectives for the HRMS project are as follows:

1. Complete data collection and reporting for all exempt NEO
employees.

2. Develop and disseminate to senior NEO management a
Management Selection & Development Process.

3. Research career development opportunities and present the
options to senior NEO management.

Senior NEO management and the cognizant Personnel Department
management met in February 1988 to establish the 1988 Objectives

! and priorities for the HRMS project. The HRMS project manager

(
intends to e. licit the support and involvement of NEO management on
a more frequent basis in 1988. Members of the nuclear
organization have been on the project development committee since ;

its inception and have supplied many man-hours of input from the
nuclear organization perspective.

Specific Response to Item a:

These periodic reviews are performed annually as part of the !

standard TU Electric business agenda. Short and long-range plans
'

are considered when determining staffing requirements.4

Specific Response to Items b, c, and d:

A formal Management Selection & Development Process will be
finalized and presented to senior NEO management by May 31, 1988.
This process will provide management with tools to use to address
selection and development of high potential candidates. Once
these candidates are identified, their individual development
needs can be addressed through training or appropriate job

I

! assign =ents.
|
1
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Specific Response to Item e:

The response to this item is discussed in the response to
Recommendation (1.2A-1.g). The intention is to develop a

performance appraisal system that will have the commitment of
senior NEO management and that will be readily recognized and
utilized as an important management tool.

. Specific Response to Item f:

Feedback and evr.luation of the NEO HRMS is a vital part of making
the program fit the organizatic7. Evaluation will be integrated

into every phase of the program. The HRMS Project Manager will
provide reviews to Personnel and NEO corporate management.

4
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NUCLEAR SATETY ASSESSMENT
~

RECOMMENDATION (2.8-1)

Strengthen the corporate Operations Review Co=mittee assessment of
station activities related to nuclear safety. Problems noted
include the following:

The Operations Review Committee membership lacks expertisea.
in areas such as chemistry, radio chemistry, emergency
planning, metallurgy , and non-destructive examination. In

addition, only one committee member has recent operational
experience, and neither of the two alternates assigned
have equivalent experience. The method of designating
alternates to the committee does not ensure the above
areas of expertise will be available when a member is
absent. A provision exists to use advisors to provide
needed expertise, but this has yet to be fully utilized.

b. Operations Review Committee members are not periodically
involved in activities such as quality assurance audits,
audit checklist preparation, Site Operations Review
Committee meetings, and observation and operational
evolutions or tests that could enhance the review effort.( Committee members rely on information provided in various
siee reports without the benefit of periodic personal
observation of the activities described in these reports.
This reduces the effectiveness of the committee review,
because some material provided for review is deficient in
detail and clarity, as noted by committee members.
Deficient reports include Site Operations Review Committee
minutes, the Nuclear Operations Monthly keport, and a
quality trend report. Improvements to several of these
reports are in progress. Industry experience has shown
that operations review committees are most effective when
periodically involved in these types of activities.

Several items important to monitoring the safety of plantc.
operations are not yet incorporated into the Operations
Review Committee process. For example, the committee does

s

not review technical specification changes, planned
special tests or evolutions, personnel performance
problems (except as highlighted as adverse trends in the
conthly trend report su= mary), analyses of procedure
changes, and safety evaluations. Although these reviews
are not yet required, phasing in of these reviews as the
plant approaches commercial operation may improve the
effectiveness of the cecmittee.

It is recognized the Operations Review Committee chairman is
working to address the problems related to committee membership
and the quality of information provided to the committee.

26
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Response:

/.s noted in the INFO recommendation, the chairman of the
Operations Review Committee has reviewed the membership of the
Committee and its assessment activities. His review resulted in a
number of recommendations for strengthening the functioning of the
Committee. These recommendations, which have been approved by NEO
management, and are described in the specific responses below,
will be incorporated into the ORC program and completed by
August 31, 1988.

Specific Response to Item a:

The lack of expertise of the current ORC membership in certain
areas has been recognized and a revised membership proposed to the
Executive Vice President, NEO. The revised membership will enhance
the ORC's expertise in areas such as chemistry, radiochemistry,
emergency planning, and metallurgy. If specific expertise is
required (such as NDE), the ORC will make use of outside advisers.

In the proposed membership, every internal member has been
assigned an alternate. The alternate in this case will assure
that the ORC does retain its expertise in a given area, even when
a regular member is absent.

; , Specific Response to Item b:

ORC will have more active participation in the activities listed
in this item. The members will be encouraged to attend SORC
meetings, observe QA audits, observe training programs in action,
and participate in periodic walkdovns of the plant site.

Specific Response to Item c:

The ORC intends to extend into areas not currently being
evaluated. Some of the areas are identified below:

1. Review of plant events

2. Review of fr.dustry events (ISPO, NRC Bulletins, etc.)

3. Review of WOG, NSAC, and EPRI activities aimed at
improving plant safety

4. Plant trend monitoring

5. Receccendations of special QA audits for selected
departments

27
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6. Examination of recurring QA, Operations and Emergency Plan; ,

issues !*

. >

7. Independent evaluations of lessons learned and their i
'

implementatfon at site

These activities are important to assure that adverse trends are [

recognized and mitigated. !
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hiDUSTRIAL SAFETY
,

I g '. g 3
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,

RECOMMENDATIO:1 ('i.10A-1) \
y ,

ti .y
Imp.dment the pLtnne+ Nuclear Engineering and Opera?. ions

\ industrial safoty program at the site. Ensure t,he program
T includes elements such as p propriate on-site company sedical

facilities and servicts,'tublished policies and procedures, andi.
t%sining appropriate for each organization at the site'.- Considerv

. Emergency Medical Technician training'for medical emergency
i 3 response teams. Clearly define contractor and ut.ility ,;
\ responsibilities for industrial safety, includin $contr3.mtors

x) adherence to station industrial safety policies \ 'N

'' 1 ,, 1

s ,\ s :

i

L ..

T Currently, the construction contractor is respensible fer aust
', industrial safety activity on site. Work is in progress to

( transfer responsibility for industrial safety to Nuclear ^'

'\ [ Engineering and Operations (NE0;. An NEO inlusteial safety
program is in draft form,. but hat not been approved or D '

,
i

implemented. An executive sefety comittee has been establishwi, .
i

4
. , <

?\ s/ as has a site. safety committee; however, committees are not yet. !

.feactioning. Currently, safety inspections or,.sudits are no*. [.('
! being performed by TU safety personnel.( ,

g h .N \ ,

iProblems noted during the INPO plantjviste reflect the need fory

X improved industrial safety performance and strengthening of the ,4'
'

NEO industrial safety capabi,lity. -'

s

i Response: a

<t ,.
- .

The revised FR0 policy stateme'2e and the NE0 procedurs on the
Industrial Safety Program v u e issued on February 20. 1988. All

,l' additional'pacedures necussary to implement the program shall be'

Elements of the
developedand6 implemented.iyauly,}1,1988.

I /

program ine'uPo the follaing:

..l. Odsitemedicalfafdit2esdervices -

!
'

\

Apropriatetrainingfor<1cdorganizationonsite
s

, s
.s ,

3' . Appropriately trainerj Ml!Iti ascrg:ncy response teams
I }/ e

.

Safety S qndards app'4 cabit A 4.1.1 7U Electric'andk 4 1 ,
; ,

contrcct t amployeer / '

b \ \ / ,

'

*

%s
i 5. Saf ety audits to .be lconduct, ti by functions a ar2r.|V

' '
managers /supervinbra#

,q
(/f' ' s

( ,'(
' '

.:x
<

' ,\4
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In March, 1988, a TU Electric industrial safety representative
vill be named who will report to the corporate safety organization
but will be dedicated to the monitoring and assistance of the

Industrial Safe *, Program at CPSES. The commencement of his
onsite responsibilities will also take place in March.

Re.ponsibility for direction of the onsite contractors' industrial
safety program will transition from the contractors to TU Electric
starting on June 1,1988 and will be completed by July 1,1988.
Additional statements concerning TU Electric's emphasis on
industrial safety will become a standard part of contracts.

The NEO Senior Safety Committee is fully functional. The INPO
evaluator was provided minutes from recent committee meetings.
Although the NEO Executive Safety Committee is not yet fully
functional, its charter has been established and it is expected to
be fully functional by July 1, 1988.
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TRAINING AND OUALIFICATION
*

RECOMMENDATION (2.11C-1)

Strengthen senior corporate and plant management involvrment in
the monitoring and assessment of training and qualification'

activities of plant personnel. Several training-related

recommendations in the plant svaluation reflect a need for
J

improved training effectiveness. Increased management involvement
; is needed to assist in identifying needed improvements and to help

ensure that improvement efforts have the intended effect.
Examples where additional involvement could be helpful are
observations of ongoing training, both in the simulator and the
classroom or laboratory, and assessment of operator performance in
the simulator.

j Corporate and senior plant managers stated that they have had
j limited involvement with training, and most recognized that their

involvement needs to be substantially strengthened.

Response:
,

The overall monitoring and evaluation plan referenced in the

( response to Recommendation (1.2A-1.b) provides for specific
assignments for the' Vice President, Nuclear Operations and plant
management in tae monitoring and assessment of training
activities. Although the examples cited by the INPO evaluator
relate to the opacator simulator training, we recognize that these
comments also apply to other areas of training at CPSES

, (maintenance, radiation protection, I&C, chemistry and non-
! licensed operator training). Monitoring and evaluation of these
.

areas have been addressed in the plan which has been developed;
the plan will be completely implemented by December 31, 1988.!

,
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RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

RECOMMENDATION (2.12A-1)

Strengthen corporate support and guidance of radiological
protection program developments needed to prepare for operation.
To a large degree, the corporate organizations have the role of
providing requested assistance and do not function in the needed
role of providing review, assessment, and guidance to ensure the
effectiveness of station efforts. The following areas need to be
addressed:

Corporate organizations need to take a more aggressivea.
role in achieving radiological protection improvements
needed for start-up and operation. Problems in
radiological protection readiness include a lack of needed
facilities and procedures for local personnel frisking and
protective clothing issue, storage of reusable tools and
equipment, processing of radioactive waste, contaminated
laundry operation, and respirator cleaning and issue.
Corporate support and direction could be particularly
useful in the following areas:

1. Development of a coordinated radiological protection
[ action plan -- Though corporate and plant personnel

had an understanding of the improvements needed to
prepare for operations, their estimates of the

|
magnitude of effort required to implement the needed
improvements were considerably lower than recent
industry experience shows is reasonable.
Consideration should be given to obtaining information
from similar plants that have recently completed

(
' start-up to better define the effort required to

implement needed improvements.

2. Development of policies and procedures -- A large
-

number of procedures still need to be written, and'

some current procedures are not consistent with
accepted industry practice.

3. Interactions with engineering to complete needed
permanent or interim facilities.

<

b. The division of responsibility between the plant
organization and other organizations supporting
radiological protection needs to be defined. Radiological
protection functions are performed or are intended to be
performed by Comanche Peak Engineering, Nuclear
Engineering, and Administration. Individuals interviewed
indicated that overlapping responsibilities exist in*

several areas. An example area is dose assessment. All

,
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these support organizations and the plant appear to have
some responsibility for dose assessment. The current set
of Nuclear Engineering and Operations procedures provide
some guidance on division of responsibilities, but do not
contain suf ficiently detailed information on
responsibility for specific functions. A recent meeting
was held by supervisors within the three support
organizations to identify overlaps and recommend an
appropriate division of responsibilities. Agreement was
reached in many areas, but the results of this effort have
not yet been endorsed or approved by management.

Response:

The Corporate Radiation Protection organization is responsible
both for providing technical support to the station and for
reviewing, assessing, and providing guidance for radiation
protection (R.P.) programs. Recent activities of this
organization have focused primarily on providing support to the
station in the development and maintenance of R.P. programs. The
actione described in the specific responses below will be taken by
the Corporate R.P. organization to strengthen their role of
providing review and assessment of station R.P. programs.

Specific Response to Items a.1-3:

( The station R.P. Section has developed a Radiation Protection
Action Plan to ensure that all functions necessary for plant
startup are completeo in a timely manner. The Corporate R.P.
organization will independently review this action plan and
provide station R.P. management with input to the plan.
Specifically, an operational readiness review of all radiological
protection programmatic areas will be conducted by the Corporate
R.P. organization. The cbjective of this review will be to ensure
that adequate policies, procedures, facilities, equipment, and
other resources needed for the startup and operation of CPSES are
identified and in place prior to Unit 1 fuel load. Input from
other utilities will be included in the review, either by direct
participation in the review by individuals from ccher utilities
(if appropriate arrangements can be made) or by the assessment of
the review results and of the R.P. action plan by individuals from
utilities that have recently completed plant startup. Upon
completion of the review of each progra=matic area, a report of
results and findings and proposed recocmendations will be
submitted to station R.P. management for evaluation and will be
used to update and maintain the R.P. action plan, as necessary.
This review will be completed by July 1, 1988.

Specific Respense to Item b:

This item is the same as the deficiency discussed in
Recommendation (1.2A-1.e.1) and is answered under that item.

33
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Additional Response

The basic question raised by this recommendation relates to the
capabilities of the Corporate R.P. organization to effectively
provide for the review and assessment of station programs while
continuing to provide technical support for all of the currently
supported areas. An evaluation of the existing Corporate R.P.
organization is underway to ensure that adequate resources are
assilable to provide for continuing guidance and support for such
areas as radiation protection, emergency planning, and radioactive
waste management. Existing NEO jurisdictional strtements for this
organization will be reviewed to ensure that the functions of
reviewing, evaluating, and monitoring the implementation of
statiori programs are clearly defined. This evaluation will be
completed by July 1, 1988.

(
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

RECOMMENDATION (2.14A-1)

Strengthen corrective action for emergency preparedness problems.
Many deficiencies noted in prior program reviews, inspections, and
drill and exercise reports remain unresolved. Some items remain
open from the 1985 exercise 35 items remain open from the
January 1987 full scale exercise, and none of the items from
September 1987 drill have been posted to the tracking system.
Though an emergency preparedness commitment tracking system
exists, it is not being used effectively to resolve identified
problems. The following weaknesses contribute to the lack of
effective correction actions

The format of the commitment tracking list is simply aa.
running computer log of identified problems. It does not

reflect corrective action status, dates that items are
posted or completed, or assignment of corrective action
responsibilities outside the emergency preparedness group.

(.
b. The tracking list is distributed internally to the

emergency preparedness staff and not to those outside the
department who need to take the corrective action.

No regular report on corrective action status is providedc.
to management.

d. The emergency preparedness group does not analyze.the list
to identify recurring problems, determine fundamental ,

causes, and initiate appropriate corrective actions.
Recurring problems noted include some in communications,
on-site and off-site notifications, on-shift medical

-

response, operation of access control points, and flow of
information through emergency facilities.

As a related matter the emergency plan has not been updated since
1985. It should ee reviewed to ensure it is still current.

Specif,1c Response to Item a:

The Emergency Preparedness Action Item Tracking System has been
placed on an IBM AT computer, using a daca base program .hich
provides greater flexibility in tracking and correcting items.
All applicable items were added to the data base, the status was
updated, responsible persons were assigned, and completion dates
have been scheduled.

35
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Specific Response to Item b:

Distribution of copies of applicable items for review and update
will be made to the responsible persons, both inside and outside
the Energency Planning group, at least monthly. This activity
commenced on February 26, 1988.

Specific Response to Item c:

Regular reporting on corrective action status is provided to
management through the Emergency Planning Monthly Report. The
information contained in the tracking system described under Item
a above is used in preparing this report.

Specific Response to Item di

The identification and analysis of recurring problems has been an
ongoing effort by the emergency preparedness organization.
Although there is no documentation to support the somewhat
subjective judgements, much of the training and subsequent drill
scenarios have been influenced by these analyses. The review and
follow up of recurring problems will continue.

Additional Response:

( Regarding the final comment of this Recommendation, revision 9 to
the CPSES Emergency Plan was approved on April 24, 1986. Revision
10 is to be issue /. approximately May 1, 1988.

RECOMMENDATION (2.14A-2)

Take additional actions to ensure that the post-accident sampling
system (PASS) will reliably obtain and analyze reactor coblant and
containment gas samples under accident conditions, and that core
damage estimates can be obtained from PASS data. Address the
following problems:

The post-accident sampling system has never beena.
demonstrated operational. The Unit I start-up group has
not determined the testing that should be performed before
critical operations and has not included the system on the-
start-up schedule.

Currently, system meters and radiation monitors are out of
calibration, some light bulbs are burned out so that it is
impossible to determine sample flow path, some values are
improperly tagged, and other valves are not tagged. The

pH and conductivity meters have not been calibrated. The

chemistry and I & C departments disagree on the
appropriate calibration interval for these instruments,
and no interval has been selected.
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b. Procedures for operation of the system and assessment of'

core damage have been in revision for nearly 18 months.
Some chemistry technicians identified a lack of needed
specific direction in current procedures. Most of the
technicians have not been trained in the use of the
countroom computer and the multichannel analyser.

A preventive maintenance program, appropriate maintenancec.
training, and spare parts stock have not been established.

d. A time and motion study is needed to evaluate total
accumulated dose under severe accident conditions. The

results of the study need to be compared with current
exposure criteria.

Specific Response to Ites at

The operability of the PASS was demonstrated to the NRC as
evidenced by NRC Inspection Report 85-01. However, its
operability will be verified again prior to inicial criticality.
A test program will be developed and implemented. All valves will
be properly tagged and indicating lights will be replaced as
necessary by April 1, 1988. Once the systen is removed from a
layup cendition, the radiation monitor, system seters, pH and
conductivity metera will be placed on the appropriate calibration
schedule, rargeted for June 15, 1988. All of.these items are

( included in the Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations Plan.

Specific Response to Ites bt

Chemistry procedures for the operation af the system have been
issued. The procedure for assessment of core damage will be
issued prior to July 29, 1988. Acy deficiency in the degree of
specificity in current procedures will be resolved by August 26,
1988. Of the eight technicians requiring training in the use of
the countroom computer and the multichannel analyser, five will be
trained prior to April 1, 1988. The others are new hires and will
receive the training later in the year, consistent with their
individual training plans. Refresher training for all chemistry
technicians will be completed by December 30, 1988.

, Specific Response to Ites et

Developsent of a preventive maintenance program for the PASS has
been initiated and will be taplemented by September 23, 1988.
This will include a review of sprre parts required and any
specialized training necessary.

Specific Response to Ites dt

A time and motion study has been condur.ted, as documented by a
January 1983 report of the results and comparison with the
regulatory criteria. We have reviewed the results of the time and
motion study in light of current system and structural
modifications and have concluded that the study remains valid.
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RECOMMENDATION (2.14A-3) ,

Improve emergency public information performance in providing
'

,

timely, accurate, and complete information to the media and the
public. Strengthen procedures and training to support emergency
news center activities.

Emergency preparedness drills have identified the following
problems:

a. News releases distributed at the emergency news center did4

not provide accurate information. For example,4

information concerning injured persennel, the location of
a bomb explosion, and the number of ambulances responding
to the site was incorrect,

b. Timely information was not provided at news center
briefings; it was not until five hours into the emergency
that the majority of information concerning plant status
was released to the media.

Public information training, other than participation in drills,
has not been conducted since 1984 Training for company spokesmen

'

has not been conducted since April 1986. The company spokesman
during September 1987 drill lost control of the briefing with the

( media.
L

Procedures supporting the emergency news center have not been
revised in 20 months. Some news center activities are not
adequately addressed by procedures. For example, media monitoring
and rumor control procedures have not been prepared. Procedures
for collecting information from call-ins and the media, and for
responding to rumors or f alse information are naeded.

Equipment in the emergency news center is not regularly tested to
ensure it remains operable.'

Response:

There has been a continuing effort to improve public information
performance through training and procedures where required.
Efforts include the actions described below.

'
.

Specific Response to Item a:

Information distributed at the new center was not accurate because
of problems in timely data communications between groups in the
emergency organizations, in delays and inaccurate informationi

introduced in the execution of the scenario, and in
interpretation and execution of procedures. These problems are
being addressed in the 1988 Emergency Preparedness Training
Program now under way through the drills and seminars which make
up that program.
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Specific Response to Item bt

Additional training for news center personnel and for company
spokespersons is in progress. Procedures supporting the etergency
news center are under revision. See below for adoitional
comments.

Response to the Additional Comments:

Spokespersor. training was conducted by a professional consultant'

on January 13, 1988. This training will be provided twice mors
before the NRC graded exercise. Refresher training will be
provided as required.

Additional team training for public information personnel will be
completed by September 1, 1988.

The procedure describing all elements of public information
control and release during emergency conditions is in the process
of revision and will be issued by May 1. 1988. This procedure
revision will incorporate the INPO recommendation.

A method to test and ensure operability of emergency news center
equipment will be developed and implemented by September 1, 1988.

(

.
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Response to Recormendations in

INPO Letter, dated January 21, 1988

Subject: INPO Preoperational Review and

Assistance Visit
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Response to SUMMARY Recoceendations

RECOMMENDATIONS VERE MADE IN A NUMBER OF AREAS. THE FOLLO' JING ARE CONSIDERED TO
BE AMONG THE MOST IMPORTANT AREAS IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT .

1. MANAGEMENT DIRECTION AND ASSESSMENT

A fully developed action plan has not been prepared to prioritizea.
and focus efforts on activities which must be completed prior to
station startup.

Response to Item 1.a:

TU Electric acknowledges the need for a well organized and carefully
directed plan to proceed smoothly into the readiness for operations phase
of the project. As described more fully in the response to Recommendation
(OA.1 1), a comprehensive Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations Plan
has been developed and the initial issue was provided to appropriate manag-
ers on February 22, 1988. The Plan brings together all identified activi-
ties and programs from sources such as INPO 85 001, "Performance Objectives
and Criteria for Operating and Near term Operating License Plants", specif- ,

ic comments from the INPO assistance visit, NUREG 1275, and TU management
directives. Each activity is assigned a duration, based upon the experi-
ance of other similar activities, other utility input, or best estimate,

( and is prioritized and linked to an appropriate project milestone. Early
and late start and completion dates are then computed, and activities are
linked accortling to dependencies and restraints. The computer data base is
capable of supporting multiple sort and display requirements, including
detailed networked schedules. It ir capable of being updated regularly with
progress toward completion and the addition of new items as they are iden-
tified.

Direct management attention has contributed to the development of this
plan, is being applied to its implementation, and will be focused on its
progress and current status. As will be seen by the individual responses
to the INPO recommendations, initiation of necessary activities did not
await issuance of the plan. In every program area, activities have been
pursued aggressively, some to completion. By careful management attention
to the implementation of this plan, we are confident that the deficiencies
identified in the INPO visit will be corrected.

b. High standards have not been established for some important
station activities including the following:

(1) operator performance in the control room and the simulator
(2) radiological protection program policies
(3) material conditions in areas turned over to operations
(4) industrial safety program training, safety meetings, and

station inspection tours

1
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Response to Item 1.b:

It is TU Electric's intent and management commitment that only the highest
of standards be accepted in the operation and maintenance of CPSES. Two
factors that contributed to some of the deficiencies observed by INPO have
been the lengthy delay from the anticipated fuel load in 1984 and the lack
of a licensed Operations Manager during the latter part of that period.
These two factors took a greater toll on operational performance than was
recogni:ed. The current Operations Manager, previously licensed and expe-
rienced at Palo Verde, obtained a current license on CPSES in December

1987. He began immediately to initiate changes in the Operations depart-
ment based on his experience, his participation in the license training
program and on the INPO observations. As discussed in the response to
Recommendation (OP.2 1), he has established standards, defined responsibil-
ities, and participated directly in the training of operators to co=muni-
cace these standards. In addition, monitoring of performance in the con-
trol room and the simulator now includes observations by the Manager, Plant
Operations and the Vice President, Nuclear Operations. Additional actions
to improve operator knowled e, proficiency and performance are detailed inS

the responses to recommendations in the Operations (OP) and Training and
Qualification (TQ) sections of this report.

Conservative radiological protection program policies, consistent with
current industry experience and practice, have been established at CPSES in
the past and will be maintained as a strong management commitment. These
policies are articulated in NEO Policy Statements No. 19, "Radiation Pro-

( tection Program", and No. 20, "Maintaining Radiation Exposures as Lov as
Reasonably Achievable". There is an ongoing effort to implement the appro-
priate radiological controls requirements and to practice radiological
controls techniques at a time that will be of most benefit to the plant.
The responses to Recommendations (RP.1 2) and (RP.1-3) discuss some of the
specifics regarding implementation of radiological protection program poli-
cies.

Material conditions in areas turned over to Operations have not been
maintained at established standards due to the large amount of construction
rework activity that has resulted from the corrective actions emerging from
the extensive review programs. As discussed in the tesponse to Recommenda-
tion (KA.2-1), renewed management attention has been devoted to inspecting
areas for cleanliness, safety and adequate material condition, and the
standards for the material condition of the plant have been emphasized to
the auxiliary operators for pro =pt identification of deficiencies. The
Construction organi:ation is also cooperating and has implemented a self-
inspection program of its own. These efforts have resulted in an improve-

ment in the cleanliness and general material condition of areas turned over
to Operations.

NEO Policy Statement No. 27, "Industrial Safety", was issued FebruaryI

20,1988. At the same time, NEO Procedure 2.22, "Industrial Safety Program"
vss issued to provide implementation for the policy. As raported in the
response to Recommendation (OA.5-1), Station Administrative Procedure
STA 211, establishes additional detail for the implementation of the

2
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standards in these documents, including training, safety meetings and :
station inspection tours. '

>

'

c. Management assessment and review of existing programs has not
been effective in upgrading deficiencies that can adversely

,

affect station operations. Exemplifying this problem are the
following:

(1) Procedural problems in operations and maintenance continue
to exist and minimal corrective action has been taken over
the last several years.

(2) Some programs to control equipment status have not been
developed or effectively implemented.

(3) Knowledge deficiencies exist in the operations, chemistry, t

and radiological protection staffs. L

(4) The ability to plan, schedule, coordinate, and obtain spare
"'

parts for daily maintenance activities is weak.
'

Response to Item 1.c:
7

Marf of the deficiencies identified are the result of management's,

; concentration on the actions necessary to satisfy plant design, construc-
| tion and licensing concerns so that management resources for maintaining

the operational perspective were diluted. In addition, sweeping organiza.
tional, pro 5rammatic and personnel staffing changes over the past several
years had generated an administrative workload that, given the schedule
uncertainties of plant completion, led us to devote primary attention toj

~ construction and engineering tasks. The INPO visit was helpful in provid- !;
| ing an impetus to renew a sense of urgency with respect to preparation for

operations and to accelerate the development and implementation of plans
that had not received sufficient priority.'

! Many procedure upgrades, although identified, were being held back.pending
the completion of the design review process. This practice has been discon-

| tinued and the backlog will be cleared in accordance with priorities estab-
lished in the Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations Plan. Regular

; management review of this plan will assure adequate progress and the proce-
dural requirement for Station Operations Review Committee review of proce-

, '
'

dures will assure adequate quality.
s

A consolidation and simplification of equipment status control has been
placed in effect, which will bring about a better developed sense of owner-

,

i ship and centralized direction of plant operations and work control.
j Specific activities are described in the responses to Recommendations :

(OP.1 1): Operations responsibilities for current plant conditions, '

;

) (OP.3 2): improvement of the implementation of the station clearance pro-
I gram, (OP.3 3): locked valve program, (OP.5 2): load lists, and (MA.2 1):
| increased emphasis on maintaining equipment turned over to Operations,
j Management attention and direction are being applied to the statusing and

control of plant equipment.

Significant changes are being made to the overall training program, j
!i

i

3
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primarily for licensed operators and auxiliary operators, but also in
individual departmental areas of interest, which will upgrade the knowledge,

level of all plant personnel. Specific management attention is being,

'; devoted to Operations department training, as described in the responses to
Recommendations (OP.2 1): standards for conduct of operations, (OP.4 1):

I operator control of the plant during abnormal and emergency conditions,
(OP.4 3): licensed operator knowledge weaknesses, and (OP.4 4): auxiliary
operator training. The additional training for the chemistry and radiolog-

i ical control staffs, as described in the responses to Recommendations
4 (CY.2 1) and (RP.3 1), includes management involvement and supervision.

Management attention to the planning, scheduling, coordination and
procurement of spare parts for daily maintenance activities has resulted in
some improvement for urgent requirements. The response to Recommendation;

'

(MA.l.1) discusses improvements in the work control process (i.e., plan.
ning, scheduling and coordination). The response to Recommendation,

; (MA.9 1) discusses some of the activities that have taken place to improve
parts procurement. Additional improvements are required and are expected

'

to be realized when the Master Equipment List is available in a useful
fo rm.

2. OPERATIONS READINESS AND ABILITY TO OPERATE AND CONTROL THE PLANT

a. Shift operating crew performance was weak on the simulator and
,

during a transient at the station.

'

Response to Item 2.a:

j The personal attention of the Operations Manager and the Director, Nuclear
) Training has been applied to improving the performance of simulator train-
) ing. This is reinforr)d by periodic reviews by the Manager, Plant Opera-

tions and the Vice P4esident, Nuclear Operations. The details of actions
that have been taken are described in the responses to Recommendations
(OP.2-1): standards of performance and (OP.4 1): ability to cor. trol abnor-

; mal conditions and plant casualties. The Operations Manager has explicitly
instructed shift operating crews during their training periods concerning
expected standards of performance. With the continued management attention'

being provided by active participation in training, routine inspections and
monitoring, better interpretation and implementation of those standards
will result,

b. Auxiliary operators did not monitor and operate plant equipment
in a consistent and adequate manner.

Response to Item 2.b:

The response to Recommendation (0P.4 4) describes the actions that have
been taken to improve auxiliary operator training, qualification and per-
f o rmanc e . Additional detail is provided in the speci' : response to Item
(TQ.1 1.b). Licensed Senior Reactor Operators have been assigned to assist

4
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in this effort. The Requalification Cycle training for Auxiliary Operators.

has also been upgraded to emphasize specific routine and abnormal
watchstanding duties,

c. Operations personnel have not assumed full control of systems and
equipment turned over to the plant.

Response to Item 2.c:

At the time of the INPO visit, there was some confusion about which systems
were under Operations control and which were under Startup control because
the extensive construction activities had necessitated returning control of
many systems to eitber Startup or Construction. As discussed in the re-
sponse to Recommendation (OP.1 1), this confusion has been remedied through
updating and consolidating the system status book, and Operations personnel
are now in full operational control of those systems released by Construc-
tion. Managers will be alert to correct any indications of a recurrence.

3. TRAINING PROGRAM IMP 1.EMENTATION

a. Simulator training does not provide challenging scenarios or
effective feedback to improve operator performance.

Response to Item 3.a:

As noted in Item 2.a. above, the Operations Manager and Director, Nuclear

( Training have become intimately involved in the observation and critiques
of simulator training. They are working closely to5 ether to establish
standards of performance for both operators and instructors and to provide
scenarios that will be challenging and meaningful. As operator performance
is evaluated and new training needs are identified, appropriate changes are
made to the curriculum. The responses to Recommendations (TQ.l.2): in-
structor training and (TQ.8 1): teamwork and diagnostic skills, also dis-
cuss actions being taken to improve the performance of instructors in
providing appropriate feedback and to improve the ability of operators to
work as a team. A training visit for INPO to train simulator instructors
is scheduled for July 1988. Senior managers, such as the Vice President.
Nuclear Operations and the Manager, Plant Operations will continue to
observe and critique simulator training.

b. Some important industry events are not effectively communicated
to station personnel. As a result, some personnel are not aware
of relevant industry events.

Response to Item 3.b:

The Performance Evaluation Section currently reviews all significant
industry experience reports and provides appropriate extracts, with identi-
fied applicability to CPSES, to the cognizant managers and supervisors for
further distribution. The individual supervisors decide what material is
put on "required reading", added to departmental training, or otherwise

5
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' provided to the working level personnel. The Training department incorpo-
rates material which has relevanc- to CPSES into the appropriate curricula.

However, this has apparently not been adequate to get the information to
the working level persennel. As a means of improving the distribution of
the infor=ation, and perhaps providing it in a more easily remembered form,
corporate media communications specialists will assist the Performance
Evaluation personnel to produce a pilot program of brief television tape
segments highlighting recent industry events having significance and role-
vanco to CPSES. These tapes will be made available to all supervisors for
use in safety meetings or departmental training sessions. This will sup-
ple=ent the current publication of 10ER summaries that is being provided.

As discussed in the response to RecommendacAon (OE.3 1), effectiveness re-
views will include sampling of working level knowledge of recent industry
events,

c. A continuing training program for station personnel has not been
implemented in support of plant startup.

Response to Item 3.c:

The Training Administrative Procedures (TRA series) contain descriptions of
the initial and continuing training programs for each department and for
some training programs that cross departmental lines (e.g. , General Employ-
ee Training. Radiation Vorker Training, etc.). These training programs are

( in effect, and are being conducted. As a consequence of some observations
from the INPO visit, each department is reexamining the training programs
they currently have in effect and is reviewing the need to update and
strengthen them.

d. Instructor training has not been effectivly implemented for
simulator training, on the job training, and laboratory / mock up
training.

Response to Item 3.d:

A comprehensive instructor training program, to cover all expected
instructional scenarios is in the process of development. This is de-
scribed more fully in the response to Recommendation (TO.l.2). The com-
plete program will be ready for implementation by December 1988. However,

as a matter of priority, the simulator instructor portion will be imple-
mented by September 1988. As discussed under Item 3.a. INPO will provide
training to the simulator instructors in July 1988.

General employee training is not being condi-ted to keep employ-4.

ees aware of radiation protection, safety, at.d administrative
policies and procedures.

Response ts Item 3.e:

All new employees receive General Employee Training (CET). which includes

6
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i radiation protection, safety, and administrative policies and procedures.*

Successful completion of such training is one of the elements required to'

; obtain authorization for unescorted access to tre protected area. To

] maintain unescorted access authorization, the employee must complete the !

1 training or pass an exemption examination each year. Pefore taking the i

examination, the employee is provided updated training materials to study |
which include current requirements, policies and procedures. The examina. <

tion is updated as materials change, thus ensuring that successfuly passing !1

{ the examination provides a measure of certainty that the employee has the |
requisite current knowledge. |

I fPue to the high level of construction activity, the protected area access
requirements were relaxed. Apart from the normal site access badge, there
are no special access requirements at present. As a consequence, some
personnel have not maintained their GET qualification current. The need to

:
j restore the current qualification of all personnel who will need unescorted
| access to the protected area at the time of security "lockdown" is recos.

nized Supervisors have been notified monthly of those personnel whose
qualifications have lapsed. The requirement has been established to have
all necessary personnel fully qualified at least 120 days before fuel load.
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Response to Specific Recommendations

OPERATICNS

REC 0KMENDATION (OP.1 1)

Clearly establish the operations department responsibilities on Unit 1 for
current plant conditions. The following are examples of operators not
clearly understanding their current responsibilities

a. On shift supervisors do not know what systems are the responsibility
of the operations Department and what systems have been turned back to
startup or construction. A current list of turned back systems is not
available in the control room.

b. On shift supervisors do not know if non operational personnel, such as
individuals assigned to startup, are permitted to operate Unit 1 com-
ponents,

c. The division of responsibilities between the Startup Group and the
Operations Department is not described in station procedures. For
example, both the 3tartup Group and Operations Department issue clear-
ances on Unit 1 components. Neither group maintains records of the
other group's clearances.

(
Response:

In recognition of the importance of making the transition from a ennstrue-
tion environment to the operational environment, Nuclear Operations has
taken positive steps to assure that on shift operationw personnel are aware
of their responsibilities and are in control of the conduct of activities
that could affect those systems or components for which they are respon-
sible. Specific actions related directly to the INPO findings are de-
scribed below.

Specific Response to Item OP.1 1.a:

The Control Room is maintaining a status book of systems under Operations
or Startup control to identify custody status. In addition, Startup will
assign a Shift Test Director to coordinate the Operations and Startup
Interface in the Control Room at any time there is significant testing
activity.

Specific Response to Item OP.1 1.b:

Station Administrative Procedure, STA 601, "Authority for Equipment Opera-
tion" has been revised to address all systems in Nuclear Operations (in-
cluding Startup) custody. Qualified operators vill start, stop and other-
vise manipulate all equipment in Unit 1 and Unit 2. The previous practice
of allowing Startup or other organi:ations, under some circumstances, to

8
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operate plant equipment in the custody of Nuclear Operations has been
stopped.

, Specific Response to Irem OP.1 1.c:

Station Administration Procedure, STA 605, "Clearance and Safety Tagging"
is being revised to incorporate Comanche Peak Startup Administrative Proce-
dure, CP SAP 5, "Safety Tagging Procedure". This revision vill provide a
single station tagging and clearance procedure that is com=on to all of
Nuclear Operations. Training of station personnel vill be required prior
to implementation. (Estimated completion date April 15, 1986).

Daily work coordination meetings voro bSing held and were vitnessed by INPO
during their visit, but had noc included Startup as a participant. Startup
is now attending these meetings and is taking an active role in work sched-
uling with Operations and Maintenance.

L'eekly meetings between Operations and Secrtup to handle interface matters
have been held since December 1, 1987. These meetings include the Shift
Operations Manager and the Lead Startup Engineer. The meetings are used to
discuss syst.em and component testin8 in progress and planned for the near
future. They also address problems at a manag9 rial level that have not
been resolved during daily work ceordination meetings. These meetings have
resulted in a much greater participation by Operctions personnal in che
overall conduct and control of testing. They have also improved the under.
standing that Operations is in charge of the plant.

(
Other Startup procedures will be reviewed for incorporation into Operations
programs. The intent is for similar activities to be controlled from the
Control Roca under a single program. For instance, all temporary modifica-
tions vill be brought under a single proceduro. (Estimated completion date
June 1,1988).

The Operations Manager has been added to the Joint Test Group. This vill

assure Operations involv6 ment in Startup Test Procedure development. The
expected result is better coordination between Operations and Startap
procedures, and advance information for use in Operations training prior to
major tescins.

REC 0KMENDATICN (OP.2 1)

Establish and enforce standards for the conduct of operations. A lack of

standards in many areas contributed to the performance problems observed
during simulator vraining. Areas where standards ara lacking include roles
and responsibilities of operators and the shif t technical advisor, operator
acknowledgement and reportirg of alarming conditions, as well as shift crew
communications ar.d teamwork. The folluting exanples of problems observed
during simulator training illuattate the need for standards in the sbove
areas:

9
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a. Roles and responsibilities

1. Reactor operators (RO) do not understand when they should take
actions to ensure the plant !,s safe without obtaining prior
permission from the supervisor. For example, in a simulated loss
of all component cooling water to the reaccor coolant pumps, an
Ro requested permission to trip the reactor and the pumps. The
supervisor did not grant permission before the pumps tripped
automatically, causing a reactor trip. The raaetor and the pumps
need to be tripped quickly to prevent pump dama6e in this situa.
tion.

2. The divisions of responsibilities between the RO and balance of.
plant (BOP) operator for control room panels is not voll defined.
The RO and the BOP operator monitored and operated controls on
the same control panels, occasionally interfering with each
other. In one instance, during a steam gensrator tube rupture,
both operators manipulated controls at an emergency core cooling
paael. As a results, the BOP operator did not observe gesam
generator levels declining in the intact steam generators.

3. The shift technical advisor (STA) did not assist the s'aift super.
visor in understanding plant conditions. In one exercise, the

STA determined that A steam generator tube rupture had occurred
but did not inform the shif t supervisor who was unaware of this
condition. The only support that the STA provided to the shiftf

\ supervisor was checkins the critical safety function status trees
on tvc occasions. The STA was involved with off site dose cal-
culations for most of the exercise and did not monitor overall
plant conditions.

b. Alarm acknowledgement and reporting

1. Operators acknowledged and silenced numerous alatue without
reporting or acting on the alarms. Examples of alarms acknowl.
edged but not reported included pressurizer relief tank tempera-
ture, level, and pressure alarms, power operated relief valve
tailpipe toeparature alarm, and rod control urgert failure alarm.
This practice can result in not taking necessary actions on
important alarms.

2. Operators did not periodically walk down annunicator panels to
ensure all alarms were expected for tospective plant conditions.

c. Cecmunications and teamwork

1. In an exercise involving a steam Senerator tube rupture, the 50P
operator rapidly injected auxilf e y feedwater witnout informing
the RC or supervisor. As a result, pressurizer level and prea-
sure rapidly decreased leading the assistant shif t supervisor to j
order reinitiation of safety injection. i

10
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2. In one exercise, the BOP operator reduced turbine load but did*

not inform the KO. As a result, average reactor coolant tempera.
ture increased to the technical specification limiting condition
for operation. Several minutes'later, the RO realized that a

power mismatch existed between the primary and secondary systems
and manually inserted control rods to compensate for the mis-
natch.

3. The assistant shift supervisor not require the operators to ac-
knowledge or report completion of direct emorgency operating
procedure 4.:tions.

ReSDonSr;

Many of ;he shortcomings identified in this recommendation had been recog-
ni:ed, and activities leading to their correction were underway at the tice
of the INPO visit. The Operations Manager completed his license training
in December 1987, and has since that time been able to concentrate on the
important issues of estaolishing high standards of professionalism, opera-
tional proficiency and adequacy of procedures.

Tha operations Manager, and the Director, Nuclear Trainiug have personally
observed at least one day of simulator training each week durirt
Requalification Cycles 88 1 and 88 2. They have met regularly to review
needed improvements it: the establishment and enforcement of ctandards of
performance. This action will be supplemented by regular observations by
-he Vice Presidant, Nuclear Operations, the Manager, Plant Operations andi

the Performance Evaluation Group.

The operations . sncger has reviewed .imuistor performance evaluations for
1957, the 1937 requalification tests, and the results of the 88 1 and 88 2
requalification cycle observations and has notea weaknesses in the fo11 ova
ing broad categories:

Knowledge and executi;n of Emergency Operating Procedures
,

Co=munications practices

Alaru acknowledgement

Coord$ nation between operatots

The corrective actior. for these deficiencies has been incorporated into
subsequent training and into the procedures to which they apply. Through. '

) out this report, where reference is made to corrective actioc. being taken
in Requalification Cycle training, the same corrective action has been ,-

evaluated and incorporated into the appropriate 1.iitial operator qualifica.
tion training program.

i The specific INPO observations were re /iewed and discussed with members of
the Shift Operations organfration. This was completed al pirt of the

i
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| Requalification Cycle 88 1 and Operationn Review Class given by Operations j
d management.

) In addition to the specific corrective actions mentioned in the responses
below, one of the activities being considered prior to the INPO visit was ,

i. an "Operations Code of Ethics". Stich a statement of principles of conweit. |

j ment to operatient.1 excellence is expected to enhance the sense of profes. I

j sionalism and teamwork. A draft version, completed December 31.1987, has ;
. been discussed with the Vice President Nuclear Operations. The Shift -

I Operations Manager and one shif t r,;pervisor attended an INPO Shift Reactor |
j operator Peer Vorkshop in February on this subject to aid in finalizing a i

Code of Ethics for CPSES operators containing the elements suggested in the i.

! INPO materials provided at various workshops that have addressed the sub. |
ject. Estimated completion date for this activity is July 1,1988.

,

1 Specific Response to Item _0P.2 1.a: t

I Operations Department Administrative Procedure. ODA.102 "Shift Complement
Responsibilities and Authorities" has been revised to address the deficien. !

, '
i cies noted by INPO and to define the roles and responsibilities of each
j watch station. This revision specifically states that the Reactor Operator
j is responsible for and is authorized to perform all immediate/ initial ac. t

tions called out in approved Alarm Response, Abnormal Operating and Emer.4

,

gency Response Guideline procedures without prior Unit Supervisor permis. [

s t or. , similar guidance is provided to the balance of plant reactor op. ,

erator and the auxiliary operators to define the circumstances in which ,,, ij they are expected to act in accordance with written procedures without ;

1 further specific direction. Training vill be completed at the end of |
3 Requalification Cycle 88 2 (March 21,1988). i

$ The balance.of. plant (50P) operator for control room panels is currently ;

; called the Relist Reactor Operator at CPSES. The specific responsibilities
ij for this operator are included in STA.102, ine'.uding the requirement that <

1 he coordinate his actions with the Reactor Operator. Coordination is also I

addressed in the communication guidelines, discussed in the specific re.
i spone to Item (OP.2 1.c) . !
.

t

| The roles and responsibilities of the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) have
| been reviewed and defined for normal and emergency conditions. These have [

| besn incotporated into CDA.102. Training procedures for STAS also require <

j updating and revision as a result of an organizational transition that took !

j place in 1987. These procedures will be updated by July 1, 1988 to incor. t

]
porate the latest INPO guidelines. In the interim, the STAS have been, and ;

vill continue to be, involved with the shift crews in one simulator train. [i
] ing session per week. During these emergency drills, they are trained in F

| the proper execution of their roles for the particular scenario. Formal !
1 training for STAS in their responsibilities, particularly with respect to |

j abnormal and emergency ecnditions, is scheduled for Requalification Cycle [
89 3. commencing July 1, 1988.'

} ,
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1 Specific Response to Item OP.2 1.b:
4

! Procedure ODA.407, "Guideline on Use of Procedures", has been revised to
j include guidance on procedure use, alarm procedure use and response, The

concepts were introduced into Requalification Cycle 88 1 and will be empha.
sized on a continuing basis.i

The reporting of alaras acknowledged is specifically addressed in the new
communications guidelines discussed below da che specific response to Item
(OP.2 1.c).,

During the training sessions regarding alarm responses and corrective
action, the Operations Manager has reviewed with operators the need to
regularly evaluate alarms present against known conditions. This includes
periodic walkdown of the control boards and annunciator panels, particu. -'

I larly following transients. Unexpected alarms then receive special atten.
| tion.

\
! Specific Response to Item OP.2 1,c:

1 A new Station Administrative Procedure, "Communication Guidelines" has been
prepared (based on INPO Good Practice OP.212) and submitted to SORC for

j review. The concepts were introduced into Requalification Cycle 88 1 and
vill be emphasized on r, continuing basis. The consistent use of the prin."

ciples identified in this procedure (i.e., informing ather watchstanders of
( actions being taken, acknowledging direction, reports, and completion of

actions, and the use of consistent terminology) will improve the overall
;

teamwork of shift crews and other personnel involved in operations and'

maintenance. The clear definition of responsibilities discussed in the
,

specific response to Item (OP.2 1.a) will also improve the understanding of;

] duties, upon which teamwork depends. Emphasis on the continuing applica.
I tion of these principles of communication and teamwork will be included in
| simulator training sessions and in routine monitoring of operator and
~ maintenance $orker performance,

\.
I REC 0KMENDATION_ (OP. 3 1)

.

! Establish a method to track settve technical specification limiting condi.
tions for operation (LCO). An administrative progrca to track active LCOs'

does not exist. In addition, operators are not required to Icg entry and
exit from LCO action statements. An LCO tracking mechanism is needed to
help maintain tight control of technical specif*. cation equipment status to,

prevent technical specification violations.

Response:

| The requirement for operators to log entry and exit from LCO action state.
4

| ments currently exists in Operations Department Administrative Procedure
j ODA.301, "Operating Logs". This procedure also includes provisions for

identifying equipment in a degraded mode or active LCOs at the time ofi

|
i
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shift turnover. Howi 'er, the procedure will be revised to define the
requirements more clearly. (Expected completion date April 1, 1988).

Since the plant has not achieved a status where technical specification ac.
tions would be useful or meaningful, this requirement has not been imple.
mented in the control room. However, during simulator training, the proper
logging practices should have been enforced more consistently. This has
been stressed in Requalificatien Cycle 88 1 and 88 2, and will continue.

A detailed and formalized system / method is being established to define the
requirements for logging and tracking equipment status, both for that
equipment which is regulated by technical specifications and that which is
not. This system will include the tracking of active LCOs for the existing
mode as well as those affecting higher modes of operation. It will be in

place by June 1,1988. In addition, a computer program, part of the Opera.
tor Aids System, will be developed to assist in tracking the status of LCO
requirements. (Estimated completion date December 31, 1988).

An Operations work control program has been developed which includes spe.
cific elements to ensure that the status of equipment and systems operabil.
icy is promptly reported to the Shift Supervisor. Initial implementation
was on March 1, 1988, with full implementation expected by May 1, 1988.

RECOMMENDATION (OP.3 2)

k Improve the implementation of the station clearance progras. Coordination ,

problems and lack of attention to detail caused errors while implementing
clearances. Also, the sequence of component isolation is not properly
considered in some cases. In addition, some personnel do not understand or
respect the clearance program. The following examples illustrate these
problems:

An auxiliary operator removed a danger tag from the incorrect volvea.
during a partial cisarance on the hydrogen seal oil system.

b. An inadequate clearance was used to support replacing oil seals on a
steam generator wet layup recirculation pump. The maintenance planner
requested the power be tagged off and that the suction and discharge
valves be closed but not tagged. Operations tagged the power off and
tagged the suction and discharge valve shut. However, the system was
not drained and, as a result, water spilled from the system when the
pump flange was unbolted,

c. Interviews indicated that a number of operators were not familiar with
the pump isolation problem identified in SER 12 84, ' Heater Drain Pump
Expansion Joint Tailure". This SER highlighted the need to isolate
pump discharge valves before suction valves on centrifugal pumps due
to the potential for overpressurizing pump suction piping if the
discharge check valve leaks through. Operators questioned stated that
they do not always ensure a pump discharge valve is shut before shut.
ting a pump suction valve.

14
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d. Some contractor personnel operated danger tagged valves in the hydro.
gen seal oil system without authorization. They had not received any
training prior to working on site. In another instance, a danger tag
associated with the startup clearance program was used as an informa.
tion tag with the danger and high voltage warnings blackened out.

Response:

INPO stated at the exit briefing that the Station Administrative Procedure
STA.605, "Clearance and Safety Tagging", was fundamentally adequate. The
observations of several inadequacies in the implementation and at least one
direct violation of the procedure have been addressed as symptomatic of a
general lack of appreciation or understanding for the importance of clear.
ance tagging to personnel and equipment safety.

At the direction of the Manager. Plant Operations, all work group supervi.
sors reviewed the clearance and safety tagging procedure with personnel
during safety meetings.

Additional actions base been taken as described below.

Specific Response to Item OP 3 7.a:

At the safety meetings and in Requalification Cycle 88 1, particular empha.
sis has been placed on attention to detail, both in preparing safety tag
clearances, hanging the tags and clearing the tags,

.t

Specific Response to Item OP.3 2.b:

A work control group has been established to enhance coordination and
communications between Operations, Haintenance,16C and Startup regarding
cloarance tagging and clearance tag processing. This group is functioning
now, but full implementation vill take place by May 1, 1988.

Specifie Response to Item OP.3 2.c:

A revision to STA 605 will be issued by May 1, ?.988 to incorporate comments
from the INP0 observations and from reviews by the Operations Manager.
This revision vill include establishment of a single tagging system and
will acconnodate revisions that have been made to procedures regarding work
control and post work testing. It vill specifically include proper se.
quencing of isolation valves to avoid unexpected hazards.

Specific Response to Item OP.3 2.d:

As discussed in the response to Item (OP.1 1.b), the practice of allowing
personnel other than operators to manipulate valves and operate equipment
has been stopped. Personnel have been reminded (via the safety meetings)
thst use of danger tags for purposes other than those intended is an unac.
ceptable practice.

15
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; RECOMMENDATION (OP.3 3) |
: :

; Establish criteria for locking valves, and resolve discrepancies between ;

! the locked valve procedure, system operatite procedures and flow diagrass. j
j INPO 85 017, Guidelines for vae A> duce of Operations at Nuclear Power 6

Stations, should be of assistanci in this eff* t. The following are ex. ,

,

; amples of problems observed: |
t

| a. During a review of five systems severtA discrepancies were noted !

,

between the locked valve procedure, the system operating procedure
i (SOP) and the flow diagram. Por example, safety injection valves
i 8810A through D (reactor coolant system cold leg injection valves) are |
j required to be locked in the throttled position according to the flow :

diairam and SOP. The locked valve procedure does not include these
valves. 1.

i \

| b. Many valves in non. safety systems, such as the auxiliary steam, heater !,

< drain, and turbine lube oil purification systems, are locked. An !

excessive number of locket valves reduces the significance of locked |
'

, valves and can hinder timely operation of the valves in an emergency
1

! c. Operations interviewed were unaware of any criteria to determine which
! valves should be locked. !

! I
i Response: '

(
} A prelia.iuary review of the locked valve program will be completed by !

i September 1, 1988. This review will result in upgrading existing instrue. j
i tions to a procedure that will include a clear statement of the criteria

for determining which valves should be locked valves, using the guidance of ;
'

;

i INPO 85 017 "Guidelines for the Conduct of Operations at Nuclear Power (
I) Stations." Af ter drawing changes and a majority of Design Change Author.

j 1:ations are incorporated into the drawings, the final review of the pro. t

gram will be completed to identify necessary changes. W n the project [i

milestone date for fuel load is published, the final resiew will be target. t

j ed for 90 days prior to fuel load.

; Specific Response to I,t,,em OP.3 3.a:
t

i

The preliminary revis, will attempt to identify and correct all examples of !

discrepancies between drawings and procedures. TM s vill necessarily be a !
' '

,

continuing process until the desir documents are %.aen". [
| |,

! Spacific kespo se to item OP.3 3.b: '

.
.

1.ocked valves in ncn. safety systems are designated for strict administra. !
1

/ tive control. TU Electric agrees that an axcessive number of locked valvesl

reduces the algnificance of the program and cas hinder timely operation in !

an energency, The final criteria for designa'ing locked valves will be |,
consistent aith INPO 85 017. |

. i
it
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The egiteriv for locking valves will be estabiishec a:E stated above, and
incivped in the *.c ked valve proca, pre. In additi s, the procedure vill
list opposise each valve, the basli, on which it was, Incivded in the locked
valve category (i.e. , Technic.d Specifications or Ariministrative) . Review
of this prceedure with the operators will be included as part of the Opera-
tions Manager's regular "Operations Review". s

1 ,.

RECOMMENDATION (OP.4-\),,

Irnprove tba ability of licensed operators to conrrol the plant during
abnormal qonditions and plant casualties. Ensure e.ach shift team can
effectively execute acticas required by the. emerge cy opere. ting procedures.
Increase management invo'.n ment in simulator training.co reinforce expected
levels Jf dperstor periorvance, Significant crew pc.rformance problems were
observed ddring simulator training. The following are examples of problemss

experienced by bperating crews during simulator trainfng:

cf a. The crews did not :ocognize that a steam generator tube rupture had
occurred during :.ny of the three exercises that included this cas-
ualty,

b. In ona enercD e, the crew failed to recognize a stuck open pressurOer
safery valve even after the pressurizer relief tank ruptured from

( overpressure and prassurizer level rapidly increased.

In twc. exercises involving loss of s)1 component cool.ing water th thec.
reactor coalant pumps, the crews did not trip the reactor and tne
reactor ecols.nt pumps. The pumps tripped on high current causing a
reactor trip.

Response- '

In order.to improve the ability of licensed operators to control the plant
during abnornal conditions and plant casualties, heavy emphasis has been

t.+.s and evaluating aac.h tsa:::placed on working eaci. ghift crew me a

against consistant er itearia. The close personal attention of the Opera.
tions Manag;er bs be..sn Cevoted to the task of building the operating crews
intocoherentandprofession.p.groupsthatarefullycapableofe;<ecuting i

the ac cions required by the aneriency operating procedures. The f;11owing-

.spJcific actions have been taken:

The Operations Manager Kas worked with the Director, Nuc 4, ear Tr'aining
throughout Requalification Cycles 88 1 and 88 2 to develop expected'

responses to given transients and abnormal conditions. These respons-
es r.ce then included in the simulator evaluation criteria used for the

| ' critiques at'the end if each' simulator session. This will continue
lfor subsequent requalificaticn cyS es.

'
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The Operations Manager and Director, Nuclear Training have jointly |
*

worked on the development of long-range plans to enhance training of '

* all Operations personnel. A schedule of standards and procedure
revisions has been provided to Training to assist in the development
of training material. The schedule is based upon the 1988 and 1989
requalification cycles. A majority of the deficiencies will be ad-.

dressed prior to October 1, 1988, but the new standards will require
extensive training and simulator time. This training will extend into
the first quarter of 1989.

Once each Requalification Cycle, a block of time will be set asit for

"Operations Review", which will be conducted by Operations manag. ent,
to discuss new policies and to emphasize standards. This time le also
used to address the transfer of standards practiced in the simulator
to use in the plant and to review plant incidents involving operations
personnel.

Shift Supervisors have been charged with the responsibility for the
performance of their crew, and will be expected to identify problems
and possible corrections. This was emphasized during Requalification
Cycle 88-1 and is continuirg.

An Assistant Shift Supervisor and two Reactor Operators will work
together in the plant and on the simulator to reinforce the team con- -

cept. The Shif t Supervisor or a fourth man has been incorporated into
simulator training to add a sense of realism.

Team ovaluations on the simulator will be run each Friday to be wit-
nessed by a member of plant management, the Operations Manager or
Manager, Plant Operations. This has been done during Requalification
Cycles 88 1 and 88 2 and will continue through 1988 and 1989.

,

!

The Training Administrative Procedures (TRAs) describing the
Requalification Program will be revised to incorporate Operations
management involvement in requalification performance and material
presented. (Expected completion date April 15, 1988). The procedure
revisions will address the concerns of INFO and correct the deficien-
cies noted in Items (OP.4 1.a. b, and c).

Specific Response to Item OP.4 1.a:

The steam generator tube rupture scenario was included in the simulator
casualty drills for Requalification Cycle 88 1. All crews were able to

identify the casualty from the symptoms provided and were able to enter the
Emergency Operating Procedures at the appropriate point. New (Revision lA)
Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGS) have been
received and will be incorporated into CPSES Emergency Operating Procedures

j by July 1, 1988. Training on the new procedures will include steam genera-
tor tube rupture identification and response. This will be conducted dur-

;

| ing Requalification Cycles 89-3 and 89 4
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Specific Response to Item OP.4-1.b:

The new ERG revision (see Item (OP.3 3.b)) will include a step to specifi-
cally look for stuck open primary safety valves as part of the RCS Integri-
ty verification. This training will be conducted during Requalification
Cycles 89-3 and 89 4

Specific Response to Item OP.4 1.c:

As discussed in the response to Item (OP.2 1.a), clarification has been
provided to_ reactor operators regarding their authority and responsibility
to carry out steps of procedures without specific approval from the shift
supe rvisor . The Abnormal Operating Procedure (ABN) for reactor coolant
pump malfunctions has been revised to provide better guidance to the opera-
tor upon total loss of component cooling water.

RECOMMENDATION (OP.4-2)

Improve the ability of licensed operators to prevent an inadvertent criti-
cality during start up. The following problems underscore the lack of
preparation to prevent this occurrence:

a. During two reactor startup exercise, the reactor was inadvertently
taken critical below the rod insertion limit. In both startups,
control rods were pulled continuously until the first doubling of

( neutron count rate with few pauses and then to criticality with few
additional pauses in rod motion. This method did not allow a careful
approach to criticality.

b. The reactor startup procedure does not incorporate alternate methods
such as inverse count rate monitoring or multiple doubling checks to
monitor the approach to criticality. The procedure also does not
require periodic pauses in rod motion to allow suberitical multiplica-
tion to increase neutron count rates to a stable level,

c. The operators have not been given simulator exercises during
requalification training that would challenge their ability to recog-
nize and prevent an inadvertent criticality,

d. Many operators are not familiar with industry events concerning inad-
vertent criticalities.

Response:

As discussed in the specific responses below, operators will be provided
improved procedural guidance and additional training to respond to the
indications of approaching criticality and to recognize when there is
likelihood of premature criticality.
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Specific Response to Items OP.4 2.a and b;

Integrated Plant Operating Procedure IPO-002, "Plant Startup from Hot
Standby to Minimum Load" will be revised to specify that a reactor crici-
cality review be conducted at each 50 steps of rod movement and to in-
corporate inverse count rate plots, multiple doubling checks and enhanced
operator guidance. (Estimated completion date April 1, 1988).

Soecific Response to Item OP.4 2.c:

Training will be developed in the area of response to inadvertent critical-
ity after the proposed revision to IPO-002 and all Technical Specifications
which apply. It will be scheduled for Requalification Cycle 89 1. INPO
Case Studies on inadvertent criticality will be used as a basis for the
classroom portion of training, and specific scenarios will be practiced in
the simulator involving inadvertent criticality. Subsequent
Requalification cycles will continue to include this topic.

Specific Response to Item OP.4 2.d:

Industry events concerning inadvertent criticality will be the basis for
much of the classroom training and scenario development described in the
sections above.

RECOMMENDATION (OP.4-3)
i

Identify the extent of licensed operator knowledge weaknesses and provide
training to upgrade weak areas. The following are examples of knowledge
deficiencies observed during simulator training:

a. Procedures and technical specifications

1. During an exercise involving a steam generator tube rupture with
a stuck-open steam generator relief valve, the assistant shift
supervisor had difficulty finding the applicable emergency oper-
ating procedure (EOP). Transition steps that would have directed
him to the correct procedure were overlooked.

2. During a plant cooldown, following a steam generator tube rup-
ture, the assistant shift supervisor directed that safety injec-
tion be reinitiated rather than manually actuating the required
components as directed by the EOPs.

3. One shift team referred to the incorrect technical specification
to determine required actions after attaining criticality below
the rod insertion limit.
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b. System knowledge

1. Reactor operators had difficulty operating the reactor makeup
system in the manual mode and did not understand the flow path
for emergency boration.

2. Reactor operators demonstrated knowledge weaknesses with the rod
control and rod position indication systems. One operator mis-
aligned control rods and another misinterpreted rod position
indications.

3. The operators did not understand why only three steam dump valves
would open while they were cooling down the plant. They did not
recognize that the low low average temperature interlock prevents
operation of more than three steam dump valves,

c. Integrated system response

1. In an exercise involving a failed reference temperature instru-
ment from the turbine, power increased to greater than 100 per-
cent and average reactor coolant temperature increased to its
technical specification limiting condition. The balance of plant
operator decreased turbine load causing average temperature to
further increase, which aggravated the transient.

( 2. In an exercise involving the loss of a diesel bus, the operators
did not understand why the load sequencer for the diesel genera-
tor actuated. One crew considered the actuation to be spurious.
The sequencer had properly actuated due to loss of power on the
diesel bus.

Response:

An initial assessment of training program needs has been determined through
the evaluations of simulator performance and discussions between the Opera-
tions Manager and Director, Nuclear Training described in the response to
Recommendation (OP.4 1). This will be supplemented by cont!nuing evalua-
tions and adjustment of the training curricula.

The results of last year's requalification program and annual test weak-
nesses have been reviewed and corrective training has been incorporated in
Requalification Cycles 88 1 and 88 2. (Completion date March 21, 1988).
As requalification progresses, additional evaluation results of both simu-
lator and classroom performance will be used to assist in determining the
content of follow on training and enhancements to procedures.

Specific Response to Item OP.4-3.a:

Procedural compliance and use of the Technical Specifications will be
emphasized more strongly in requalification training curricula and

,

;
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simulator scenarios. Familiarity with and facility with the emergency
operating procedures will be rehearsed during all requalification training.

Specific Response to Item OP.4-3.b:

The specific system knowledge deficiencies regarding the manual mode of
operating the reactor makeup system, the control rod and control rod posi-
tion indicating system, and the steam dump system have been reviewed in
recent training sessions. Each requalification training cycle reviews and
reinforces system knowledge for selected systems.

Specific Response to Item OP.4-3.c:

The knowledge deficiencies concerning integrated system response are a
combination of inadequate knowledge and inadequate communication between
operators. Both of these issues are being addressed in each
requalification training cycle, with the primary emphasis on effective
communications between the operators and between the operators and the
supervisors.

RECOMMENDATION (OP.4 4)

Provide closer supervisory oversight of and involvement with auxiliary
operator (AO) performance to prepare them for plant operation. Performance
problems were observed with A0s during rounds and other activities. The
A0s did not receive formal training on rounds or plant systems prior to

( qualification, and their performance on rounds has not been monitored by
their supervisors. The following are examples of performance problems
obse rved:

a. One A0 did not check oil levels on the station service water pumps.
These pumps were the only major operating pumps on the watchstation,

b. One A0 did not know how to silence, acknowledg9, or reset alarms on
two fire panels. The same A0 allowed the diesel fire pump to operate

,

l without a flow path for greater than two minutes, contrary to proce-
dure.

c. Some A0s only recorded required parameters on their round sheets
without thoroughly checking equipment and plant areas for abnormal
conditions.

!

d. None of the A0s routinely tested local panels for burned out
| annunciator bulbs.
;

|

| Response:

An evaluation of all Auxiliary Operators and Reactor Operators for ability

I and technical knowledge required for their job classification will be
| complete by April 1, 1988. Common weaknesses discovered during operator

evaluations will be analysed and used to tailor the training programs to
correct the deficiencies noted.

|
t

|
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The Shif t Supervisors have been instructed to assign the Unit 2 Assistant
Shift Supervisors to work with Auxillary Operators (A0s) and to observe
rounds and log taking. The Operations Manager is monitoring A0 progress.

The initial definition of a training course for A0s has been completed and
the first several A0 Requalification Training Cycles have been developed.
These will be used throughout 1988.

All Auxiliary Operators will have completed (or exempted by testing) a
systems course by August 1, 1988. This systems training will be comple-
mented by additional training identified by the evaluation process.

Existing procedures (Abnormal Conditions Procedures (ABN), System Operating
Procedures (SOP), Integrated Plant Operating Procedures (IPO) and Emergency
Response Guidelines (ERG)) are being reviewed for those specific actions
required of the Auxiliary Operators. These will be incorporated into
specific training for the A0s during the 1989 requalification cycle train-
ing sessions.

Operatiens Department Administrative Procedure ODA 301, "Operating Logs"
contains standards of logkeeping that will be stressed during A0
Requalification Training during 1988. (Expected completion date June 1,
1988).'

The Operations department has set aside 4 to 8 hours per week during the
Auxiliary Operators' Requalification Training to focus on operational stan-

( dards, plant events and industry events related to the AO.

Specific Response to Items OP.4 4.a, b,c, and d:

Each of the observed deficiencies is presently included as an item of
proper watchstanding routine in ODA 301. The training emphasis will focus
on enforcing existing requirements.

! RECOMMENDATION (OP. 5 1)
i

Review and revise operational procedures to ensure they are technically
adequate to support plant operations. Many operational procedures contain
technical deficiencies nd have not been maintained current. The following

,

| are examples of problems noted:

I
l Many alarm procedures lack sufficient guidance to be useful to opera-a.

tors responding to alarms. Some of the procedures provide little,

guidance beyond dispatching an operator to investigate. In someI

cases, the probable causes listed for the alarms are r.ot the most
likely causes. For example, the probable causes listed for a residual
heat removal (RHR) pump high discharge pressure alarm are improper
valve lineup and fouled heat exchanger. More probable causet such as
leakage through an isolation valve or reactor coolant system pressure
perturbation while on shutdown cooling are not listed in the pro-
cedure.
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b. Many abnormal procedures contain technical deficiencies. For example,-

ABN 104A, "RHR System Malfunction", does not address any of the indus- |

try lessons learned from loss of RRR during mid-reactor coolant loop :

operation. Examples of lessons not incorporated in this procedure
include not starting a second RRR pump until the reason for the loss
of the first pump is known, and actions to take if a pump becomes air
or steam bound. Other examples ef abnormal procedures with technical
deficiencies include ABN 301A "Instrument Air System Malfunction" and
AB 103A, "Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage" ABN 301A does not de-
scribe adverse consequences to the plant on loss of instrument air and
ABN103A does not address reactor coolant system temperature change as
a possible cause of the symptoms for excessive reactor coolant leak-
age,

c. Many operational procedures have not been revised for greater than
three years. A substantial backlog of procedure comments exists that
have not been incorporated into the procedures.

Response:

A schedule has been developed to review and revise as necessary, all Opera-
tions procedures except Alarm Response (ALM), by September 1, 1988. This
review will assure that technical deficiencies are corrected and that
lessons learned from industry are incorporated, including the examples
identified by INFO. The backlog of outstanding procedure comments will be

(,
reduced. Priority will be given to assure that all procedures necessary to
support plant heatup, Emergency Response Guidelines and Integrated Plant
Operating Procedures are revised and training has commenced by September 1
1988.

Specific Response to Item OP.5 1.a:

The Alarm Response Procedures Manual (ALM) for the control room wil1 be
completely revised by December 1,1988, with the majority of the procedures
completed prior to plant heatup or Octeber 1,1988, whichever is earlier.
The revision will assure that the operator is provided adequate guidance in
responding to alarms. The ALMS for local alarms will be completed by April
1, 1989. Probable causes will be reviewed and revised to incorporate the
latest experience available through industry reports.

Specific Response to Item OP.5 1.b:

CPSES began a major revision process for all Operations department proce-
dures on September 1, 1987. Each of the procedures listed in this item
have been revised to correct the deficiencies noted by INPO. These revi-
sions were in process at the time of the visit. Update of the RER proce-
dure to incorporate issues developed as a result of NRC Generic Letter
87 12 will be completed after data is obtained from a flow vortex test,
scheduled after plant heatup. Procedures dealing with RCS mid loop opera-
tion and loss of RRR will be complete by April 1, 1989.
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Specific Response to Item OP.5-1.c:

The backlog of prccedure comments that has accumulated is being reduced
rapidly by the procedure revision effort described in the response to Item
(OP.5-1.b) and by the streamlining of the process by which changes (as op-
posed to complete revisions) of procedures are processed. Each shift crew
has been given responsibility for several systems to coordinate all proce-
dure reviews, system walkdowns and required design modification reviews. |
This is expected to reduce the backlog of procedure changes and to enhance
a sense of professionalism among the operators.

RECOMMENDATION (OP.5-2)

Develop controlled load lists / drawings and procedures to enable operators
to readily identify loads on electrical panels and busses. This information
is needed to enable operators to respond to a loss of a bus, isolate a

|ground, and understand the consequences of tagging out a breaker. Existing <

plant electrical drawings and procedures are not adequate for these purpos-
es. The following problems were observed:

i

a. Two supervisors were unable to identify the specific loads off a
breaker on a vital DC bus with information available in the control
room. The supervisors traced the circuity through three drawings with
the third drawing referencing another drawing not available in the
control room. A similar situation occurred when trying to identify

( the power supply to a pressurizer pressure transmitter.

b. While performing clearance reviews, an operator was unable to locate
the specific load off a 120 volt AC breaker that was included in the
clearance request. The drawing with the needed information was not
available in the control room.

c. Procedures have not been developed to identify deenergized loads when
an electrical bus is lost. For example, during an observed loss of a
startup transformer, no procedure was availabic to enable the opera-
tors to readily identify deenergized loads when the electrical busses
supplies by the transformer were lost.

Response:

Operations and Comanche Peck Engineering (CPE) have defined the vital
,

t Station Drawings and other drawings needed by the Control Room to support
| clearances, tagging, equipment isolation and operations. CPE is developing

a schedule for implemancation of actions, including implementation of the
Computer Assisted Drawings (CAD) system in the Control Room. Graphic
terminals will be provided in the control room to display vital station

! drawings and link with the ACCESS (Automated Configuration Control & Equip-
| ment Support System) computer system. The ACCESS dat: abase and data pro-

cessing software will be enhanced such that electrical load information
will be readily available. Procedures will be revised to ensure the con-

i tinued update of ACCESS for plant modifications.
!
l

|
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Enhancement of the database will be completed by July 1, 1988. Enhancement.

of the data processing sof tware and the addition of graphic terminals to
the control room will be completed by September 1, 1988.

New Abnormal Operating Procedures will be written to address loss of load
and loss of DC busses and to enhance existing alarm and abnormal proce-
dures. (Expected completion date December 1, 1988).

Specific Response to Items OP.5 2.a and b:

The combination of updated hard copy vital station drawings and the
availibility of a CAD terminal will provide the necessary drawing informa-
tion to the control room. The ACCESS data base and processing software
will allow operators to quickly determine what loads are supplied from a
given source, or to determine .he power supply for a given load.

Specific Response to Item OP.5-2.c:

Procedures will be provided for the operational use of the ACCESS software
to determine load interrelationships. However, the development of Abnormal
Operating Procedures for actions to follow when a particular bus is lost
will provide the operational direction necessary.

,

,

,

l
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' TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION.

RECOMMENDATION (TQ.l.1)

Identify knowledge and skill weaknesses of current job incumbents and
provide training to correct identified weaknesses in time to support plant'
startup, This training should include industry and plant events, plant
modifications, procedure changes and should be provided on a continuing
basis. This should be a coordinated effort batveen the training department
and the station departments. The following are examples of knowledge and
skill weaknesses noted:

a. Some licensed operators demonstrated knowledge and skill weaknesses in
the simulator. Examples are as follows:

1. In two exercises dealing with a failure of the reactor makeup
.

control system to operate in any mode except manual, both reactor '

operators (RO) were unable to operate the system (even utilizing ,

the procedure) without help from the instructor. One student
attempted to figure out the system by looking at a station draw-
ing detailing the control logic, but could not read the drawing.
The resulting delays in injecting boron into the reactor coolant
system (RCS) contributed to problems encountered in controlling
average temperature.

2. In one reactor startup exercise, the RO did not notice that the

'( rod selector switch was still positioned for shutdown bank E. He
actuated the rods-out switch and shutdown bank E group position
indicator stepped to step 230. The RO then reinserted shutdown
bank E to step 228. The RO incorrectly stated the rods were now
at step 228. By design, the rods will not move out beyond step
228. Thus, when the RO repositioned the bank demand counter to
228, the rods actually moved in to step 226.

,

b. Auxiliary operators exhibited some performance problems as well as
inconsistencies during the conduct of their rounds. The following
items are contributing factors:

1. Auxiliary operators are not required to demonstrate proficiency f
in watchstanding and making rounds prior to qualification. L

>

2. Auxiliary operators are not provided training on systems they are
j responsible for monitoring during rounds prior to qualification.
,

! c. Some plant chemistry personnel were weak in their knowledge of basic
'

laboratory terms. For example, they were unfamiliar within the fol-
loving:

1. purpose of control charts

2. definition of self absorption

!

!
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3. difference between precision and accuracy

d. Maintenance personnel were not prepared to effectively work in radio-
logical controlled areas. The following problems were observed during

,

maintenance work in a simulated radiologically controlled area:

1. While donning protective clothing, three workers had to be
coached on each step of the procedure governing the proper wear-
ing of clothing designed to protect workers from radioactive
contamination.

2. The protective hoods worn by workers did not cover all areas of
the face around the respirator nor a sufficient amount of the
neck and shoulder area to protect workers from skin contamination
during work activities.

3. Four workers were asked at the entrance to the work area what
their administrative radiological dose limits were for the job.
None of these workers could correctly state the 300 millirem
limit although this limit was written on the individual dose card
issued to each worker.

e. Training and qualification programs are not implemented for electrical
and mechanical maintenance personnel. The following items were noted
during interviews with electrical and mechanical maintenance supervi-
sion:

1. There is no formal process to qualify electrical and mechanical
maintenance personnel.

2. Supervisors have no means of verifying assigned personnel are
qualified.

3. Training for electrical and mechanical maintenance personnel
consists of following experienced personnel on the job for a
period which does not ensure personnel develop and demonstrate
skills and knowledge necessary to perform the task associated
with the position.

f. Some plant radiation protection technicians demonstrated knowledge and
skill weaknesses. During interviews, answers to questions concerning
the following issues were not consistent with station procedural
guidance or requirements.

1. personnel contamination level at which station policy requires
investigation

2. definition of "hot spot"

3. definition of "facial contamination"
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During maintenance work in a simulated radiologically controlled area,
the following skill problems were observed:

1. A radiation protection technician instructed the worker to walk
onto the contaminated area step off pad while wearing a hood, a
pair of coverall, and a pair of plastic booties. The step-off
pad clearly stated "remove protective clothing before stepping
here."

2. The radiation protection technician instructed the worker to
remove his outermost rubber show covers, one of the items most
likely contaminated, while wearing only a pair of thin cotton
glove liners which do not provide protection from contamination.
This action increases the likelihood of contaminating the work-
er's hands.

g. Some plant personnel were weak in their knowledge of industry events.
Examples are as follows:

1. Licensed operators were not familiar with industry events involv-
ing creation of a bubble in the reactor vessel during natural
circulation.

2. Some auxiliary operators were weak in their knowledge of motor-
operated valves and associated industry events. The auxiliary

[ operators stated they had not been trained on motor-operated
valves and associated industry events.

3. Four of five radiation protection technicians could not recall
significant radiological events dealing with spent fuel pool
dives, refueling cavity entries, radioactive resin processing
activities, and work naar radioactive waste storage tanks. These
evolutions have created unplanned high radiation exposure's to
personnel at other plants.

4 Some chemistry technicians were weak in their knowledge of indus-
try events concerning resin incrusions and their effects.

Response:

A formal methodology for assessing skill and knowledge veaknesses has been
developed. This methodology resulted from the standards development
proj ect for INPO Accreditation which began in December 1985. The standards
resulting from the project are called the "Accomplishment Based Curriculum
Development System".

Diagnostic Front-End Analysis is employed in the assessment of knowledge,
skills and abilities to determine skill and knowledge weaknesses that have
training solutions. This system of analysis is consistent with INPO
87-007, "Human Performance Evaluation System", in that root cause of per-
formance problems is determined in order to develop appropriate solutions.
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Training solutions identified from these assessments result in changes to.

the training curriculum.

Inputs from design modifications, industry and plant operating experience,
procedure changes, department requests, Quality Assurance findings, commit-
ment tracking, INPO, NRC, etc. are utilized to initiate these assessments.

A formal training Configuration Management System to status and track these
inputs has been established. Curriculum changes identified by this process
may result in revised training materials, simulator changes and/or training
equipment changes.

Training Committees will be established among departments / sections to
provide coordination, prioritization, and feedback for identified knowledge
and skill weaknesses of job incumbents. The committees will be formed and
commence meetings by April 1, 1988. They will meet regularly to provide
current updates to plant and departmental training needs.

Specific Response to Item TQ.1-1.a:

Specific actions being taken to correct weaknesses observed in licensed
operator performance, particularly in the simulator, are addressed in the
responses to Recommendations (OP.2-1), (OP.4 1), (OP.4-2), and (OP.4 3).
Increased emphasis on the use of the manual manual mode of reactor makeup
control is planned for requalification training during calendar year 1988.
With respect to the INPO observation concernin5 the rod control system, it

( should be noted that at CPSES, the rods may physically be moved to 230 or
231 steps, depending on lead screw thermal expansion. Thus, the operator's
action and report were correct.

Specific Response to Item TQ.l 1.b:

Auxiliary operator performance problems are addressed in the responses to
Recommendations (OP.2 1) and (OP.4 4).

,

The January 1988 revision to the Auxiliary Operator Fundamentals Course
includes specific training in the area of watchstanding and conduct of
rounds. Training Aduinistrative Procedure TRA 202, "Auxiliary Operator
Training" is being revised and will include specific methods of evaluating
vacchstanding skills and knowledge. It will also require that A0s have
completed that portion of the Auxiliary Operator Systems Course applicable
to each watchstation before qualification on that watchstation. This

revision is scheduled to be complete by September 30, 1983.

The Auxiliary Operator Walkdown Program provides Auxiliary Operators with
training on systems they are responsible for, and is required prior to
watchstation qualification. Normally, the A0 trainees attend formal class-
room training on these same systems prior to completing the walkdown re-
quirements. However, this is not required by TRA-202, and there are some
A0s that have not received formal classroom training. This problem was
compounded by sending 13 Auxiliary Operators to Braidwood for approximately
one year of "start up plant experience". Although the disruption of the
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normal training cycle is recognized as undesirable, the value of the prac-
tical experience is generally regarded more highly than strict adherence to

a structured classroom /walkdown schedule.

Specific Response to Item TQ.1-1.c:

Refresher training for chemistry personnel, as described in the response to
Recommendation (CY.2 1), will include emphasis on basic laboratory terms.

Specific Response to Item TQ.1 1.d:

Maintenance personnel will be prepared to perform work in radiologically
controlled areas in accordance with the actions described in the response
to Recommendation (RP.3-1). This will include practice in donning and
removing protective clothing, including proper fit of hoods and closure of
all openings, and will emphasize the importance of individual responsibili-
ty for knowledge of administrative limits.

Specific Response to Item TQ.1-1.e:

A specific program for training and qualification of mechanical and
electrical maintenance personnel will be in place by June 1, 1988.

A project was begun in June 1987 to update all Training Administrative

( Procedures (TRAs). It is scheduled for completion in June 1988. A "quali-
fication path description" is defined by the Job-Task Analysis process.
This qualification path will be the formal process by which electrical and
mechanical maintenance personnel are qualified.

A computerized report generation system has been developed by the Training
department and will be made available to the supervisors at a remote termi-
nal by July 31, 1986. This report system will directly access the ' training
database and give the supervisor the most up-to-date status of personnel
qualification available.

Tha Job Task Analysis and the overall desigr of training program content
for electrical and mechanical maintenance personnel will be complete by
December 31,1988. In the interim, specific training needs will be ad.
dressed on a case-by-case basis as identified by the departmental assess-
ments and the Training Committees.

( Specific Response to Item TQ.1-1.f:

Radiation protection technicians are periodically scheduled for refresher
training in accordance with Training Administrative Procedure TRA 301,
"Radiation Protection Section Training Program". A RP Specialty Training
session, "Contamination Control", is scheduled for December 1988. It will

specifically cover the definition of "facial contamination" and will review
the personnel contamination level at which station policy requires investi-
gation. Another RP Specialty Training session, "Surveys and Posting",
specifically covers the definition of a "hot spot". It will be delivered
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- during 1988 at a time most convenient to overall radiation protection
section needs.

"Dry run" training for plant personnel is described in the response to
Recommendation (RP.3-1). During this training, which is for the benefit of
radiation protection technicians as well as other radiation workers, skills
will be observed and corrective action taken as necessary.

Specific Response to Item TQ.1-1.g:

Appropriate industry events (i.e., those that have a direct significance
and relation to CPSES and to the individual's job performance) are included
in the various training curricula. In addition, those that are evaluated by
the Induscry Operating Experience Review group are distributed to managers
and supervisors for further reveiew and discussion at the working level.
As discussed in the response to Recommendation (OE.3-1), recognizing that
there is a deficiency in the exposure and/or retention of this information
at the working level, additional steps will be taken to improve the presen-
tation of this material.

The specific items identified by INPO during the assistance visit have been
reviewed with the appropriate personnel.

RECOMMENDATION (TQ.1-2)

Ieplement an initial and continuing instructor training program that in-

( cludes instructional techniques used in laboratory, simulator, and on the-
job settings. Personnel assigned as instructors should be trained in areas
appropriate to their job assignments. Also, the program should include
weaknesses noted during periodic evaluations of instructor's perfornance.
INPO 82 026, Technical Instructor Training and Qualification, should be of
assistance in this effort.

Response:

An initial and recurrent instructor training program based on Job Task
Analysis that includes instructional techniques used in classroom, labora-
tory, simulator and on-the-job settings has been initiated as part of the
preparation for INPO Accreditation.

This Job Task Analysis and training development meets the standards of the
Accomplishment Based Curriculum Development System. The curriculum identi-
fied for curriculum development instructors and for procedures / methods

! writers has been developed and introduced into the training program.
I

l

j The proj ect was begun in January 1987. A vendor was selected and placed
( under contract to assist in development in February 1987. INFO 82 026,

"Technical Instructor Training and Qualification", was used as an initial
scoping document for the project. The total project is scheduled for
completion in December 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION (TQ.8 1)

Develop the teamwork and diagnostic skills needed by licensed operators to
perform their job functions to control the plant during off normal condi-
tions. Provide classroom training in the fundamentals of these skills and
develop simulator scenarios that train operators to diagnose and respond to
a variety of plant events. Current training only focuses on normal plant
operations.

The following problems are attributed to the lack of teamwork and diagnos-
tic skills training:

a. During 1987, licensed operator requalification training consisted of
only seven scenarios that exercised emergency operating procedutes.
Of those seven scenarios, for involved steam generato tube ruptures.
However, in three of three observed simulator exercises, the team was
unable to diagnose the existence of a steam generator tube rupture,

b. Operators have not been adequately trained on the simulator to recog-
nize conditions that can lecd to a prematuro criticality. Fox exam-
ple, two of two teams failed to recognize the reactor was gofe.g to
achieve premature criticality and permitted the reactor to achieve
criticality with a startup rate in excess of the administrative lim-
its.

( c. The operators had difficulty using the emergency operating procedures
to mitigate the consequences of multiple failures. For example, when
given an exercisa involving a small break loss of coolant and a
design basis steam generator tube rupture, both observed teams failed
to transition through the various emergency operating procedures to
the proper procedure for the tube rupcure.

'
,

d, One recctor operator started a load reduction at 10 megewatts per
minute and did not inform the other reactor operator. Control roos
were in manual and average reactor coolant temperature increased
greater than the technical specification limiting condition for opera-
tion.

The only person on the team aware of a design basis tube rupture (460e.

gpm) condition was the shift technical advisor (STA). The STA was not
involved in the activities of the team and did not know the team was
unaware of the tube rupture.

f. In one design basis steam generator tube rupture exercise, a reactor
operator was distracted by unnecessarily trying to help the other
reactor operator at another part of the control board and allowed
steam generator level to decrease (about 15 percent narrow range
level) in all three intact generators.

INPO Cood Practice TQ 503, Developing Teamwork and Diagnostic Skills, could
be of assistance in this effort.
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Response:-

Teamwork and diagnostic skills training are being developed as part of the
Reactor Operator, Senior Reactor Operator /Shif t Supervisor training project
for INPO Accreditation. Job-Task Analysis is being employed that meets the
standards of the Accomplishment Based Curriculum Development System. This
project was begun in December 1987. The first products are prioritized to
be Fuel Handling to support initial fuel load and Diagnostics and Team
Skills to support initial operations. These first products are scheduled
to be ready to introduce into initial and requalification training in i

August 1988.

This project utilized INPO Good Practice TQ-503, "Developing Teamwork and
Diagnostic Skills", as an initial scoping document. The methodology meets
the standards for outputs now required by NRC License Requalification
examinations.

In light of weaknesses identified during the 1987 Annual Exam, the INPO
Simulator Assessment, and INPO Recommendation (TQ.1-1), training in team-
work and diagnostic skills has been introduced in the 1988 1989
requalification cycles. This training is based on standards developed by
Operations and guidelines based on subject matter from INFO, EPRI and ven-
dors. The results of RO and SRO Job Task Analysis, when completed, will be
used to validate the developed material.

k Additional actions that have been taken relative to developing teamverk and.

diagnostic skills are described in the responses to Recommendations
(OP.1 1): better control of plant conditions, (OP.2 1): improved standards
for the conduct of operations, (OP.4 1): improved ability to control the
plant during abnormal conditions and plant casus 1 ties, (OP.4 2): improved
ability to prevent an inadvertent criticality, (OP.4 3): correction of
knowledge weaknesses, and (OP.4-4): improved A0 performance and better
supervisory oversight.

,

Sp,ecific Response to Item TQ.8 1.a:

After identifying in 1986 that simulator training had not included
sufficient exposure to the plant in its most likely configuration and the
need to emphasize good routine watchstandin5 Practices, additional emphasis
was placed on normal operation in 1987. The last requalification cycle of
1987, however, was dedicated to preparation for the annual exam. This
consisted of training on emergency scenarios which required extensive use
of the Emergency Response Guidelines.

Emphasis on normal operation vill continue to be necessary as the plant
prepares for fuel load and initial startup. However, it is recognized that

additional training in the area of emergency operations is necessary. This
vill be accomplished by using scenarios that include multiple event mal-
functions during the last 30 minutes to one hour of simulator training,

<
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Specific Response to Item TQ.8 1.b:

The failure to recognize and respond properly to conditions leading to
premature criticality is recognized as a significant skill and knowledge
deficiency. In order to correct this deficiency, the following actions
will be taken by June 1, 1988:

o A corparison of actions in Initial Startup Test Procedure ISU 001,
"Initial Fuel Load Sequence", will be made to Integrated Plant Operat-
ing Procedure "IPO-002, Plant Startup from Hot Standby to Minimum
Load". If appropriate, additional guidance will be added to IPO 002,

o A review of industry events regarding premature criticality will be
performed to extract appropriate lessons to be learned.

Appropriate training will be developed and administered in the areaso

of recognition of and proper response to premature criticality, based
on the lessons learned from industry experience and any changes to
IPO-002.

Specific Response to Item TQ.8 1.c:

The operators' inability to use the Emergency Response Guidelines with
facility is recognized as a generic skill and knowledge deficiency, as well
as a deficiency in the licensed operator training program.

Additional training in the use and background of the Emergency Response
Guidelines will be developed using material supplied by the Westinghouse
Owners Group and information contained within INPO Guideline 86 026
"Guideline for Simulator Training". This training, along with increased
emphasia on emetgency scenarios, will be included in Replacement License
Training and will be administered in requalification training during the
1988 calendar year.

Specific Response to Items TQ.8 1.d through f:

|

The need for specific guidelines in communications, as well as clearly
defined roles and responsibilities for all control room personnel, has been
recognized.

See the specific response to Item (OP.2 1.a) regarding the action that has
been taken to define roles and responsibilities, and the specific response
to Item (OP.2 1.b) regarding the promulgation of communications guidelines.
Also, see the response to Recommendation (OP.4-1) concerning the use of an
Operations Review seminar conducted by the Operations Manager to provide
continuing current emphasis to these areas.

RECOMMENDATION (TQ.8-2)

Train simulator instructors to identify and critique performance problems
during simulator training. Numerous operator performance problems were
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noted during simulator observations which were not critiqued. Also, the.

critiques usually did not identify methods operators could use to prevent
recurrence of errors made during training exercises or methods to impro"e
performance. The following are examples of problems observed with simula-
tor post exercise critiques:

a. Performance of two teams of operators was considered to be satisfacto-
ry by the instructor even though both operating teams demonstrated the
following significant performance problems:

1. Operators did not recognize the reactor was being taken critical
below the rod insertion limit.

2. Once critical, the operators took no action to reduce the startup
rate and thus exceeded the administrative limit for startup rate.

3. Operators failed to diagnose a failed boron instrument even
though the reading of 374 ppm on the instrument should have
increased by 1100 ppm due to boron addition,

b. Operators were provided an opportunity to discuss their performance
only after the instructors had discussed all of the errors they ob-
s e rve d. In fact, during one critique, the instructor discouraged
self critiques of performance problems by the operators. These prac-
tices can result in an unwillingness by the operators to further
discuss their performance.

Response:

TU Electric agrees with the importance of having simulator instructors
capable of detecting and properly critiquing operator errors in the course
of simulator training. In recognition of this, Simulator Scenario Guides
have been developed to assist the instructor in anticipating operator
performance and to provide performance standards for a given evolution.
These guides outline the operators' expected responses and indicate any
situations where possible operator error is likely. They were provided to
INPO, as requested, prior to the site visit, but were not used. The INPO
scenario content was provided to the instructors the evening before the
exercise, thus leaving insufficient time for developmen: of instructor
guides appropriate to the scenario.

Regardless of what factors may have contributed to the observed failure to
identify specific performance problems during the critique, it is recog-
nized that additional training in the area of si=ulator instructor tech-
nique is necessary.

Recommendations by INPO on an effective method for conducting post exercise
critiques, based on their observations at Arkansas Nuclear One, have been
field tested during requalification cycle 88-1. This method worked well,
and plans are to continue using this method.

Training development for simulator instructors is a sub project of the
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instructor training development project, described in the response to-

Recommendation (TQ.1-2). This sub proj ect, handled as "Special Settin5s
for Instruction", is scheduled on a priority basis within the overall
project for completion by September 1988.

As described in the responses to Recommendations (OP.2-1) and (OP.4 1), the
Operations Manager and Director, Nuclear Training have committed to regular
(weekly) evaluations of simulator training. Critiques of participant and
instructor performance are facilitated and evaluated. The simulator in-
structors also participate in the weekly "Operations Review" conducted by
the Operations Manager.

INFO has bsen requested to provide a training session for simulator
instructors. This has been scheduled for July 1988.

Specific Re.=ponse to Item TQ.8 2.a:

The current participation by the operations Manager and the Director,
Nuclear Training in selected critiques of simulator exercises is assisting
instructors in recognizing inadequate student performance and in making
appropriate assessments of the relative seriousness of various events in
evaluating overall performance. This will be reinforced in the instructor
training program.

Specific Response to Item TQ.8-2.b:

Under the present critique methodology, students are encouraged to
participate in the critique in an interactive exchange, facilitated by the
instructor (or another . suitable person, such as the Operations Manager, if
present). This encourages students to identify their own performance as
adequate or inadequace and to take responsibility for it.

.

l
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RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION-*

,

,

RECOMMENDATION (RP.1-ll ;
*

,

Establish and implement an integrated action plan that will ensure all I
radiation protection functions necessary for plant stcrtup are completed in
a timely manner. The plan should be developed to be compatible with the
station startup Jehedule, Establish milestones and reelistic goals to
assist in monitoring progress Assign tesponsibilities to the key person-.

nel involved in impicuenting the plan. ,

It is recognized.that.radiacion protection supervisors have established I

some informal preliminary plans and, in some cases, have developed time ,

charts for certain projects. Howevsr, efforts to coordinate and track
radiation protection department support preparations have been limited.
The. following planning problems were noted:

a. Plans to support contamination concrol f

| 1. Plans for local personnel contamination frisking areas and local
protective clothing issuance points have been considered but not c

*fully developed.
' 2. Little progress has been made to establish a radiologically
| = controlled area (RCA) tocl crib, although the need co control i

! \ contaminated tools and equipcent through this approach has been
'

: recognized. Also, RCA tool stocking requirements have not been
determined.

b. Plans to support .adicactive material control, ,

1. Plans have not been fully developed for storage areas fer radio-
! active materials and equipment such as contaminated lead blanket :

shielding, contaminated scaffolding, instrument and control teet
equipment, and occage related equipment and tools.

,

2. Although contingency plans have been considered for providing
temporary radioactive waste processing, radioactive laundry, and [

respirator cleaning trailer facilities during initial stages of
'plant operation, these plans are not coordinated and developed

| sufficiently to establish support facilities and radiological |
1 protection requirements. >

.

; 3. Plans to provide alternate breathing air in lieu of the unusable
plant breaching air system are not firmly set.

I Response;

j An action plan for ensuring that all Radiation Protection fur.ctions neces-
| sary for plant startup are completed in a timely manner has been developed
; and integrated into the Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operation Plan.
I
!

;
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The informal preliminary plans noted by the INPO representative have been
integrated into the overall plan. Milestones and goals have been linked to
key project milestone dates. In addition, firm "late start" and "late
finish" dates have been assigned to account for the variability and uncer-
tainty of the proj ect schedule. Functions have been segregar.ed into spe-
cific responsibility areas for completion of the required action. Task
durations and interrelationships have been determined.

As described in the response to the Corporate Assistance Visit Recommenda-
tion (2.12A 1), the Corporate Radiation Protection organization will pro-
vide an independent review of this action plan and provide input to the
Station management. This comprehensive review will include utility peer
evaluation, whenever possible.

Specific Response to RP.1 1.a:

Identification of contamination frisking station locations and protectivc
clothing issuance points will be completed by July 1,1988.

Procedures to control radiologically controlled area (RCA) tools and to
determine RCA tool stocking requirements will be prepared by August 1,
1988.

The facilities and equipment required to support radioactive tool control
will be determined by December 31, 1988 and their acquisition and installa-
tion will be scheduled at that time in the Nuclear Operations Readinesc for<

k Operations Plan.

Specific Response to RP.l.l.b:

Procedures to control storage areas for radioactive materials and equipment
will be prepared by August 1, 1988.

The facilities and equipment required to support radioactive equipment
storage will be determined by December 31, 1988 and their acquisition and
installation will be scheduled at that time in the Nuclear Operations
Readiness for Operations Plan.

Contingency plans for temporary radioactive waste processing, radioactive
laundry, and respirator cleaning will be pregared by November 1, 1988.

Plans for the provision of alternate breathing air will be prepared by
November 1, 1988.

RECOMMENDATION (RP.1-2)

Continue to develop and implement routine policies that will enable good
radiological protection performance in radiologically controlled areas
(RCA) on a daily basis. Review current station and radiation protection
department policies to determine their effectiveness based on established
industry standards. Ensure policies will provide effective daily guidance
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and will be fully implemented prior to plant startup. The following exam-*

ples of radiological protection policies have not been fully developed:

authorization and inventory of radioactive material storagea.

b. requirements for controlling, inventorying, and markin5 of RCA tools

specific controls of contaminated vacuum units and portable air-fil-c.

tration ventilation units

d. selection of markings on and types of vaste segregation containers at
contaminated area exits

requirements for personnel contamination monitoring after exitinge.

contaminated areas

f. requirements for respirator issuance, tracking, and follow up

g. requirements for radioactive material marking and labeling

Response:

The efforts of the Radiation Protection Manager, as supervised by the
Manager, Technical Support and the Vice President, Nuclear Operations., are
consistently devoted to the development and implementation of routine i

policies that will assure good radiological protection performance on a
{ daily basis. All current station and radiation protection department

policies are in the process of review to determine effectiveness based on
established inds.stry standards. As plant conditions permit, the impleman-
tation of particular portions of the radiation protection program pregress-
es appropriately. Prior to plant startup, all radiation protection program
procedures and policies will be fully implemented.

Specific Resaense to Items RP.1 2.a through g: '

Station Adm.".r.istrative Procedures STA 652, "Radioactive Material Control",

STA 656, "Radiation Work Control", and STA-659, "Respiratory Protection
Program" will be revised by June 1,1988. These revisions will specifical-
ly include:

o Guidance for authorization and inventory of radioactive material
stora5e areas.

Requirements for controlling, inventorying, and marking of RCA tools.o

o Specific controls for contaminated vacuum units and portable air fil-
tration ventilation units.

' Guidance for the selection of markings on and types of vaste segrega-o
tion containers at contaminated area exits.
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- o Requirements for personnel contamination monitoring after exiting
contaminated areas.

o Requirements for respirator issuance, tracking, and follow up.

o Requirements for radioactive material marking and labeling.

RECOMMENDATION (RP.1 3)

Review radiological protection procedures and verify all procedural guid-
ance is clearly stated and instructions are consistent with good industry
practices. All radiation protection procedures, both administrative and
instructional, should establish a consistently high level of performance.
The following problems were noted which should be addressed in the proce-
dure upgrade program:

a. One procedure on personnel decontamination requires follow up whole-
body counting only if a positive nasal smear is found to be equal to

i or above 1,000 disintegrations-per minute (dpm). Industry experience
has shown internal contamination can occur in cases where nasal con-

; tamination is not present. Typical industry practice is to perform a
whole-body count when facial contamination is present. Also, the
procedure provides no clear direction to investigate personnel contam-
inations less than 20,000 dpm. Most personnel contamination levels
are considerably less than 20,000 dpm in operating plants. Investiga-

, tions of contam.'. nation incidents at levels below 20,000 dpm can be
important in identifying and correcting program weaknesses,

b. The draft procedure of the respiratory protection program should
reference corporate policy on the implementation of engineered con-:

trols as an alternative to mandatory respirator usage. Presently, the
precedures do not address the use of engineered controls such as glove

,

bags, portable containments, and portable ventilation equipment.
I The procedure on radiological incident and problem reports shouldc.

require documentation ar.d investigation of radiological protection
incidents that may point to program problems. Presently, the proce->

| dures do not address the documentation and investigation of incidents
such as the unauthorized presence of radioactive materials outside the
radiologically controlled area.

d. The procedure on dry radioactive waste minimiration should provide
clear guidance on sorting, survey, and release requirements for bags
of trash from radiologically controlled areas. Precently, procedural
instructions do not clearly state that each item of radioactive waste
should be individually checked and surveyed to determine if beta
radiation is present. Industry experience has shown that radioactive

i material may not be detected on individual items if only the bag is
surveyed because of shielding by the contents of the bag and by the

j ba6 itS*1f-

i
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Response:
|

Radiation Protection procedures are reviewed regularly (at least every two
years) and revised as appropriate to increase efficiency, to ensure a
consistently high level of performance and to upgrade to established indus-
try standards. TU Electric is fully committed to conservative radiological
protection policies, to reflecting this conservatism in our procedures, and
to instilling the practice of this conservatism through training and con-
sistent management oversight and involvement.

The specific examples cited regardin6 procedural inadequacies have been
reviewed, and current revisions are considered consistent with accept.-d
industry practice, as explained in the specific responses.

Specific Response to Item RP.1 3.a:

The problem identified refers to Instruction HPI 402, "Personnel
Decontaminatin and Skin Dose Determination", which states: "Positive
smears (>1000 dpm) require bioassay analysis." (Emphasis supplied). Howev-
er, the conservatism to which personnel are trained and on which a decision
to do an optional bioassay would be based, is contained in Instruction
HPI 500, "Bioassay Program", which requires that whole body counts (WBC) be
performed in the case of "any accidental internal exposure, whether real or
suspected ...". HPI 500 also cautions and states that "Negative nasal
smears should NOT be used as the only basis for vaiving biomasay analysis."

( Instruccion HPI 402 requires that personnel contaminations greater than
minimimum detectable activity (1000 dpm) be documented, evaluated and

c pervisor. It further requires thatreviewed by a Radiation Protection u
"Personnel found with any detectable contamination will be decontaminated
using the guidance in Section 4.2:..." A 20,000 dpm centamination level is
defined by this instruction as a "Serious Personnel Contamination", and
requires the additional action of preparing a Radiological Incident'/ Problem
Report.

Specific P.esconse to Iten RP.l.3.b:

The current Health Physics Instruction HPI 905, "Selection and Use of
Rt.spiratory Protection Equipment", states:

"4.3 Selection considerations: Upon determination that engineering
controls, such as process, containment, and ventilation are not feasi-
ble, or cannot be applied, respiratory protection may be used."

The draft of Station Administrative Procedure STA 659, "Respiratory Protec-

tion Program", has been revised to contain reference to and to specifically
state the policy contained in NEO Policy 37, "Respiratory Protection",
i.e., "Only when such controls (engineering control measures such as pro-
cess, containment and ventilation) are not reasonably achievable will the
use of respiratory protection devices be permitted."
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Specific Response to Item RP.1-3.c:

Procedure HPA 108, "Radiological Incident / Problem Report", states that such
reports "will be used to provide the framework for identifying unusual or
abnormal occurrences associated with the radiation proteption progran at
CPSES." The listing of problem areas for which a Radiological Incia ,

t ' ,
dent / Problem Report (RIPR) should be initiated, is not intended to be

. ,
all-inclusive, but it does include administrative control violations such
as "violation of radiological warning signs or barriers". In the next
revision of HPA 108, the specific problem of unauthorized presence of
radioactive materials outside the radiologically controlled area vill be
added to the list of typical administrative control violations.

Specific Response to Item RP.1-3.d:

Procedurb HPA 118, "Dry Active Waste Minimization" states that "Bags of
waste reading less than 10 mrem /hr at contact should be opened for inspec-
tion in a low background arsa. Items of waste reading less than 1000
dpm/ probe area' above background should be placed in a green plastic bag and
disposed of as non radioactive waste." It further states: "Bags of waste
reading greater than 10 nrem shall not be opened, and shall be disposed of
as radioactive waste." These instructions clearly specify that when the
outer bag survey produces radiation levels less than 10 arem/hr, the indi-
vidual items must be surveyed. Radiation protection technicians (users of
this procedure).are familiar with the fact that this survey is for the

( purpose of detecting beta radiation that might have teen shielded by the
'

bag.

RECOSMENDATION (RP 1-4)

Upgrade and complate facilities needed to support radiological protection,

activities. Ensure these facilities are operational, that necessary proce-
dures are issued, and personnel are trained to use the facilities prior to
plant operation. Currently, several facilities have significant limita-
tiont- in support capabilities, and plans to upgrade these facilities have
not been fully formulated. The following a:e examples of problems noted:

The ho,t machine shop has no area for large item decontamination. Ina.
addition, the hot machine shop does not contain a crane to handle

i

L heavy items, has limited access and low ceilings, and has floor drains
j connected to Unit 2 drain tanks.
;

) b. Plans have not been formulated to achieve access through t' e contain-
i

ment equipment hatch, although the bottom of the hatch is elevated
core than 20 feet above the outside grourd level.'

c. Solid radioactive waste processing areas and fan'lities have not been
fully developed, incluoing areas for sorting, corpaction, storage,
solidification, and resin dewatering.

t

.
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d. Respirator washin5. drying, and storage, facilities have not been-

established. ;
:

,.

Response: )
,

Facilities necessary for radiation protection activities needed to support
initial plant operation are essentially complete. However, because some
facilities have limited capability, the follov*ng upgrades will be accom- ;

plished prior to receipt of an operating license: J

Rerouting of the Hot Shop drain line from the Unit 2 Floor Drain Tank
to the Unit 1 Floor Drain Tank.

Addition of a filter demineralizer system to process liquid wdste

Addition of piping and valves required to allow a se.rvice contractor
to process spent res. ins and concentrates

Addition of portrple waste storage containers / modules for interim
storage of radioactive vaste (

Longer range plans include a design modification request co provide a
facility (new building) for the fo11owin5 processea:

Spane resin packaging

k
'

Spent cartridge filter packaging

1

| Liquid waste solidification

|
Liquid waate processing'

Contaminated laundry services .

,

l Respirator decontamination and storage
^

Storage of re usable radioactive materials (Oatage supplies)
!
; Dry activ<a vaste (DAV) sorting and packaging '

Large item decontamination /aachine shop facilities (RCP parts,
outage scaffolding, etc.)

Construction of this facility will begin after roceipt of an operating
'

license.

jpecific Response to Item RP.1 4.a:

Work on large items requiring decontamination will be accomodated on a case
basis with the facilities available until the first refueling outage. The
new facility will be ready by that time. In an emergency, this activity
could be performed in the fuel building rail bay. Thh cutrent hot machine

,
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shop facilities,,allhough recogn hed Q less than ideal, are adequate for.

the majority of see item tasks a e.pected. The drain problers will be
corrected prior to fuel 1,ad.i %

h ,4 ,

Specifi c Response to (tem ;;M, .{ -..b:

Planning activities for each outage will address the radiological controls
requirements fd moving iAuipment into and out of the containment via the
, elevated equipment hatch. The measures to be taken will be highly depen-
dent on the acuijities planted for each outage.,

i \ \

I Specific Response to Itee p .1 4. ;J
\ |

Solid radioactive;vaste pro:essing facilities which provide areas for
sorting, compactitn, and s' ora t} will be incli ded in the new builoing.c
Existing facilitied are i.Aduate.until t;he first re fuelit 3, ou t age . Solidt-
fication and resir uvar.arind acti.Mf,es', for.the forseeable future, c 11
be contracted to undort j using venche supr.ied equipment.

I i

Specific Response to Item RP_ h4J -

Respiratorwashingandd.'yingwillbe4$.*.ewiththeavailablefacilities
for the immediate future. As a ontingency, this service may also be
contracted. Facilities for respira E storage are presentiy available.
Additional storage will be included in the new building.

( RECDP.'4ENDATION (RP.3 1_1

Train plant workers, thr ugh classroom sessions and practical traf ning, on
their responsibilitirs under the radiological protnctLon program. Consider
providing simuisted radiological work exercises for those workers expected
to perforrt routine jobs ,in r adiatiot, or radioact.ive contamination areas.
These simt, lated t xercise s c.ciald includ9 evolutions such ar. sten gener ator
work, chango ot.r.of radioactive filters, and reactor coolant pump seal
work. During these ex<.rcises, implement as nany requirements of the radio-
logical protection pr:, gram as practical to ensure the progra2n wi'.1 be
e1f tectivo nuring setical radiological cotAttons. Reinstate general employ-
ee and radiation wor.ces training f .r 1 rey radiation workers wel'. .tn advance
of plant startup. Problems observed during a si.,ulated radiological work
evolution include che following:

a. k'orkers wore net familiar with the adr !r.is:rative dose limits assigned
to them for chis job,

b. Several workers were not Gimiliar with the radier. ion and contamination
levels anticipated in the voth ares which were written on the radia-
tion work permit,

c. Vorkers had to be coacha.t durinr, each utep of the donning and removal
af protective clothing; also, work a s were not familiar with the use
of contaminated area step off pads. Inr: ructions provided by

45
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radiation protection technicians were not always consistent with good-

industry practice,

d. Job planning and preparation problems led to lengthy work delays in
areas that, during plant operations, will be radiologically con-
trolled.

Response:

As an essential part of the ALARA radiation protection program, the train-
ing of personnel to minimize exposure and potential for contamination will
be emphasized in the months prior to actual commencement of operations.
From 1983 through 1986, an effective dry run training program was conduct-
ed that included training of over 100 mechanics, electricians and I6C
technicians. The training was discontinued due to schedule uncertainties;

' but will be resumed, using similar successful techniques. Plant radiation
workers will be trained on a continuing basis through classroom sessions
and practical training, on their responsibilities under the radiological
protection program. This training will include simulated radiological work
exercises for those workers expected to perform routine jobs in radiation
or radioactive contamination areas. Eventually these simulated exercises
will include such activities as steam generator work, changeout of radioac-
tive filters, and reactor coolant pump seal work. Included in the Nuclear
Operations Readiness for Operations Plan are the following scheduled activ-
ities relative to radiological training:

( Dry run training vill be conducted at least monthly with plant person-o

nel throughout 1988, beginning March 1, 1988. This training vill be
patterned after the dry-run training done between 1983 and 1986.

ALARA mock up training, which will implement as many requirements ofo

the radiological protection program as practical, will be initiated by
June 1, 1988.

Radiation considerations will be integrated into maintenance jobo

planning activities by November 1, 1988.

The number of active radiation workers at CPSES was reduced in January 1987
from approximately 700 to 100 based on lack of current need. For these
active radiation workers, General Employee Training (CET) and Radiation
Worker Training (RWT) has been continued. The training necessary to pro-

| vide sufficient active radiation workers prior to plant startup will be
completed at least six months prior to fuel load. This training has com-
menced.

Specific Response to Item RP.3 1.a:

The retraining effort for radiation workers will emphasize each individu-
al's responsibility for the knowledge of his/her own administrative dose
limits for the assigned task.

!

|
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Specific Response to Item RP.3 1.b:

As part of the radiation worker training, the importance of reading and
understanding the radiation work permit (RWP), including the expected
radiation and contaaination levels in the work area, is being stressed.

Specific Response to Item RP.3 1.c:

Until such time as there is a high confidence level that persons assigned
to work in contaminated areas have mastered the techniques of removing
protective clothing, CPSES will continue to provide coaching assistance at
step off areas. Periodic monitoring of radiation protection technician
performance will assure that the coachin5 Provided is consistent with good
industry practice.

Specific Response to Item RP.3 1.d:

As discussed in the response to Recommendation (liA.1-1), a work control
group has been established to improve the planning process for work. ALARA
personnel will commence working with Planning and Scheduling and with the
work control group (see the response to Recommendation (RP.4 2), below) to
implement ALARA considerations into planning activities.

RECOMMENDATION (RP.4 2)

k Implement the station's ALARA program and ensure it is fully functional to
support plant startup. While it is recognized that the ALARA supervisor
and the ALARA technicians have only recently been selected, the following
problems were noted:

a. ALARA personnel job functions

1. T'e job functions of both the ALARA supervisor and ALARA techni-
cians are not formalized.

2. ALARA personnel are not routinely attending periodic work plan-
ning meetings nor observing routine maintenance and operations
work activities to increase job scope familiarization. Also, job
"dry runs" under simulated radiological conditions have not been
scheduled in anticipation of power operations,

b. ALARA support functions

1. Controls for temporary shielding have not been fully developed.

2. The mechanisms for the filing and storing of job history ALARA
information, such as radiological conditions encountered and
lessons learned from previous evolutions, have not been formally
decided,

c. ALARA program implementation
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1. Some specific job planning for anticipated routine job activities*

such as steam generator work and radioactive filter change outs
are only in the initial stages of development. This planning is
behind the schedule originally projected. ALARA personnel have

,

no firm plan for completion.

2. Experience gained from initial job specific planning efforts has
not been consistently documented for future use.

'

Response:

The ALARA program at CPSES was initiated in 1983 with the naming of an
ALARA Coordinator and formation of the Station ALARA Review Group (SARG).

,

The first set of station exposure goals were promulgated late in 1984.
Installation of the primary startup sources for Unit 1 in 1985 included
both ALARA pre job planning and post-job debriefing. From 1983 to 1985,-'

ALARA Program procedures were developed and implemented, and an ALARi'

Technician with specific responsibilities was named. The SARG has met
routinely since 1983, and in early 1986, the first ALARA Briefs newsletter
was published to inform plant personnel and to raise the level of ALARA ;
awareness. Also in 1986, an Engineering ALARA Coordinator was named to
formally participate in the plant ALARA program. In anticipation of a
greater need for ALARA support during plant operation, in mid 1987, an
ALARA Supervisor and one additional ALARA Technician were assigned, thus
doubling the number of personnel in radiation protection specifically ;

assigned to ALARA. The explicit responsibilities of this group are still
~

( being formalized. Detailed activities are included in the Nuclear Opera-
tions Readiness for Operations Plan.

1

Specific Response to Item RP.4 2.a:

Specific job responsibilities of additional ALARA personnel will be formal-'

ized by May 1, 1988. t-

i

ALARA planning activities will be initiated with the Planning and Schedul- r

ing group by November 1, 1988.,

|
The Radiation Protection Manager presently attends the Operations plan of
the day meetings and is alert to identify any work activities that need i

ALARA considerations in the current environment. At the commencement of |
'

hot functional testing, the ALARA personnel will be tasked with specific
, attendance at work planning meetings and on the spot review of maintenance1

'activities in progress to identify conditions requiring additional ALARAi '

| considerations.

i
Dry run training will be conducted monthly throughout 1988 and into 1989 Li

i until the start of plant operations, p

Specific Response to RP.4 2.b:

The temporary shielding program (procedures and equipment) will be estab-
lished by July 1, 1988,

i

|
|
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A Radiation Work Permit (RWP) job history file will be established by July*

1, 1988.*

Specific Response to RP.4 2.c:

Initial planning for known recurring sediation work, such as routine valve
maintenance and filter changeout will be complete by November 1, 1988.
Initial planning for more complex jobs, such as steam generator work and
RCP seal maintenance, will be completed by December 31, 1983.

The RWP job history file contains the documentation for ALARA pre. job
planning and post job debriefing. With the computericed work order data
base currently in use, any work order requiring radiological controls
references the RWP by number, so that it is readily identifiable for work
planning on future jobs.

(

,

*
i

f

;

1

1
i

|

.

)
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MAINTENANCE' *

I
General Comment: As noted by INPO in Recommendation (MA.2 1),

TU Electric completed a maintenance self assessment in November 1987,
shortly before the INPO assistance visit. This self assessment was
based on INPO 85 038, "Guidelines for the Conduct of Maintenance at
Nuclear Power Stations". It identified essentially the same mainte.-
nance problem areas as were identified by INPO in the assistance
visit. At the time of the INPO visit, action plans were being
formulated for all deficiencies noted in the self assessment. These

i action plans will be fully developed and will be incorporated into the
overall Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations Plan by March 31,
1988. The Readiness for Operations Plan is described in the Summary
Section of this report and in the response to Recommendation (OA.1 1).

:

RECOMMENDATION (MA.1 1)
|

Improve the work control system's effectiveness in supporting plant mainte.
nance activities. Assign responsibilities and accountabilities for work
control functions such as prioritizing, planning, scheduling, t asting, and

support. Improve planning of scheduled work activities to identify neces-
sary items such as clearances, parts, tools and other support so that job
delays are minimized. Improve scheduling so that the weekly schedule can
be used to cooedinate activities among organizations such as operations,j

7
; \ the various maintenance departments, and later on, health physics. Upgrade

performance monitoring of the work control process. Problems observed
; included the following:
!

i a. Examples where additional planning would have reduced work delays
include the following:

.

1. Spare parts and special tools needed to perform a pressurizer
level transmitter calibration were not identified in the work
document.4

2. Special tools needed to change oil on a containment spray pump
were not identified.'

!
4

| 3. Torque valves needed to tighten bolts on an instrument air com-
pressor were not provided.i

!
4 The rigging and tools needed to perform work on a sump pump were

not specified on the work document.

| 5. Unnecessary work delays were noted resulting from failure to
identify all needed parts when tasks were worked the first time,,

i For example, a Limitorque operator was worked five times and
|

placed on parts hold six times in a sixteen nonth period for
!

|

r
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* parts that should normally be stocked. These parts should have
been identified, ordered, and made line items in the varehouse
when the problem was first identified,

b. Scheduling and coordination of maintenance work needs to be improved.
Examples of problems noted include the following:

1. The weekly schedule is not used as a basis for issuing clearances
and setting plant conditions. Clearances are hung without con-
sideration of priorities or job sequencing. For example, work on
a motor operated valve required electrical maintenance to perform
signature analysis followed by a motor operator overhaul by
mechanical maintensnce. When electrical personnel attempted to
perform the .oignature analysis, the mechanical maintenance clear-
ance was already hanging which prevented signature analysis.
This lack of sequencing resulted in a two day delay.

2. Several examples were observed where clearances were not obtained
as needed. For example, a turbine building sump pump that was to
be electrically disconnected required three attempts over a
three day period to obtain a clearance. These delays were re-
portedly due to lost paperwork.

3. The weekly schedule is used by supervisors as a weekly work list
and not as a day to day schedule. This prevents using the sched-
ule as a sequencing or scheduling document by other organizations

( such as operations.
,

4 Scheduling meetings are conducted generally for status updates
without any individual or organization clearly in charge. This
results in lack of coordination of activities and resolution of
problems that arise. For example, during one scheduling meeting.
the possibility of using temporary service air was discus' sed as a
method to alleviate coordination problems with air compressor
work. Several options were discussed but nobody was assigned to
resolve the issue.

5. The various scheduling inputs are not coordinated to minimize
system or component outage time. For example, construction work
on the station instrument air compressors was not coordinated
with preventive and corrective maintenance, resulting in the
equipment being tagged several times in a three week period. In
addition, mechanical maintenance was required to work an emergen-
cy work order on one air compressor to allow the construction
work to be completed in the desired time frame on the other air
compressor. This resulted in several hours of lost work effort
since the mechanical maintenance team had already started work on
another task and had to be diverted to the emergency work order.
Co=ponent outage schedulin5 would have prevented this problem,

c. Indicators used for monitoring work control performance are very
general and in some cases use inconsistent data, making
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,' identification of problem areas difficult to determine. Addi-
tionally, some useful information to evaluate performance, such
as performance to schedule comparisons, delays due to parts,
availability of engineering support, and clearance delays are not

,

tracked. Examples of the types of problems noted include the
following: '

1. In the weekly status report, a graph is presented to display
the status of required work to be performed versus a goal.
Since the "required" work and the "goal" are based on two
different sets of data, the graph is not usable as an indi.

,

cator. '

2. Performance indicators are not identified that measure
performance of planners, supervisors, foremen or workers in
meeting the work schedule. Thus, the ability to complete
the required work in the time allowed cannot be documented
nor can problem areas be identified. These types of indica-
tors could also be used to determine if manning levels are ,

adequate to support plant operations.

3. Performance of organizations that support maintenance such
as procurement, maintenance engineering, Comanche Peak
engineering, and operations is not being monitored, although
these areas contribute to significant work delays in the
maintenance area.

(
4 Except for parts requisitions required for high priority

work, there is no periodic review or tracking of the requi. ;

sition backlog. ,
'

;

Response:
,

The Manager, Plant Operations has implemented a series of meetings and
discussions with the maintenance groups, support groups, Startup and opera-

i tions, directed at improving the work control system's affectiveness.
.

Specific topics that have been addressed include the assignment of respon- |
sibilities for work control functions, worn planning, weekly schedules,
work coordination, and performance monitoring. Responsibilities and ac-
countabilities for work control functions such as prioritizing, planning,'

scheduling, testing, and support have been clarified. Each involved group
,

(Operations, the responsible maintenance organization, Stortup and the,

i system engineers) has specific responsibilities in the overall integratien -

i of the work control process. Station and departmental procedures will be
j revised as necessary to incorporate specific responsibilities. (Estimatsd

completion date June 1, 1988).

Specific Response to Item MA.1 1.a:

The quality of the work planning process is being improved to ensure that
work orders have complete information and that adequate preparation has j

i
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*

been made to minimize lost time once the job has been started. Specifical-
*

ly, Station Administrative Procedure STA 606, "Work Requests and Work
Orders", has been revised to streamline the work order process and to place

,more responsibility on the cognizant maintenance organization for the '

planning and pre work review of the work orders. Station Administrative '

Procedure STA 605, "Clearance and Safety Tagging", is being revised to
require increased interaction between the responsible maintenance group and
Operations to improve pre work preparation and subsequent scheduling. This
procedure will be issued by June 1, 1988. Station Administrative Procedure
STA 623 "Post Work Testing", has been revised to previde the planner more
detailed guidance for assigning post work testing based on the scope of the
maintenance performed.

A job aid, based on a completed job task analysis, has been developed for
I6C planners, and a similar one is being developed to train and assist
Maintenance Department planners in writing effective work orders. Specifi-
cally, the planners will be tasked with ensuring that the work package
identifies special tools, including measuring and test equipment (M&TE),
known parts requirements and availability of parts, special rigging or
interference requirements, acceptance criteria, such as torque values, and
post work testing requirements. (Expected completion date June 1, 1988).

Specific Response to Item MA.1 1.b;

The scheduling and coordination of maintenance work has been improved by
the following specific actions:

(- o A work control center has been established to provide for control of
the weekly schedule and to provide direction at the daily scheduling
seetings. The initial staffing includes Operations and Startup per-
sonnel who process clearances and approve work start and work closure
documents, By May 1, 1988, Maintenance, 16C and additional personnel
as necessary will be added to expand the scope of the center's activ5.-
cy to control all aspects of the work planning, scheduling and coercTe
nation efforts. The group is directed by a supervisor who has the
necessary authority to resolve scheduling and coordination issues,

o Additional effort is being placed on developing the weekly schedule to

; ensure that it is in direct support of the project schedule. The
i weekly schedule identifies those work activities that are necessary to
' support the project milestones, supplemented by other activities that
i are "ready to work" from the maintenance backlog to ensure that ade-

quate "fill in" work is available to maintain crew productivity.
Required plant conditions are determined on the basis of work identi-;

fied in the weekly schedule, and clearance requests are initiated as,

i required to support the work. More attention is being given to prior-
! ities and to job sequencing in order to improve the officiency of

|
maintenance efforts.

Work orders and clearance requests are being sent to the work controli o

l center at least three d.ys in advance of the scheduled work date to
| allow sufficient time to prepare the clearance.
1

)
.
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o The weekly schedule is not currently intended to serve as a rigid
sequencing document. As the plant progresses into more controlled
sequence testing, it will be made more prescriptive. The daily sched-
uling meetings are being used to confirm which clearances will be
needed to support the schedule for the next several days. They are
attended by the affected groups, such as operations, so that a short-
term "look ahead" is agreed upon in that forum,

o The daily scheduling meeetings are being used to provide better
coordination between the maintenance groups for sequencing and mutual
support in the common areas. The work control group supervisor is now
in charge of the daily scheduling meetings and has the authority to
assign responsibility for resolution of problems.

o Daily meetings are being held among Nuclear Operations, Construction
and Engineering to coordinate interfaces, to minimize system or compo.
nent outage time and to specifically address problems similar to the
instrument air compressor outage noted by INPO.

o Each incoming work request is assigned an applicable project
milestone. The system engineers and Startup review the assigned
milestone dates to verify that the scheduled completion date will
support project completion and testing.

Specific Response to Item HA.1 1.c:

( Existing performance indicators are being evaluated to improve their speci.
ficity and consistency of data usage. Additional performance indicators
needed to monitor and evaluate performance such as performance to schedule

| comparisons, delays due to parts, availability of engineering support and
clearance delays are being considered. By September 1, 1988, the necessary

i decisions will be made to choose the performance indicators that will be
tracked, the definition of each indicator (i.e., what parameters are mea-
sured, and how they are combined to produce the indicator), and how they
will ta displayed.

The following specific actions have been taken or are planned as indicated:,

1
The weekly status report will be revised to more accurately reflect' o
actual status. The graph will be revised to reflect a three month
record of past progress toward the reduction of the maintenance back-;

; log and to reflect a three month goal of the required progress to
i achieve the project milestones. The status of open work orders will
) be revised to track all open work orders by system. (Estimated comple-

tion date April 1, 1988).

A man hour accountability program has been evaluated and is beingi o

! developed for the Maintenance Department. This program will enable
j Maintenance to track and evaluate productivity and delays as well as
; develop additional performance indicators for supervisors and work
! crews. (Estimated completion date September 1, 1988).
I

i
,

'
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o Standards of performance have been established for the responsible
maintenance groups and planners in processing work requests. Specifi-
cally, each routine work request will be assigned a project milestone
(completion date) within two working days of receipt. Each routine
work request will be planned within five working days of receipt.
Emergent work activities will be planned and scheduled consistent with
their urgency,

o Daily project meetings are being conducted to monitor status of work
restraints on the 10 top priority systems to ensure that the appropri-
ate support groups (i.e., procurement, results engineering, CPE, and
Operations) are aware of their support requirements and to monitor
their progress. A performance indicator has not been developed, but
will be considered in the overall evaluation of performance indicator
monitoring,

o Each responsible maintenance group is now performing a periodic review
of the requisition backlog to ensure it is current and to identify
unnecessary delays. Feedback is provided to the Requisition Process-
ing Group (see response to Recommendation (MA.9 1)) to minimize delays
to the project schedule.

RECOM.MENDATION (MA.2 1)

Increase emphasis on maintaining equipment transferred to plant operations.
Com=unicate standards desired for plant material condition and ensure that

( these standards are understood. Conduct more in depth material condition
inspections by managers and supervisors to reinforce adherence to estab-
lished standards. Problems noted with equipment turned over to operations
include the following:

Many material deifiencies exist on plant batteries even though batterya.
maintenance is routinely performed. For example, many terminal con-
nections have either corrosion buildup or are missing their lead
coating,

b. Many material deficiencies exist on the water treatment plant such as
leaks of either oil, water, caustic, or acid on most pumps,

c. Material deficiencies exist in the service water building such as
corroded packing glands on most fire protection system valves.

d. Longstanding oil and water leaks on the station air compressors have
not been corrected.

Lighting and emergency lighting is inoperative in several areas of thee.
plant

It is recogni:ed that the maintenance self assessment recently conducted by
the station identified the need for a material inspection program. INPO
85 038, Guidelines for the Conduct of Maintenance at Nuclear Power
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Stations, and INPO Good Practice MA 312, Plant Inspection Program, should

be of assistance in this area.

Response:

Additional emphasis has been placed on improving and maintaining the mate-
rial condition of plant equipment that has been transferred to Nuclear
Operations. The Manager, Plant Operations initiated (on December 15,1987)
a program for regular management tours of Unit 1 areas to increase manage-
ment attention to plant status, cleanliness and material conditions. The
Unit 1 areas have been assigned to specific zones, and tour responsibili-
ties are assigned to provide an inspection of each none weekly. Auxiliary
operators have been instructed in the standards of material condition and
cleanlineus expected in the plant and have been encouraged to identify
items requiring work through the use of the work request system.

Specific Response to Item MA.2 1.a:

Corrective maintenance actions for battery deficiencies will be completed
by May 1, 1988, except that Train C connectors will not be delivered until
June 15, 1988. They will be scheduled for replacement upon receipt. (See
response to Item (TS.5 1.g))

Specific Response to Item HA.2-1.b:

(-
The poor material condition and poor maintainability of the water treatment
plant has been a concern for some time. Partially as a result of this
concern, extensive design modifications are planned. One modification,

which will replace the filtration portion of the water treatment system, is
scheduled for completion in September, 1988. A second design modification,
which will improve the reliability, flexibility and maintain bility of the
water treatment plant, has not yet been scheduled, but will be completed
prior to fuel load. Since many of the deficiencies in the water treatment
plant can only be corrected by component replacement, and in some cases,
the design modifications replace these components with different size
items, only that maintenance required to keep the system operational is
being performed.

Specific Response to Items HA.2 1.c and d:

The maintenance actions necessary to correct the deficiences noted in the
service water building and on the station air compressors will be completed
by May 1, 1988.

Specific Response to Item KA.2 1.f: (There was no Item e.)

The majority of the lighting systems have been returned to Construction for
rework. Consequently, lighting is not being monitored with the normal
frequency under the Maintenance Department preventive maintenance progr,m.
A walkdown of the lighting systems is currently being conducted semi annu-
ally by Electrical Maintenance, and identified deficiencies are being
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corrected. Those specific material deficiencies under Nuclear Operations' '

cognizance noted during the INPO visit will be corrected by May 1, 1988.

RECOMMENDATION (MA.4 1),

Improve the conduct of some maintenance activities. Deficiencies were
noted in the control of instrument and control measuring and test equip-
ment, in the program for maintenance of motor operated valves, and in the
use of appropriate tools. Problems observed include the following:

a, The control of instrument and control measuring and test equipment
(M&TE) was not maintained as required by station procedure. Personnel
were observed using M&TE without documenting the use. Additionally, a
sample of eleven work orders where M&TE was used showed that the M&TE
for five of the work orders was not documented. This results in a
lack of traceability in case the M&TE is later found to be out of
calibration,

b. The motor operated valve (MOV) maintenance program can be improved by
including the following program elements:

1. troubleshooting guidelines in MOV maintenance procedures

2. guidance in the post work test procedure for dynamic testing or
equivalent testing of MOVs after maintenance

k 3. continuing training on MOVs that includes plant and industry
operating experience

c. Tools were used improperly during the conduct of several maintenance'

activities. For example, adjustable pliers were used by a technician
to remove the cover bolts on a pressurizer level transmitter. A box
end or aoeket wrench would be more appropriate to preclude bolt head
damage.

Response:

Several of many action plans developed from the INPO Maintenance Self As-
sessment, concluded in November 1987, specifically address the improvement
of maintenance activities as detailed below. In addition, a program of

field tours by I&C and Maintenance supervisors has been este.blished to
monitor areas needing improvement as identified during the INPO visit.
Feedback from the tours is being used to improve work practices and the
work control process.

Specific Response to Item MA.4 1.a:

)
Station Administrative Procedure STA 608, "Control of Measuring and Test'

j Equipment", has been revised to clarify the requirement for recording each
' use of measuring and test equfpment. The requirement has been reemphasized

to all I&C technicians. In a ddition, I&C is developing a system to track

!

! $7
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all M6TE usage and to cross reference M6TE usage to a specific maintenance
work order to assure traceability.

Specific Response to Item MA.4 1.b:

Improvements will be made to the motor operated valve (MOV) maintenance
program as follows:

o Motor operated valve maintenance procedures will be revised to
incorporate troubleshooting guidelines by December 31, 1988,

o A revision to the post work test procedure by December 31, 1988 will
provide guidance for dynamic or equivalent testing of motor operated
valves after maintenance,

o A continuing training program for the operation and maintenance of
motor operated valve actuators is being developed. (Estimated comple-
tion date December 31, 1988).

o The need for including all Limitorque motor operated valve actuators
in the MOVATS program will be determined by June 1,1988.

Specific Response to Item MA.4 1.c:

Guidance has been provided to 16C technicians, electricians and mechanics
on the proper use of tools to prevent damaging fittings, plugs, nuts and

k bolts.

RECOMMENDATION (MA.6 1)

Upgrade the quality of mechanical and electrical maintenance procedures.
Human factors deficiencies and inadequate instructional detail should be
corrected along with making technical information improvements. The fol-

loving are examples of problems noted:

a. Notes and cautions are often located after the step to which they

apply. This could result in the craftsmen not reading important
information until af ter performing the step. For example in procedure
MMI-808, "Crosby Pressurizer Safety Valve Repair," step 5.1.3.10
instructs the user to remove the dise holder and bellows assembly. A
caution following the step provides the user information to prevent
damage to the bellows and spindle.

b. Notes and cautions often convey specific actions. Actions should be
reserved for instructional steps to ensure the actions are not over-
looked, and allow for user sign offs. For example , in procedure
EMI 315, "Containment Spray Pump Motor Inspection," the note after
step 5.1.28 instructs the user to place blocks on each side of the
rotor to keep it stationary. It is more appropriate to provide this
instruction in a step.
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c. The level of detail in some procedures does not provide information
necessary to ensure activities can be accomp!'.shed in a safe or con-
sistent manner. For example, in procedure Ehi 315. "Containment Spray
Pump Motor Inspection," step 5.1.1 instructs the user to turn off the.

power supply breaker and pull the heater fuses. Normally, this action
is included in the equipment clearances performed by the operations
group. However, operations involvement is not indicated,

d. Some procedures contain poor quality illustrations that are illegible
or can be misinterpreted. For example, in procedure MMI 302 "Reactor
Coolant Pump Seal Inspection,* Figure 1 is a reproduction of a photo-
graph, and is not legible,

It is recognized that the maintenance self assessment recently con-
ducted by the station identified procedure problems.

Response:

A comprehensive program has been initiated to review and revise, as neces-
sary, all maintenance procedures to include the principles of INPO 85 026,
"Writing Guideline for Maintenance, Test, and Calibration Procedures." The
specific deficiencies noted by INPO regarding positioning of notes and
cautions, reserving actions for instructional steps, improving the level of
detail, and improving the quality of illustrations will be corrected. This
effort is in progress, and is scheduled to continue through June 30, 1989.
This date is consistent with current project milestones,

k' The following steps have been completed:

A dedicated procedure writing group has been established within theo
Maintenance Department

Hardware and software has been procured to publish high qualityo
procedures, inc1': ding graphics with the capability for producing high
resolution illustrations

The procedure writer's guide is about 80% complete, with an estimatedo

. completion date of April 1, 1988

RECOMMENDATION (KA.9 1)

1

Implement a coordinated spare parts program that will provide effective
support to the operating nuclear station. Identify parts needed to support
maintenance efforts and develop a procurement system that can obtain those
parts in a timely manner. Develop a comprehensive, accurate, and usable

4

master equipment list that includes both "Q" and non "Q" equipment. Prob-'

lems observed with spare parts include the following:

a. The current inventory of spare parts is not adequate. Problems noted
include the following:

l.

I
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1. Approximately 300 maintenance work requests are on hold due to a
lack of parts. About 100 of these requests are over one year
old.

2. The initial warehouse inventory, established several years ago,
was not adequate. For example, many gaskets, o rings, and other
components needed for motor operated valve maintenance have only
recently been added to the inventory and were added because they
were needed for a recent maintenance effort. A systematic review
to ensure all needed spare parts are included in the inventory
has not been completed.

3. Maintenance planners estimated that about one third of the parts
they use are not currently stocked in the warehouse.

b. The time required to process a requisition for quality-related parts
is excessive. Problems noted include the following:

1. Routine requisitior.s typically take two to three months to gener-
ate a purchase order.

2. All requisitions for quality related parts must be processed
through procurement engineering, even if they are warehouse
automatic reorders. This typically adds a delay of several
weeks.

k An accurate and usable master equipment list (MEL) has not been devel-c.
oped to resolve problems with the current parts list. The current
parts list has numerous problems including the following:

1. The list does not contain all plant components and their respec-
tive piece parts. For example, skid mounted equipment such as
the vaste evaporator package are not included. Also errors exist
in those components that are listed. For example, the TUCCO
stock number (TSN) listed for a spent resin sluice pump gasket
corresponds to a part that was cancelled. The correct TSN is not

t

listed.'

2. Many parts have not had evaluations performed to verify that the
quality levels specified in the ordering information is correct.
This is required before they can be initially ordered or reor-
dered. The evaluations performed on parts that have been veri-
fied have not been entered into the MEL, resulting in time con-

suming manual searches for data to confirm the ordering informa-
tion is correct. Having this data in the MEL would allow reor-
ders to be processed electronically and eliminate one of the
delays.

3. The cross reference of parts for use nn oth(- similar components
is incomplete, making it difficult to determine what other appli-
cations the part may have.

|

|
|
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Response:

The key element in developing a coordinated spare parts program is an
accurate and complete Master Equipment List (MCL). The initial issue of
the MEL is expected by December 31, 1988. However, many parallel activi-
ties, as described in the specific responses below, are in progress to
bring together the elements of an effective program. Nuclear Operations is
developing a program that will identify parts needed to suppor: maintenance
efforts. The program will determine which parts are to be stocked, based
on the equipment manufacturer's recommendations, known usage, and preven-
tive maintenance requirements, order additional stock as necessary, revise
the order point and order quantity of existing stock items based on known
lead times and usage rates, confirm that items ordered under previous
stocking activities have been received, and verify that the stocked items
can be located in the warehouse. (Estimated completion date for ordering
additional stock items, October 31, 1988). The MEL under development will
identify both "Q" and "non-Q" equipment, and will include a "Bill of Mate-
rials" for each listed equipment tag. The spare parts program identified
above will be used to verify the "Bill of Materials". Problems similar to
those identified by INPO 2re expected to be effectively reduced through
these actions.

Specific Response to Item HA.9-1.a:

A review of all work orders currently on hold awaiting parts will be con-

k.
ducted by May 1, 1988 to verify current status. Those for which the parts
have arrived will be scheduled for work, and for those which are still

avaiting parts, the requisitions will be verified to ensure that appropri-
ate procurement action is in progress and that scheduled delivery dates
will support the project schedule. If necessary, problem items will be
referred to the Requisition Processing Group described in the response to
Item (HA.9 1.b) below.

.

Nuclear Operations will conduct a review of existing warehouse stocked
items and stock levels to assure that the range and depth of on hand parts
is adequate to support routine operation of the plant. This review is
scheduled to complete by October 31, 1988.

Additional feedback will be provided to the materials management system
concerning usage of out of stock items by requiring that a "k'arehouse Issue
Request" be initiated by the planners whenever the need is identified,
regardless of current stock levels. This will assure that the materials
management system is aware of "hits" on stocked items and enable the system
to more accurately predict order point and order quantity. In the past,

parts have been obtained from the construction warehouse or by direct
purchase whenever current stock levels would not support the maintenance
activity. Consequently, the usage would not normally be registered as a
"hit" against that particular stock number. This action has been imple-

mented.
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Specific Response to Item KA.9 1.b:

,
The procurement quality requirements for each quality related item current.
ly stocked in the CPSES warehouse will be developed by September 1, 1988.'

These requirements will be used for the repeat procurement of items. As
additional stocking requirements emerge, new procurement quality require-
ments will be developed. With the existence of predetermined quality
requirements, the processing time vill be shortened.

A Requisition Processing Group has been formed to provide expedited pro-
cessing of high priority parts requirements under the present conditions.
In addition to TU Electric personnel, this group has representatives from
each engineering lead contractor so that all functions related to convert-
ing a requisition into a purchase order can be done "under one roof". This
group is also tracking all procurement related documents (e.g., requisi-
tions, stock action requests, change orders) to expedite the processing.
It is intended that this organization will be disbanded when the process
has matured to the point that all responsible organizations are familiar
with the required activities.

Specific Response to Item HA.9 1.c:

An equipment list for "Q" items at the parts level is available and is
being used by Nuclear Operations. This list includes all quality related

.

plant components and their respective piece parts, including those items
( that are provided as skid mounted equipment. By December 31, 1988, a

Master Equipment List (MEL) will be provided which incorporates the same
information for "non-Q" components. The current use of the "Q list" and
use of the MEL in the future will include a feedback loop so that errors,
such as incorrect stock numbers, can be fed back to Engineering for updat-
ing the data base.

'

Engineering is developing the procurement quality requirements for each
quality related item currently stocked in the warehouse. (See response to

Item (KA.9 1.b)). As new stocking requirements are identified, the new
quality requirements will be developed and entered into the MEL data base.

Engineering vill develop the cross reference of parts for use on other
similar components following completion of the MEL and procurement quality
requirement. This cross reference will be used as the basis for substitut-
ing stock numbers when the prime number is stocked out and for eventual

|
reduction in the inventory levels. Note that this is not a parts substitu-

tion program.

;
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

RECOMMENDATION (TS.1 1)

Strengthen the technical support system engineering program by clearly
defining reponsibilities and increasing personnel experience and skills
needed to support plant operations. System engineering responsibilities,
authorities, and interfaces with other site engineering groups should be
clearly defined and understood. Formally involve system engineers in
startup activities on assigned systems. Develop expertise in plant sys-
tems, components, and operational rer.uirements through a combination of
startup involvement and formal training. The following problems were
noted:

a. Responsibility and authority is not clearly defined for technical
support system engineers. Similar system or component responsibili-
ties exist in other groups, e.g., maintenance, startup, and Comanche
Peak (Design) Engineering. Also, there are some conflicts in "owner-

ship" when a system can also be considered a component. For example,
the maintenance department considers diesels and batteries to be
components and therefore, a maintenance responsibility. Technical
support considers diesels and batteries to be systems and therefore,
the responsibility of the system engineers. This situation has con-
tributed to many longstanding problems with station batteries.

( b. The present level of the technical support system engineers' commer-
cial nuclear power experience is low. Of the 32 system engineers
currently on staff, approximately 19 have fewer than three years
experience; none have commercial nuclear power experience,

Technical support system engineers are not always cognizant of changesc.
or tests performed in their systems. For example, the system' engineer
was not formally involved in the service water system upgrade and post
modification tests. Also system engineer participation in
preoperational or intial surveillance tests is neither required nor
actively encouraged, This lack of involvement ma; result in missed
opportunities for the technical support system engineer to acquire
system knowledge and could preclude the development of a sense of
system ownership,

d. System and component training has not been provided or actively en-
couraged for most system en5 neers. Also, involvement in industry1

efforts related to system responsibilities is limited. For example,
the technical support diesel system engineer has no previous diesel
generator experience and has not received trainin5 or participated in
industry improvement efforts during his two years of diesel generator
responsibilities.

.

It is recognized that management discussions pertaining to this problem
have occurred. However, no formal written policies, procedures, position
descriptions, or interface documents addressing the system engineering
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responsibilities or professional development have been prepared or issued
for use by responsible personnel.

Response:

On January 11, 1988, the overlapping functions of Nuclear Operations Main-
tenance Engineering and Technical Support system engineering were combined
into the Technical Support system engineering organization. A functional
description clearly describing the Technical Support system engineer's
responsibilities based on INPO Good Practice TS 413. "Use of System Engi-
neers", was issued February 29, 1988 for comment and will be approved by
April 1, 1988. The Technical Support testing engineers, as well as their
testing responsibilities have been transferred to the Nuclear Operations
Startup and Test Department. The division of responsibilities and interface
contacts between the Technical Support system engineers (plant) and
Comanche Peak Engineering (CPE) system engineers (design) have been agreed
upon. This reorganization and redefinition of responsibilities has evolved
from several months cf evaluation of engineering support in CPE, Technical
Support, Maintenance Engineering and Startup. The redefinition of respon-
sibilities includes involvement of the system engineer in essentially all
system activities.

Station Administrative Procedure STA 101, "Nuclear Operations Organiza-
tion", will be revised by June 1,1988 to reflect this redefinition of
responsibilities.

( Specific Response to Item TS.1 1.a:

The system engineer's responsibility and authority will be clearly defined
by the revision to STA 101, with the system engineer functional description
providing a more detailed explanation of each area of responsibility. As a
result of the reorganization, the system engineer is now responsible for
both component and system functions. The diesel generator system engineer
handles all diesel generator issues, and the DC Electrical system engineer
handles all battery issues. Startup is responsible for all testing func.
tions and CPE is responsible for all design functions.

Specific Response to Item TS.141.b:

The experience level of this group will be increased by fillin8 current
openings and openings created by attrition with persons possessing comeer-
cial nuclear experience. In the interim, experienced consulting engineers
have been retained by Technical Support to augment current system engineer
experience. System engineers will also be provided extended training
periods at other utilities, when possible. For example, some system engi-
neers have participated in startup activities at South Texas Unit 1, and
additional engineers will be assigned during later testing.

Specific Response to Item TS.1 1.c:

System engi.msrs are now formally involved in the design process through
required interdisciplinary review of all design modifications. Active
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| involvement in the conceptual design is encouraged by the system enginner
i functional description. System engineer involvement in prsoperational and

initial startup testing vill include review of system test procedures and
test results as part of the Joint Test Group workins group review. System1

;

i engineers will also be responsible for providing technical support to the '

test engineer during the conduct of tests on their systems and are encour-
aged to actively participate in the testin5 activities,

*

Specific Response to Item TS.1 1J:

To better equip ene system engineer, a revised training program will be,

implemented by April 1, 1988 which will include specific system training,,

; component training, as appropriate, and project management training. Thece
vill also be increased emphasis on participation in industry events and
experience.

RECOMMENDATION (TS.2 1)

Develop a comprehensive surveillance testing program. Generate a detailed
test schedule and revise priorities as necessary to ensure initial surveil-
lance tests are conducted in a timely manner. Emphasize the davelopment,
review, and approval of surveillance test procedures to support the sched-q

; ule. Also, develop a formal plan for reviewing selected plant procedures,
j such as system operating procedures and abnormal operating procedures, to

ensure conditional surveillance test requirements are incorporated. The
'

following problems were noted:

1 a. The master startup plan has blocked out a time interval for conducting
i initial surveillance tests. However, the plan does not go beyond the
I milestone level of details. A pre start test program, which includes

! a detailed breakdown of initial surveillance tests is under develop-
ment by startup testing, has not been issued or integrated into the
master startup plan. Preliminary estimates indicate that test'ing
should have already begun in order to meet the June 1987 heat up date.

4

b. Surveillance test procedures are currently under development by the
responsible functional departments and are being sent to the technical

j support surveillance test coordinator for independent review. Of the
1 471 required test procedures, 155 are considered satisfactory, 178

have been returned to the functional department for further work, and
1 138 have not been independently ;sviewed. Progress reports indicate

the projected completion will not meet the present heat up schedule.

c. Although th9 technical support surveillance test coordinator has
reviewed some plant procedures for conditional surveillance test
requirements on a time availability basis, no formal plan exis:s for
this effort. Furthermore, no plans exist for reviewing abnormal
operating procedures for conditional surveillance requirements.

d. No program exists to thoroughly review changes to plant procedures
after startup to identify the impact of each change on surveillance
test requirements.
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Response:

A comprehensive surveillance testing program is included in tha Nuclear
Operations Readiness for Operations Plan. A detailed test schedNie has
been prepared which is keyed to specific project milestones A formal plan
for reviewing selected plant procedures is being developed to ensurs
conditional surveillance test requirements are incorporated. Additional
detail is contained in the specific responses below.

Specific Response to Item TS.2 1.a:

The master startup plan was developed using milestones to schedule surveil-
lance testing in order to tie the testing requirements to a given block of
time. A detailed schedule has now been developed for the conduct of sur-
veillance tests. This schedule is necessarily tied to certain milestones,
but test durations and sequencing are identified.

Specifi_c Response to Item TS.2 1.b:

A detailed schedule for the review and update of surveillance tast proce-
dures will be completed by March 31, 1988. This schedule will be estab-
lished to support the initial performance of surveillance tests. Due to
the project schedule change for startup, there should not be any impact on
fuel load due to a backlog of surveillance test procosures previously
identified,

l
Specific Response to Item TS.2 1.c:

A schedule will be prepared for performing an independent review of select-
ed procedures, including Abnormal Operating Procedures and System Operating
Procedures, and developing a controlled listing of the conditional surveil-
lance test requirements and the procedures that satisfy these requirements.
All conditional requirements have been identified for the current draft of
the CPSES Technical Specifications and these requirements have been
cross referenced to an implementing procedure. In addition, the trigger
procedures which call out the use of these implementing procedures have
been identified. The detailed review schedule of both implementing and
trigger procedures will be developed by March 31, 1988,

Specific Response to Item TS.2 1.d:

Station Administrative Procedure STA 202, "Administrative Control of Nucle-

ar Operations Procedures", has been changed to require that the Results
Engineering Manager be included in the subcommittee review of initial
issue, changes and revisions of selected plant procedures to incorporate an
additional review for impact on surveillance test requirements.

RECOM.MENDATION (TS.3 1)

Improve the temporary modification control program, Reduce the number of
outstanding temporary modifications before system turnover and minimi:e the
nu=ber to the extent practicable, Review, document, and control those
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temporary modifications remaining after turnover in the same manner as
permanent modifications. Develop and maintain a single temporary modifica-
tion log to ensure operator knowledge of plant configuration. Review
temporary modifications periodically for continued need and remove them or
initiate permanent modifications as appropriate. The following problems
with the present temporary modification program were noted:

a. There are approximately 741 temporary modifications in the plant.
Most of these are Unit 1 and 2 system interface temporary modifica-
tions, such as blank flanges on common or interconnecting systems to
isolate Unit 1 from Unit 2. Present plans are to have the startup
group remove all temporary modifications before system turnover.
However, the system interface temporary modifications cannot be re-
moved until the completion of Unit 2. As a result, there will be a

large number of temporary modifications remaining af ter turnover which
under the present policy, would not be shown on drawings or noted in
affected procedures.

b. Temporary modifications are not periodically reviewed for continued
need. Although procedure STA 602, "Temporary Modifications." states
that temporary modifications are expected to be installed for short
duration, most are older than three years.

c. Most of the temporary modifications have not received a technical
review to address design and safety considerations and are not shown
on drawings or annotated on affected procedures,

d. There are currently two types of temporary modification log books.
One lists temporary modifications installed by operating plant person-
nel and the other lists those installed by startup personnel. Each
group maintains their own log books; only the log books maintained by
nuclear operations are kept in the control room and made available to
shift operating personnel. .

Response:

Station Administrative Procedure STA 602, "Temporary Modifications", will
be revised by April 1, 1968. This revision will combine the Startup and

Operations programs into a single system that has one log, receives the
same technical review and incorporates changes to drawings and/or proce.
dures. The number of temporary modifications will be reduced by eliminat-
ing those that are necessary for unit separation and by removing all
Startup temporary modifications prior to turnover to Operations. Review,
documentation and control of temporary modifications will be upgraded, and
a periodic review of outstanding temporary modifications for continued reed
vill be performed.

Specific Response to Item TS.3 1.a:

Temporary modifications needed to separate the units will be cleared by
making permanent design changes. As such, they will be reflected in docu-
mentation and reviewed for procedural impact in accordance with the NEO
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Procedure 3.03 "Preparation, Review and Dispocition of Plant Design Modi.
fications" or NEO Procedure 9.17. "Initiation, Review and Approval of
Design Modification Requests Construction Phase". This conversion of
temporary modifications to permanent design changes will be completed prior
to fuel load. Startup temporary modifications will be removed prior to
system turnover to Operations.

Specific Response to Item TS.3 1.b:

Reviews of existing temporary modifications will be periodically conducted
for continued need if older than 90 days. This review will include the
technical and administrative requirements necessary to support oricinal
installation of temporary modifications.

Specific Response to Item TS.3 1.c:

Modifications remaining ct the time that each system is declared "operable"
to support plant operations will have an enginaering review and a safety
evaluation prior to plant startup. Drawings and procedures will be anno-
tated for those modifications which remain in place over 90 days. This
meets the critieria of INPO Cood Practice OP 202, "Temporary Modification
Control".

Specific Response to Item TS.3 1.d:

[
As stated in the general response, a sin 5 e log book will be maintained for1

all te=porary modifications. It will be maintained in the control room and
be readily available co shift operating personnel.

RECOMMENDATION (TS.5 1)

Upgrade the station battery testing and maintenance programs to provide
greater assurance that batteries a,e capable of supplying design lo' ads
during an emergency. The following problems were noted:

a. The decision to perform service (load profile) tests of the station
batteries as part of the prestart test program has not been made. The
service tests should be performed before the batteries are put in
service in accordance with best industry practices, i.e., ANSI /IEEE
Standard 450 1987. The last service test was performed in June 1984.
Additionally, the load profile should be verified to be correct since
numerous modifications have been installed since it was originally
developed.

b. There are no requirements to trend battery capacity information to
determine degradation. If a 10 percent capacity degradation is ob-
served, an 18 month performance test is required by technical specifi-
cations in lieu of the normal five year test schedule. Without trend-
ing, this capacity degrada:ian could easily be overlooked.
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c. Neither the performance nor service test procedures require test
i performance in the "as found" condition in order to determine the

j effectiveness of the maintenance process,

d. The test procedures allow the interruption of a test for un unspeci-
fied period of time (e.g. , to jumper a bad cell or to allow a hot cell
to cool down) and resumption of the test afterward. This practice ;,

could result in falso high battery capacity values. For example,
capacity will increase as cells cool down and better electrolyte ,

mixing occurs during interruptions. The best industry practice is to i

rerun the test after any interruption greater than five minutes. !
!

e. It is standard plant practice to maintain electrolyte levels on the ;,

i batteries at the high mark. Approximately half of the train A 1950 !
amp hour cells were overflowing acid as a result of an equalizing i

]
charge. On several cells, acid was running down the side and in

; between cells onto the racks and supports, which has resulted in |
| corrosion of the racks. This condition has existed for some time with

no apparent attempt to determine the optimum acid level to prevent
overflow during charging,

f. The vendor manual recommends that all cells be filled, if needed, '

prior to an equalizing charge in order to ensure proper electrolyte
mixing. Contrary to this recommendation, the maintenance department
currently fills each cell with water weekly for those cells greater,

- than 1/4 inch below the high level mark, thereby increasing the like.
( lihood of stratification.

'

,

,

g. Many of the terminals and connectors on trains A, B, and C batteries
were corroded. Most of the flame arresting vents on the train C
batteries were encrusted with white residue and dirt. Some connector
bars had the copper exposed due to cleaning and subsequent thinning of
the lead coating. Some connections were not coated with protictive
grease. Also, there was evidence of acid spills on some cells. Where

'

all three conditions existed, green (copper) corrosion existed in
great quantities.#

) h. Panel voltmeters used to indicate battery float voltage are not
checked against a standard every six months as required by the battery

i vendor's technical manual. These voltmeters are currently on a two-
year calibration and check schedule.

, ,

;

j Response:
|
,

The procedures for battery testing and maintenance vill be reviewed by June j
; 1, 1988 and revised by August 1, 1988 to ensure that they are current with -

; the best industry practices, IEEE standards and manufacturer's recommenda-
) tions and that they are capable of supplying design loads during an emer- ,

! gency,
i

!

! !
!

< >
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Specific Response to Item TS.5 1.a:

Battery service (load profile) tests are being incorporated into the
prestart test program. The load profil6s will verify that system modifica.
tions are adequately supported ar.d that the batteries are capable of sup.
plying design loads.

Specific Response to Item TS.5 1.b:

Electrical Maintenance Procedure EMP.710. "Battery Performance Discharge
Test", will be revised by August 1,1988 to require trending of battery
capacity information. The results of battery capacity testing are compared
to Technical Specification requirements, and if a degradation of 104 is
shown, the frequency of testieg will be changed to 18 months in accordance
with the provisions of Station Administrative Procedure STA.702, "Surveil.
lance Testing Program".

Specific Response to Item TS.5 12c:

IEEE.450, 1980 requires only the performance test to be performed in the
"as.found" condition. The revision to EMP.710 will include this require.
ment.

Specific Response to Item TS.S.I.d:

( The revision to EMP 710 vill include a requirement to rerun a battery
capacity test if the test is interrupted for longer than five minutes.

Specific Response to Item TS.5 1.e:

The optimum battery acid level is being determined. Procedure revisions,,

if required, will be completed by August 1, 1988. -

Specific Response to Item TS.5 1.f:

The question of when to add battery acid is being studied in conjunction
with the optimum level determination. Procedure revisions, if required,
will be completed by August 1, 1988.

Specific Responce to Item TS.5 1.R:

Train A and B connectors have been replaced. Train C connectors are on
order, with an estimated delivery date of June 15, 1988. Cleaning of cells

and flame arrasting vents will be complete by April 16, 1988.

Specifie Response to Item TS.5 1.h:

The requirement to calibrate panel voltmeters every 6 months has not yet
been found in the available technical manual. A query has been placed with
the vendor, with an answer expected by April 16, 1988.
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, CHEMISTRY

RECOMMENDATION (CY M

Develop and implement a clearly defined chemistry action plan to support
hot functional testing and plant startup. This should include milestones
which support development or revision of plant procedures, and provide
adequately trained personnel to support hot functional testin8 and initial
startup. Lack of a clearly eJtablished plan has resulted in the following:

a. A chamintry readiness review prior to hot functional testin5 and
startup has not been scheduled. This review is required to ensure all
instruments are calibrated and functional, technicians are trainef.,

and that chemistry's role in the hot functional tasting and initial
plant startup is clearly defined.

b. A review of the post. accident samplin$ system for operability, main.
tainability, and regulatory compliance has not been performed.
NUREG.0737 establishes specific vparability testing and maintenance
requirements that must be met prior to initial plant startup.

c. A review has not been made of the required chemistry surveillance
procedures and the status of their preparation. A review of the
chemistry surveillance requirements, including implementing proce.
dures, is essential to ensure all licensing requirements have been

( met.

d. Chemistry radiological training for handling radioactive strer.as is
not presently scheduled. Radiological training or, sampling and analy.
sis of radioactive streams is essential to reduce the spread of con.
tamination and minimize personnel contamination.

*
Res;onse:

A Chemistry action plan to support hot functional testing and plant startup
has been developed and is included in the Nuclear Operations Readiness for
Operations Plan. The plan has idantified and is tracking the development !

"

or revision of chemistry procedurts, and tracks the progress ot' the train.
ing required to be complaced in orde.r to support hot functional testing.
Initial startup, and plant operation.

Specific Response to Item CY.1 1.a:
>

The Chemistry section of INPO 85 001, "Self Assessment Performance Objec.
tives and Criteria for Operating License Plants" was performed in January /
1988 by the chemistry staff and reviewed by the chemistry manager and i

supe rvis ors . A review by Corporate Technical Support . Chemistry was
perforced in February 1988. Items identified in these reviews have been
incorporated into the Nuclear Operations Readiaess for Operations Plac f c.r
tracking. Completion of the activitios included in the plan vill .nsure
that the chemistry section is ready to support hut functional testing and
plant operation.
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Specific Responde to Item CY.l.1.b:

The post accident sampling syster (PASS) has been demonstrated operational
to the NRC (FRC Inspection Report 65 01). Chemistry procedures for the
operation of the PASS have been ist,ued. Sample s vill be taken from the
containment air portton of PASS at 54 power to conplers the testing re-
quire =ent of NUREC 0/37.

Specific Response to Item CY.1 1.e:

A review of the chetircry surveillance and implementing procedures is
presently underway. This review includes identification of changes that
will be required in survsillances, sample prints, technique, format, or
operating philosophy. The reviev v 11 include a schedule for imple=enta-
tion of changes identified by the review. The reviev is scheduled for
co=pletion by August 11, 1988.

Specific Response to Itym CY.1 1.d:

Chemistry training for radiochemistry, handling radioactive samples and
ALARA principles vill be completed by December 31,1988. (See also the

,

response to Recommendation (CY 2 1)).'

| RECCMMENDATIOy_(CY.2 1)

Improve chemistry technician fundre.encal ktovledge. Technicians should
[ have an understanding of the ar.alytical principles involved in counting

radioactive samples. The technician must also be knowledgeable of the
analytical methods and the instruments teed in the laboratory. This is
necessary for the technicians to respond tu abnormal conditions such as
deteriorating reagents or faulty instrument performance. The following are
examples of knowledge weaknesses that vere identified. An experienced
technician would have been expected to correctly answer these questions,

a. Most technicians could not explain what *.ha "water dip" means in
relation to ion chromatography,

b. Several technicians could not define cation conductivity.

c. Most technicians could not explain the fundamentals of operation of
th< liquid scintillation instrumentae.on.

d. Several technicians could not explain "dead time". This can be an
important factor in obtaining accurate redioanalytical results.

e. Several technicians did not know what V:s meant by "iodine ratio"
This ratio is a means of evaluating fuel integrity.

f. Most technicians could not determine what steps could be taken to
reduce dead time when counting on a GcLi de'.ector.
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Response:

As describe & In the response to Rocammendation (CY.1-1), Corporate Techni-
cal Support Chemistry conducted a chemistry review in February 1988.
This review included a general review of chemistry technicians' fundamental
knowledge as well as the specific knowledge deficiencies described in the
examplos in this recommendation. The weaknesses identified in the chemis-
.try technicians' fundamental knowledge required te suppott hot functional
testing and plant operation will be corrected by che follo'ing training
cour:es to be presente+ to the chemistry technicians:

o A vendor prepared and presented training course has been purchased
which covers the following areas:

Fandamental chemistry kn ,wledtje areas

Analytical methods

Instrumentil analysis meth9ds
~

Primary, secondary, and support systems and chemleal treatment

kad*.ochemistry and counting room methods

This course will be presented to those chemistry technicians who have not
(' previously received this type of training. I.c will be completed by Decem-

ber 31, 1988.

o The vendor prepared course will be modified, further developed and
presented by CPSES tre.1 ring instructors to all other chemistry techni-
cians. This trair.ing vill be completed prior to fuel load. .

The CPSES training staff will develop anc present a training course,o
prior to fuel load, to all chemistry technical staff covering as a
minimum the following areas-

ALARA concepts and orinefples

Radioactive source handling

Radicsceive waste process system sampling and sample handling

Radioactive sample stream sampling and sample handlin6

This training will be completed by December 31, 1988.

RECOMMENDATION (CY. Unnumbered 1) (Chemistry Cor. trol) <

Upgrade the chemistry monitoring program for on-line instrumentation and
the reverse osmor,is (RO) unit.. This program is needed to maintain the

-
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accuracy of on line instrument readings and maintain continuous operation
of the reverse osmosis unit. Examples are as follows:

a. There is no frequency specified for comparing of on line instrument
values with laboratory grab sample analyses.

b. Acceptance criteria for comparing on-line instrumentation readings and
laboratory results have not been established. Guidance also needs to
be provided for actions to be taken when the values fall outside the
established criteria.

c. Specific reverse osmosis parameters that measure performance or system
degradation are not trended. Examples are as follows:

1. normalized permeate flow -- This parameter monitors the membrane
integrity by adjusting the daily permeate flow readings for
temperature and pressure. This allows the operator to make daily
comparisons of RO performance.

2. system differential pressure - This is used to measure the
degree of membrane fouling. The differential pressure between
the feed and concentrate is trended to identify any changes.

3. percent rejection -- Membrane and hardware integrity is evaluated
using this parameter. Percent rejection refers to the percentage
of total dissolved solids that are rejected by the RO. A de-

( crease in rejection may indicate leaky o rings, fouling, or
membrane hyrdolysis.

Response:

The chemistry monitoring program for on line instrumentation and the re-
verse osmosis (RO) unit will be improved as described below in the. specific
responses to the examples.

Specific Response to Item CY.U-1.a:

The frequency of in line instrument readings and grab sample analysis
results is presently determined by each system procedure CHM 500 series.
This frequency and the frequency of comparison samples will be reviewed as
part of the chemistry program review. Changes will be made to system
procedures as necessary to permit implementation by August 11, 1988.

Specific Response to Item CY.U-1.b:

The acceptance criteria for comparison of in line instrument reading to
grab sample analysis results will be determined and incorporated into the
applicable procedures by August 11, 1988. Guidance for actions to be taken,

| when values fall outside the established criteria vill be included.
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Specific Response to Item CY.U-1.c:

A formal program of trending reverse osmosis (RO) performance will be
instituted to monitor the RO unit for system degradation. Normalized
permeate flow (NPF) will be calculated and trended to ensure prompt identi-
fication of problems in the equipment. This monitoring will not require
additional instrumentation and will be incorporated into the next revision
of the system procedure due for completion by August 11, 1988.

System differential pressure measurement is redundant to the information
tracked in the normalized permeate flow. System problems can be identified
with either method, but NPF is slightly more accurate in the CPSES instal-
lation.

Percent rejection is not calculated and tracked at CPSES. The conductivity
of the product is monitored and trended. By setting a limit on tr.is param-
eter, the percent rejection is indirectly monitored. Data used to calcu-
late percent rejection is collected and can be used in troubleshooting
problems with system performance, if needed.

RECOMMENDATION (CY.4 1)

Upgrade the laboratory quality control program. The quality control pro-
gram is necessary to validate the accuracy and reliability of analytical
results, instrument operability, and technician performance. Weaknesses

k were identified in the following areas:

,
a. A program to periodically monitor chemistry technician performance for

( chemical analyses they are expected to perform does not exist. A

| monitoring program is necessary to identify areas where further im-
provement is warranted.

b. Quality control charts are not in use for the ion chromatograph.
Control charts are an effective means of evaluating the long term

j adequacy of the analytical results and instrument performanie.

1

c. The quality control standards are not run in the expected sample
concentration range. For example, if quality control standards are of
much higher concentration than the sample concentration, the calibra-
tion of the instrument cannot be verified at the concentration where
the sample measurement is being performed,

d. The minimum detectable concentration for some analytical methods needs
to be verified. As an example, a technician was unable to detect a5
ppb silica standard when the procedure stated the minimum detectable
concentration was 5 ppb.

e. The quality control charts for the ultra violet visible and the atomic|
! absorbance spectrophotometers trend ionic concentration rather than
j absorbance. Failure to monitor absorbance could result in the analyst

not detecting a gradual loss of the instruments sensitivity.
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Response:

The chemistry program for verification of analytical performance (VAP) is
described in Chemistry Procedure CHM 104, "Chemistry / Radiochemistry Quality
Control Program". A review of this program, including required analyses,
time periods, and program elements was performed in conjunction with the
Corporate Technical Support audit in February 1988. There will be contin-
ued participation in vendor cross check programs. A review and revision of
chemistry procedure CHM-104 will be completed by August 11, 1988.

Specific Response to Item CY.4-1.a:

A program to monitor chemistry technician performance for chemistry analy-
ses was fully implemented in January 1988. This program will be used to
identify areas that need further improvement.

Specific Response to Item C.4 1.b:

Although the present calibration method for the ion chromatograph provides
adequate control to ensure accuracy of data, an additional calibration
point and a functional check standard will provide additional control and
trending information. Tne use of quality control charts will be incorpo.
rated into the applicable chemistry instructions by August 11, 1988.

Specific Response to Item CY.4 1.c:

The present program for verification of analytical performance allows for
analysis of samples within the normal range and in the normal background
matrix. The program will be evaluated and revised to reflect suggested
concentrations listed in INPO 83-017, "Verification of Analytical Perfor-
mance", by August 11, 1988.

Specific Response to Item CY.4-1.d:

The verification of minimum detectable concentration limits (HDL) is per-
formed on some analyses each time a calibration sequence is performed. The
instructions that lack this verification will be reviewed, evaluated, and

revised if required. The information on verification of minimum detection
limits provided by the verification of analytical performance program will
be evaluated and changes to individual instructions will be made, if re-
quired. Identified revisions will be scheduled after the second group of
analyses are completed on December 31, 1988.

Specific Response to Item CY.4 1.e:

The requirements for monitoring sequential plots of a sample parameter are
described in INPO 83 017. This document indicates that parameter values
should be reported in "units of the test results". The monitoring of
absorbence in certain circumstances would be helpful, but is not required.
This recommendation will be reviewed and incorporated into laboratory
practice where appropriate.
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RECOMMENDATION (CY. Unnumbered 2) (Layup Chemistry Control)

Implement a formally. defined pl. int layup program. A properly implemented
layup program is necessary to protect the equipment prior to startup and to
support future reliable operation. Presently, major equipment in Unit 1 is
being properly layed up. However,the lay up program has not been formal-
ized. This has resulted in authority, responsibilities, and accountabili-
ties not being well defined and the priorities for system layup not being
understood. As a result, Unit 2 is not being effectively layed up. Also,

without formalizing the program there are no assurances that equipment will
be layed up in a consistent and effective manner. A properly implemented
layup program could have eliminated the following problems:

a. The Unit 1 turbine lubrication oil had to be replaced and flushed due
to microbiologic growth,

b. The Unit 2 reactor vessel experienced biological growth in the water
following a system flush. This situation was the result of the reac-
tor vessel not being drained following the system flush. Microbiolog-
ic growth has been identified as a major factor in rapid pipe corro-
sion.

c. The Unit 2 steam generators are lef t open to the atmosphere. This is
contrary to good industry practice and may result in excessive corro-
sion as a result of the moisture in the air.

( Response:

Specific layup program activities and responsibilities have been assigned
to the Operations and Startup departments for systems under their control.
The Results Engineering section will provide technical support for compo-
nent and system engineering control. The Chemistry section will provide
corrosion monitoring suport and technical guidance in the selection of
corrosion management chemical treatments. Station Administrative Procedure
STA 612. "System Cleanness Control, Cleaning, and Layup", will be revised
by June 1, 1988 to reflect these assignments.

The layup status of individual systems in both units will be periodically
reflected in the plan of the day report and reviewed at the daily opera-
tions meetings. Specific schedules will be developed where necessary to
ensure timely completion of layup activities.

Specific Response to Item CY.U 2.a:

The Unit 1 turbine lubrication oil system has been cleaned and flushed, and
| centrifugal separators have been installed and are operational. A biocide

will be added to prevent a recontamination of the oil with microbiological
agents. The Unit 2 turbine lubrication oil system has been treated in a
similar manner.

1
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Specific Response to Item CY.U 2.b:

The Unit 2 reactor vessel has been cleaned and disinfected and will be used
as the system flush receiving vessel only if no other pathway exists. If
the reactor vessel is wetted with flush water, a disinfectant will be used
and the vessel will be rinsed, drained, ard dried as soon as the flush is
completed.

Specific Response to Item CY.U-2.c:

The Unit 2 steam generators will be placed into nitrogen (inert gas) layup
as soon as practicable,

k
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW

RECOMMENDATION (OE. 2 1)

Provide timely notification via NUCLEAR NETWORK of important in house
events that would be of generic interest to the nuclear industry. Develop
and implement guidelines to ensure that important in house items of generic
interest are identified. Recent plant events of generic interest have not
been reported. Examples include the following:

a. cracked gears in a Limitorque valve operator

b. inadequate fastening of a diesel generator engine connecting rod
assembly

c. failures of a 6.9 KV switchgear jackshaft

Response:

The OPSES Nuclear Network Coordinator now participates in key plant activi-
ty status meetings to directly increase CPSES utilization of Nuclear Net-
werk information and to collect timely information for Network notifica-
tions of CPSES in house events of generic interest to the nuclear industry,

j Guidance consistent with INPO's General Criteria for Operating Experience
\ Entries on Network will be added to procedure NOS 102, "Coordination with

Nuclear Network" . (Expected cespletion date April 1, 1988).

Each of the specific events listed as examples in the report had previously
been reported to the NRC under the requirements of 10CFR50.55(e). CPSES

Network interface personnel were aware, through telephone discussions with
INPO contacts, that information provided to the NRC of this type is rou-
tinely screened by INPO. Consequently, no action was taken to prepare
duplicate Network entries on the same events. However, one Network entry,
OM 304 of October 12, 1987, was made concerning "Bolt Hole Preparation
Problems on (Diesel Generator) Connecting Rods", which addressed the event
cited as example b.

SOER STATUS

The following recommendations have not been effectively implemented and
further review is needed. One of these recommendations, previously evaluat-

ed by INPO to have been satisfactorily addressed, has been reopened as
subsequent review has determined that the action taken was not effective;
e.g., subsequent actions removed procedural requirements or deleted neces-
sary training or the action intended was not complaced.

SOER No. Remdn No.

62 9 8
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82-10 1

82-13 3
83 1 14
83 9 (reopened) 2

83-9 4
83 9 8

84-5 5
84-7 2
84-7 3
85-2 3

85 3 1

85 3 2
85 3 3

85-3 4
85-3 6
86-1 9

Response:

Each of the 17 SOER recommendations listed as needing further review will
be reevaluated by the CPSES 10ER Program. An update on the status of each
of the above recommendations and the status of each red tab SOER recommen-
dation issued after December 1987 will be included in the six month
follow on report to INPO. (Estimated completion date June 30, 1988).

( RECOMMENDATION (OE.3-1)

Expand the effectiveness review of the operating experience program to
include a sampling of knowledge of industry experiences at the working
level. Interviews of operations and radiation protection personnel indicat-
ed a lack of knowled e of recent significant industry issues and experienc.8
es. Deficiencies noted include the following: .

a. During simulator training, the reactor was observed to be critical
below the minimum rod insertion limit. Questioning of the operators
about this condition indicated that operators were not familiar with
industry events involving premature criticalities.

b. A number of auxiliary operators did not have knowledge about industry
experiences involving motor operated valve failures.

| c. Interviews with plant radiation protection technicians revealed knowl-
edge weaknesses in industry events involving excessive personnel
radiation exposures and small fuel and activation particle contamina-
tion which have produced very highly localized exposures to personnel

,

at some plants.

Resoonse:

The Industry Operating Experience Review program at CPSES accomplishes the|

routine review of all significant nuclear industry experience reports as

| 80
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suggested by the INPO SEE IN program and INPO Good Practice OE-901. To
date, the major effort of the CPSES 10ER program has been to identify and
incorporate lessons learned into plant systems, programs and work practices
at CPSES. To provide feedback and promote general personnel awareness,
reports summarizing industry events are produced monthly and have been
widely distributed to all organizations on site since 1983. They have been
incorporated into applicable training curricula to the extent they apply to
CPSES. Effectiveness reviews are conducted by program managers, the Quali-
ty Assurance organization, and INPO.

The instances of lack of knowledge at the working level about important
industry events indicates that the previous efforts to distribute the
information and transmit it to appropriate users have not been effective in
achieving the desired awareness of problem areas in the industry.

As recommended by INPO, the effectiveness reviews of the 10ER program at
CPSES will be expanded to include sampling of knowledge at the working
level. The results of such samplin5 will be used to identify areas requir-
ing additional focus or to make other improvements in programs, as warrant-
ed.

In addition, in order to make more effective use of the information avail-
able, Plant Evaluation has begun work to produce monthly video caped pre-
sentations highlighting recent industry events and their impact on CPSES
systems, programs and work practices. The first presentation will be
produced and distributed for viewing at multiple on site work centers

( beginning in June 1988. The video taped presentation is a pilot program,
and its usefulness will be evaluated after a trial period of several ;

months.

.

.
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ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

!

RECOMMENDATION (OA.1-1) |
4

Develop and implement an action plan for operational readiness that will
prioritize and focus efforts on activities that must be completed prior to
startup. Lack of a plan is adversely impacting transition from the current
construction environment to an operating plant environment. The need for an
action plan was identified by INPO in 1982 and 1984. The operational readi-
ness plan should identify responsibilities and have sufficient detail to
direct the efforts of station personnel in achieving a smooth transition to
plant operation. Specific milestones for timely support of interdepartmen-
tal activities should be included. Additionally, the plan should provide
for the time and manpower necessary to effectively implement programs and
operational practices. As a minimum, the following problems should be
addressed by the operational readiness plan:

a. Revision of procedures

The current rate of completing operations, maintenance, and surveil-
lance procedure revisions needs to be evaluated. The present rate of
completing procadure revisions could adversely impact activities
necessary to support fuel load. Additionally, manpower and time
requirements for procedure revisions have not been determined.

k b. Pre-start testing and surveillance

The scope of pre start testing has not been defined. Additionally,
surveillance tests that could be satisfied by pre-startup testing have
not been identified.

c. Operations control of plant systems

Currently, operations is not exercising some of the formal controls
necessary for plant operation. Some programs necessary for the control
of equipment status are not developed or fully implemented, such as
the locked valve program. Additionally, operations does not demon-
strate an attitude of ownership and responsibility for systems that
are turned over to the plant.

d. Radiological controls

Development of the ALARA program and some radiological control poli-
cies is not complete, and facilities for decontamination and storage
of contaminated equipment have not been established. Implementation
of radiological controls should be carefully timed to allow adequate
time to practice routine radiological activities before radioactivity
is present in the plant.
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e. Industrial safety programs

Station managed industrial safety procedures such as those for scaf-
folding and confir.ed spaces have not been implemented, and a station-
managed medical first aid facility needs to be established. The
station is currently relying on a contractor to fulfill these needs.

f. General employee training

General employee training (CET) activities have been suspended, and
virtually the entire plant staff needs to be retrained. Additionally,
the CET program should be reviewed to ensure it is consistent with
upgraded operational priorities and will meet current requirements.

g. Fitness for duty

Although some fitness-for duty elements are in place, a comprehensive
program to provide assurance that personnel are fit to perform their
assigned duties has not been implemented. Continuing training in
fitness-for-duty , not currently provided to managers and supervi-
sors. Full program implementation is being delayed awaiting decisions
on random and periodic testing.

Response:

( A comprehensive Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations Plan has been
developed and the initial issue was provided to appropriate managers on
February 22, 1988. It provides a planned and systematic method of assuring
that necessary programs, procedures and personnel will be available to
operate Comanche Peak safely, efficiently, and in compliance with all
applicable requirements. Activities requiring completion are identified by
department or section responsibility. In order to achieve a smooth.transi-
tion to plant operation, the activities have been prioritized and schedules
have been established consistent with the unit's equipment completion and

| testing schedule Eighteen operational milestones prior to fuel load and.

| nine additional milestones from fuel load to initial entry into Mode 1 are
identified to provide the basis for cooperative interdepartmental activi-
ties. The plan includes corrective actions resulting from the INPO assis-
tance visit, the TU commitment tracking programs, a review of the INPO
performance objectives, department self assessments using INPO guidelines,
and management reviews of pro 8 rams and people. Interface points between
organizations and constraints to activities will be identified and reviewed
on a periodic basis to assure timely completion. As new activities are
identified, they wil". de added to the plan. It will be statused, updated,

and reissued regularly until initial criticality.!

Specific Response to Item OA.1-1.a:

| Known revision requirements to operations, maintenance, and surveillance
procedures are listed by individual procedures, with scheduled dates and
activity durations for controlling steps of the drafting, review, and

|
:
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approval process. In other cases, where major overall review is required,
such as the ALM procedures, the activity listed is to develop a program
(with a sche duled completion date) . The program will subsequently oe
entered in the plan in greater detail. This will enable a realistic as-
sessment of resource limitations and will permit corrective action to be

taken. In some cases, additional contract support has been obtained.

Specific Response to Item OA.1-1.b:

The scope of pre start testing has now been defined to the extent that
post-work tist requirements and design changes are currently known. Addi-
tional work is continuing to be identified, which will require revision to
the pre-start test requirements throughout the test program. As described
in the response to Recommendation (TS.2-1), the detailed schedule for
conduct of initial surveillance tests has been included in the Nuclear
Operations Readiness for Operations Plan. An analysis of all testing

i

! requirements versus work performed on each system will be developed to
document the need or absence of need for testing. A matrix will be pre-
pared for each system, and test procedures will be developed as necessary

i

! to satisfy specific testing requirements. The key procedures for con-
| trolling the test program have been issued. Although the definition of

test requirements will be an ongoing effort, the majority of known require-
ments will be documented by approved test procedures by December 1, 1988.

Specific Response to Item OA.1-1.c:

( As described specifically in the response to Recommendation (OP.1-1),
Operations has increased its control of plant systems, the operation of
equipment and involvement in testing. Some of the formal controls neces-
sary for plant operation are not appropriate until the level of construc-
tion activity has diminished, and the plant is more nearly in a completed
state. The locked valve program, as described in the response to Recommen-
dation (OP.3 3), will be reviewed by September 1, 1988, with a final review
and upgrade 90 days prior to scheduled fuel load. The response to Recom-
mendation (KA.2-1) describes a program to increase attention to the mainte-
nance and material condition of systems and components turned over to
Operations. Through increased management involvement in training, mainte-
nance, area inspections, and direct control of svstems and components, the
attitude of ownership and responsibility for systems that are turned over
to the plant b2s been strengthened.

Specific Response to Item OA.1 1.d:

As described in the response to Recommendation (RP.4 2), the station ALARA
program will be fully implemented well in advance of the time when radioac-
tivity is present in the plant. The plans for facilities for decontamina-
tion of equipment are described in the response to Recommendation (RP.1 4).
Plans for training personnel and practicing radiological controls in the
absence of radioactive fields are described in the response to Recommenda-
tion (RP.3 1).
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Specific Response to Item OA.1-1.e:

The implementation of a station managed industrial safety program is dis-
cussed in the response to Recommendation (OA.5 1). I ?. is discussed also in
the response to the corporate assistance visit Recommendation (2,10A-1) .
Specifically, the station procedures for scaffolding and for confined space
entry will be implemented by April 15, 1988. A station managed medical
first aid facility will be in effec: by August 31, 1988.

Specific Responst. to Item OA.1-1.f:

The General Employee Training (GET) program has been mainteined active, but
the requalification requirement has not been enforced, since the protected
area access restrictions were removed to permit greater availability to
construction personnel. Protected area and vital area requireesnts have
been maintained for access to the Fuel Building. In anticipation of Fuel
Load, access rascrictions will be reinstated early enough to provide 120
days of experience with security measures prior to receipt of an operating
license. A program effort has been initiated to requalify those persons
whose GET qualification has lapsed. The GET program is under the Training
Configuration Management System, which maintains a regular program for
reviewing procedures, modifications and commitments and identifying the
impact on existing training courses or facilities (e.g., simulator) or the
need for new training courses and tracking them to satisfactory resolution.

( Specific Response to Item OA.1-1.g:

A plan for full implementation of the fitness for duty program has been
developed and will be added to the Nuclear Operations Rea/iness for Opera-
tions plan by April 1, 1988. Improvements in the existing program will be
phased in, with full implementation expected by December 1, 1988. A revi-
sion to NEO Policy Statement No. 28, "Drug and Alcohol Abuse", was issued
on February 20, 1988 to emphasise the availability of the Employeee Assis-
tance Program and to state clearly that employees are expected to report
for work ready to perform their duties. It is expected that decisions on
random and periodic testing can be finalized by July 31, 1988. The plan
includes recurrent training for managers and supervisors.

RECOMMENDATION (OA. 3 1)

Increase management effectiveness in identifying and correcting station
problems. Management should provide additional direction in establishing
responsibilities and standards, assessing performance levels, taking action
necessary to att ein operational readiness, and promoting teamwork. Pres-
ently, several problems exist that have either not been identified or
resolved because of a lack of management involvement and direction. Also,
this has resulted in a lack of a sense of urgency by some station personnel
in developing programs necessary for plant startup. Many managers know of
activities that need to be accomplished, but are waiting for higher level
direction. The following conditions require increased management attention:
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a. Appropriate performance standards are not maintained for operations

department personnel. The abilities of control room personnel to
properly operate the plant and of auxiliary operators to properly
conduct rounds need to improve. Additionally, observed operator
performance in simulated emergencies was inadequate.

b. System engineer and system coordinator responsibilities are not clear-
ly established. System engineers are not closely involved with
startup and maintenance activities to increase their expertise and
ability to assist in the resolution of future problems. System coor-
dinators do not have a clear understanding of their duties and inter-
actions with other groups.

c. Material condition problems have not been corrected in some systems
that have been turned over to the plant for operation and maintenance.
For example, problems exist with some equipment located in the service
water pump house, the water treatment plant, and station battery
facilities.

d. Timely availability of materials to support maintenance has not been
achieved. Many maintenance jobs have been on hold for over one year
due to parts unavailability, and procurement of many parts is awaiting
the development of engineering specifications. In addition, material
availability is sometimes not verified or parts staged sufficiently in
advance to ensure timely initiation of maintenance work.

( e. Practical knowledge weakness in chemistry, operations, radiological
protection, and maintenance have not been effectively addressed.
Improved coordination between training and the plant groups is needed
to correct this situation.

f. Operations and maintenance personnel do not effectively coordinate
equipment clearances for maintenance work. For example, several
maintenance jobs were observed to be delayed because clearance's had
not been established. Also, several clearances had been prepared for
jobs that were not being worked. Additionally, operations does not
routinely receive a description of the work scope when clearances are
requested. This practice resulted in inappropriate clearance bounda-
ries being established for one job.

g. The responsibilities for layup of plant equipment have not been clear-
ly assigned and are not well understood by the involved groups. As a
result, several systems such as the Unit 2 reactor vessel and steam
generators have not been properly layed up.

In addition, close management control over work practices and other i=por-
tant evolutions is necessary since workers and supervisors have al=ost no
experience in operating a commercial nuclear power plant.
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Response:

Increased management attention is being applied to all areas of the Nuclear
Operations organization, especially with respect to standards of perfor-
mance and adherence to those standards. Managers and supervisors have been
reminded to pursue identified problems to timely resolution and to persist
in obtaining higher management assistance for those issues that cannot be
resolved at their own level. As discussed in the following specific re-
sponses to the examples cited, management attention and direction is being
focused on establishing responsibilities and standards, assessing perfor-
mance levels, taking action necessary to attain operational readiness, and
promoting teamwork. The Nuclear Operations Readiness for Operations Plan
is the basic vehicle by which management will monitor the adequacy and
timeliness of actions to attain operational readiness. By including re-
source assessments in this plan, it is also the vehicle by which management
instills in supervisors and workers the need to pursue completion of these
actions on a priority basis. To the best of our knowledge, those programs
that require higher level direction have now been adequately identified to
the appropriate level of management, and the need for timely decisions has
been emphasized. Each will be considered with its appropriate priority.

Identification of problems that might impact on readiness for operation has
received particular emphasis. For example, managers have been assigned
specific monitoring and inspection responsibilities, and plant operating
personnel have been made more aware of the need to identify material condi-

(, tion problems (see responses to the corporate assistance visit Recommenda-
tion (1.2A 1) and to this evaluation Recommendation (MA.2 1)). Another
example is the enhanced use of the Plant Incident Report (PIR) program.
This report will be the main vehicle for identification and resolution of
problems resulting from operational events. It is available to all station
personnel for identification of problems, and requires specific management
evaluation to close the issue. It will assure that problems are identi-
fied, corrective actions are completed, and programs changed as necessary
to preclude recurrence.

Soecific Response to Item OA.3-1.a:

The response to Recommendation (OP.2 1) discusses the actions being taken
to establish and enforce appropriate performance standards for Operations
Department personnel. The response to Recommendation (OP.4-4) discusses
actions being taken to improve the performance of auxiliary operators. The
response to Recommendation (OP.4 1) discusses actions being taken to im-
prove operator performance in simulated emergencies, In each case, these

actions involve significant management participation.

Specific Response to Item OA.3-1.b:

The definition of system engineer responsibilities is discussed in the
response to Recommendation (TS.1 1). With the actions being taken, the

system engineers will be more closely involved in startup (testing), main-
tenance activities and design changes for those systems to which they are
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assigned. The definition of responsibilities includes definition of re-
quired interactions with ochrr groups.

|

Specific Response to Item OA.3-1.c: 1

Increased management emphasis on improving the material condition of those
systems that have been turned over to the plant for operations ~and mainte-
nance is described in the response to Recommendation (MA.2-1). The actions
taken on specific deficiencies associated with the service water pump |
house, the water treatment plant, and station battery facilities are de-

'

scribed in the specific responses to Items (MA.2-1.c),(b), and (a), respec-
tively.

Specific Rest,onse to Item OA.3-1.d:

Efforts to improve the identification, requisitioning and procurement of
necessary repair parts are described in the response to Recommendation
(MA.9-1). Additional actions to improve the planning of maintenance work
(including verification and staging of parts and material) are described in
the response to Recommendation (MA.1-1).

Soecific Response to Item OA.3-1.e:

Actions to improve the practical knowledge weaknesses in chemistry, opera-
tions, radiological protection, and maintenance are described in the re-
sponses to Recommendations (CY.2-1), (OP.4-3), (RP.3-1), and (TQ.1 1). The

( involvement of departmental managers in providing input to Training con-
cerning requirements and improvements to training has been improved.

Specific Response to Item OA.3 1.f:

Improved coordination of equipment clearances for maintenance work is
described in the response to Recommendation (MA.1 1). The establishment of
the work control center and the daily scheduling meetings, as described in
that response, will help alleviate the difficulties described in the INPO
evaluation.

Specific Response to Item OA.3 1.g:

The response to one unnumbered recommendation in the Chemistry section,
designated "Recommendation (CY. Unnumbered 2)(Layup Chemistry Control)",
describes the actions that have been taken to improve the status of equip-
ment layup, particularly in Unic 2. Layup conditions for Unit 1 are satis-
factory.

Additional Response:

TU Electric agrees that close management control over work practices and
other important evolutions is necessary due to the relative inexperience of
the maintenance and operating staffs. The actions described above are
intended to provide that management attention. In addition, TU Electric

has taken advantage of many opportunities to provide working level
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personnel with first-hand operational experience through participation with
other utilities during activities such as refueling outages for radiation
protection personnel, startup testing for auxiliary operators, and the
required levels of "hot operating participation" for licensed operators and
SR0s. Additional opportunities will be used as they become available.

RECOMMENDATION (OA.5 1)

Implement a comprehensive, station managed industrial safety program. The
following deficiencies were noted and should be addressed by the program:

a. Specific procedures for the construction and inspection of scaffolds,
posting of confined space entry, and prevention of heat stress have
not been established. Deficiencies in scaffolds and confined space
postings were observed in the plant. There is no detailed guidance
available for scaffolding standards, and the station is relying on a
contractor's precedure for control of confined spaces.

b. Standards for safety training, safety meetings, and plant inspection
tours have not been implemented. Formal training and meetings are not
being held in a consistent manner. Only the Maintenance Department is
documenting inspection tours. Review of maintenance tour reports
indicate that maintenance conducts effective inspections and could be
used as a standard for other plant groups,

f c. Utility personnel do not routinely review data or monitor contractor
( activities that could affect the safety of all station personnel.

Utility personnel have not ensured scaffolding and confined space
activities are consistent with utility policy. Additionally, contrac-
tor safety performance and data should be monitored to identify ad-
verse trends and problems potentially affecting other personnel.

Response:

The response to the corporate assistance visit Recommendation
(2.10A 1) provides the major milestone dates for implementaion of the
station managed industrial safety program. In addition, the responses to

specific observations follow.

Specific Response to Item OA.5 1.a:

Specific procedures for the construction and inspection of scaffolds,
confined space entry and the prevention of heat stress will be in effect by
April 15, 1988. The specific deficiencies noted by INPO (lack of
toeboards, lack of protective mesh between toeboards and handrails, and
failure to post some confined spaces) have been corrected.

Specific Response to Item OA.5-1.b:

Standards for safety training, safety meetings and plant inspection tours
have been promulgated in Procedure NEO 2.22, "Industrial Safety Program",
and in Station Administrative Procedure STA 211, "Administrative Control of
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Industrial Safety". The standards for safety training ' lude new employee
training and recurrent training. It is the responsibili of each supervi-
sor to conduct monthly safety meetings to present relevanu industrial
safety topics. The standards for conducting station inspection tours
include participation of managers and supervisors in their area of respon-
sibility, documenting their observations, correcting unsafe conditions and
reporting results. The inspection reports indicating the effective inspec-
tions done by Maintenance will ke used as a model for other groups.

Specific Response to Item OA.5 1.c:

The Safety Services organization will hold routine meetings vih contractor
safety representatives in order to review and discuss safety data by June
15, 1988 and will routinely monitor contractor safety performance and data
to identify adverse trends and problems potentially affecting other person-
nel. Safety Services is currently performing routine inspections of con-
tractors to ensure scaffolding and confined space activities are consistent
with utility policy. Contract language has been incorporated into all
contractor agreements which establishes utility policy for contractor
industrial safety performance, including scaffolding and confined space
activities.

|

|

|

[

l
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institute off.
Nuclear Power
Operations,

Suite 1600
1100 Circle 75 PartnewAtlarrta, 000 La W
Toisphone 953 3000

January 12,1988

Mr. E. A. Nye
Chairman and CEO
TU Electric
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, T 75201

Dear Mr. yer

This letter forwards the recommendations developed during INPO's corporate
assistance visit to Texas Utilities Electric, conducted November 30 to December 4,1987.

. . The attached letter report is a refined version of the material presented and discussed at
the exit meeting on December 21,1987.

We ask that you review this report and provide responses to the recommendations by
February 8,1988. Separate responses are requested for each recommendation noted in the
report. Concise statements describing your actions are desired. A general response to each,

of the important areas noted in the Summary section of the report is also requested.
i

In accordance with INPO policy, this letter report is provided only to you. If you
should decide to provide copies to the NRC, or to otherwise release the report outside your
organization, we request that you notify INPO in advance.

We appreciate the cooperation and response from alllevels of your organization.

Sincerely,

.

ck T. Pate
President

.

" ' ' 'ZTP/ya .

Attachment
cc: W. G. Council.-

,
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. SUMMARY

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) conducted a corporate assistance visit to
Texas Utilities Electric from November 30 through December 4,1987. The visit was
coincident with the INPO assistance visit to Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station.

As a basis for the assistance visit, INPO used the August 1985 Performance Objectives and
Criteria for Corporate Evaluations; these were applied in light of the experience of INPO's
team members, INPO's observations, and good practices within the industry. Information
was gathered from discussions, interviews, reviews of documentation, and the concurrent
Comanche Peak assistance visit. The team focused on corporate support and monitoring of
nuclear station activities in preparation for operation.

INPO's goal is to assist member utilities in achieving the highest standards of excellence in
nuclear plant operation. The corporate recommendations are based on apparent plant needs
and on best practices, rather than minimum acceptable standards or requirements.
Accordingly, areas where im
unsatisfactory performance.provements are recommended are not necessarily indicative of

Recommendations were made in several areas. The specific recommendations are listed in
this report under the applicable performance objectives. The recommendations were
presented to Texas Utilities management at an exit meeting on December 21,1987.
Recommendations to strengthen performance in the following areas are considered to be
the most importants

senior management monitoring, assessment, and direction of nuclear operationso

coordination of efforts between nuclear groups, particularly operations ando
engineering

engineering support of nuclear operationso

!

.

gas, e a.

"

.
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MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT AND COMMITMENT
.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A: Corporate management monitors and a- nuclear
station operations and
and re!!able operation.provides support, guidance, and assistance to ensure and enhance safeCorporate managers assigned responsibilities for nuclear matters
have direct involvement in significant decisions that could affect their responsibilities.
Management commitment to the operation of the nuclear station (s)in a safe and proper
rnanner is evident from personal involvement, interest, awareness, and knowledge.

Recommendation (1.2A-1) Strengthen senior management monitoring, assessment, and
direction of nuclear operations. Strengthen communication
of senior management performance expectations to those
responsible for day-to-day activities and for program
developments to support nuclear operations. The emphasis
on completion of engineering and construction work needed
to obtain a license appears to have distracted from
appropriate attention to operations readiness.
Consequently, sufficient emphasis has not been given to
preparation for operation. The lack of a credible schedule
for completion of the engineering and construction effort
has distracted unnecessarily from efforts needed to prepare
for operation. This is most evident in the development of
programs and procedures needed for operation and in the
preparation of plant staff personnel for operation. Example
problems reflecting the need for more effective senior
management involvement include the following:

'

a. The action plan for start-up has not been
developed in sufficient detail to permit
effective direction or monitoring of progress.
The lack of a credible schedule for construction
completion has hampered efforts to develop a
start-up schedule.

b. Some senior managers do not routinely tour the
station to observe day-to-day work and monitor
progress toward operational readiness. For
example, senior managers have not been
monitoring simulator training, an area where a
number of problems exist.

c. Routine reports to management often do not
,.L provide clear indications of performance results

in comparison with goals or standards.
'

d. The training manager has been given very little
guidance from line managers on their training
expectations or on the effectiveness of his
efforts. In fact, training needs substantia!i

| Improvement.
|

|

|

I
1
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'

1
e. Responsibilities in some areas have not clearly

been defined and communicated to working level
personnel. Examples of this are as follows:

1. Four different groups believe they are
responsible for dose assessment activities.

2. The split of responsibility for engineering
activities has not been settled.
Agreement on assignment of
responsibilities was reached between the
engineering and station staffs and within
the station staff, but senior management
has not approved their recommendation or
provided alternate direction.

3. Fitness-for-duty responsibilities have not
been clearly established. Three different
organizations feel responsibility for the
program, but their efforts have not been
coordinated.

f. Nuclear goals and objectives, and follow-up on
completion, need improvement to adequately
address efforts needed to prepare for operation.

g. Feedback to individuals on their performance
needs to be strengthened. Formal performance
appraisals are of ten not done, and alternative -

methods of feedback are not used. Some
managers stated their intent is to provide
feedback only when performance is not
acceptable.

h. Feedback on performance and planning up the
chain of command is sometimes not complete or.

candid, and managers are not taking appropriate
actions to obtain good feedback. One example
is the vice president of nuclear operat!ons'

|
'

expectation that all of the managers reporting
| to him obtain SRO licenses by 1992. Some
| affected managers did not know of this
i ,:. expectation and others believe it is not

achievable. That feedback has not been clearly
provided to the vice president, and an action
plan has not been developed to achieve this goal.

'

,.

A lack of operational experience at the plant makes clear
management direction, guidance, and assessment of
activities an even more vital function than at a station with
more operational experience.

|
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Recommendation (1.2A-2) Strengthen the goals and objectives program to help focus
.

the efforts of the nuclear organization in preparing for
commercial operation of the plant. The following problems
were noted with the objectives that have been identified for
1987 and 1988:

a. The persons or the department responsible for
accomplishment of specific nuclear operations
objectives are not identified. Industry
experience has shown the lack of clearly
assigned responsibilities weakens accountability
and timely completion of objectives. Most
managers interviewed do not use the established
goals and objectives as a management tool.

b. Action plans are not established to identify and
schedule actions needed to accomplish several
of the objectives and measure progress toward
completion. For example, no action plan has
been developed for the objective to complete all
unit 2 operating procedures necessary to support
start-up. During the recent INPO plant
assistance visit, problems were noted with alarm
response procedures, abnormal procedures, and
the lack of updated operational procedures. The
progress being made in this area has not been
adequate to support preparations for operation,

c. Some objectives are not being fully achieved.
Follow-up is not adequate to identify problems -

in achieving objective: as noted during the
recent INPO plant assistance visit. For

.

example, weaknesses were noted in operator |,

| skills and knowledge, and instructor training and
performance. These deficiencies indicate that
the objective to maintain the training,
qualification, and requalification programs to
meet the requirements for fuel load and
subsequent commercial operations is not being
achieved. The current utility status indicates

'

that the objective is being achieved.
1
i

| Recommendatlosa.(L2A-3) Improve the content and format of periodic status reports
! provided to management to increase the usefulness of these-

| reports in tracking performance, identifying problems, and~

monitoring the effectiveness of corrective actions.,.

Examples of areas needing improvement are as follows:

a. Executive summaries in some reports are not
effective in highlighting areas needing,

| attention. For example, the executive summary
.

.- - - -__ . - . - - - _ - . - . . _ _ - , - - . - - . . - _ - - _ . - - - . ----- .---_- -. . - - -
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of the Nuclear Operations Monthly Report does
not provide a summary of the significant
adverse trends as reflected in the performance
indicator graphs that follow. Instead, the
executive summary provides status of events,

b. The graphs contained in the Nuclect Operations
Monthly Report do not depict acceptable levels
of performance or performance goals, increasing
the difficulty of determining whether actual
performance as depicted is acceptable or
indicative of a problem needing management
attention. For example, the trend of temporary
modifications as shown in the Nuclear
Operations Monthly Report indicates the number
of temporary modifications has been steady at
approximately 700 over the last year. This
graph does not provide information as to the
acceptable or targeted number of temporary
modifications or compare the actual number to
the number expected during commercial
operations, which was stated to be about 50.
Providing acceptable or targeted levels of
performance may provide a clearer picture to
management of problems needing attention.

c. Guidance on the desired format and content of
periodic reports has not been clearly provided to
persons responsible for preparation of the
reports. Several managers interviewed stated -

that they recognized improvements could be
made in the presentation of material in various
reports, but that they had not yet communicated
their desires or directions for the needed
improvements.

.

.:.
,

.

*
*
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MAINTENANCE-

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A: Corporate management monitors and assesses
maintenance activities at the nuclear station (s) and provides necessary guidance and support
to ensure and enhance safe and reliable plant operation.

Recommendation (2.l A-1) Strengthen corporate management monitoring and
assessment of plant maintenance, and strengthen guidance
and direction to correct the causes of maintenance
problems. Some maintenance problems and adverse trends
are reflected in the Nuclear Operations Monthly Report and
in the plant assistance visit report. The Nuclear Operations
Monthly Report contains detailed information, including
trending information that indicates the following problems:

a. The number of control room instruments that
are out of service is increasing.

b. The ratio of preventive maintenance actions to
corrective maintenance is decreasing.

c. The percent of preventive maintenance items
overdue is increasing.

d. The number of corrective maintenance work
orders open for various reasons is well above the
goals established.

In addition, the INPO plant assistance visit report indicates
frequent delays in scheduled maintenance are caused by
inadequate planning, work preparation, and coordination
between various work groups. No indicators have been
developed to reflect performance in these areas.

Recent efforts to reduce the backlog include identifying al! .
work orders that need to be completed prior to heat-up so
that resources can be focused on those requiring more
immediate action. However, efforts to reduce the total
number of backlogged work requests have not yet been
effective.

Though corporate management was aware of the existence
,, :. of maintenance problems, there was little corporate

involvement in assessing the nature or causes of the
problems or in developing solutions.

,

|

,
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MATERIALS AND OUTSTDE SERY1CES.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A Corporate support for the nuclear station (s) ensures that
parts and material are available when neeoed.

Recommendation (2.2A-1) Improve the process for determining procurement quality
requirements for spare parts and other materiel. Specific
recommendations are as follows:

Implement the action planned by the engineeringa.

procurement section to dc-velop and maintain a
comprehensive technical data base of spare
parts and materlei quality requirements. Each
purchase requisition for spare parts or materiel
to be used at the station is routed through the
Comanche Peak Engineering (CPE) procurement
section for determination of procurement
quality requirements. A backlog of 380 regul-
sitions currently exists for CPE processing, of
which 200 are identified as rush items. This
level of backlog is currently resulting in a six to
nine week delay in the procurement of
materiel. Though current operation and
maintenance needs are not being severely
impacted by procurement delays, the process
will need to be enhanced to ensure timely
availability of spare parts and materiel for an
operating unit.

b. Update the data base as new and relevant
.

information is received from vendors.
Procurement quality information is being
accumulated in files for future reference, but no
process now exists to update that data as new
information becomes available. Instead, time
consuming technical reviews are performed by
CPE during each subsequent procurement to
determine if there have been any vendor
component changes since the last procurement.-

This causes unnecessary delays in obtaining
needed materiel and spare parts. .

.:.

o

,p,. -- ~ ...,., , , , - . _ , - . - - . - . . . , - , . . ._,.. ,_ --- -.-,- --.---._ ,-- .---. -,_ , _ ,-, ,-,_
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DESIGN ENGINEERING.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE B NTOL: Coipate design engineering is provided to ensure
that transfer of design responsibilities and doc- wnts from the architect / engineer to the
utility occurs in a planned and orderly manner.

Recommendation (2.5B-1) Finalize the verdor technical manual program to ensure the
manuals elfectively support operational needs of the
plant. Specific recommendations are as follows:

Develop a plan of action for ensuring that designa.

documents and plant procedures appropriately
address vendor technical manual reysirements.
Contractor reviews of vendor techmcal manuals
are currently being conducted to identify
requirements contained within the manuals. To
ensure these requirements are addressed in the
operation of the piant, normal industry practice
is to extract requirements from the manuals and
include them in the appropriate station
implementation documents. While there was
recognition by responsible engineering and
maintenance personnel that this must be done,
neither a plan of action nor a schedule for this
activity was identified.

b. Implement a process that ensures exceptions to
vendor technical manual requirements are,

! appropriately reviewed and approved. There are -

long-standing differences between the design
2 engineering and the plant maintenance stafis

regarding how exceptions to vendor technical
| manual requirements are to be controlled. The
t design engineering position has been that
! exceptions to vendor technical manual

|
requirements should be processed through the
design change authorization program. Plant
maintenance management feels the design
change authorization program is too'

cumbersome and can result in a time-consuming
effort that is not responsive to the needs of the
plant. While there is merit to each position,,. :., depending on the nature of the exceptions being
considered, a procedure needs to be developed
and impicmented to ensure technical reviews~

are conducted and approplate exceptions are.
'

approved in a timely manner when necessary.

!
!

|

. - . - . - -- -------------- - - - - - - - - - -
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Recommendation (2.3B-2) Improve support of Nuclear Operations by Comanche Peak
.

Engineering to enswe that operations needs are-

appropriately addressed by the design group. Ensure plant
neef.s are identified and addressed when developing design
doctments that are utilized by the plant. Consider rotating
personnel between the plant and design technical staff to
broacen the experience in both groups and
understanding of the needs of each group. promote betterProblems such as
the follo:ving reflect a need for improved communication
and mutw:! understanding he' ween Nuclear Operations and
Commanche Peak Engineering

Design basis documents were produced ata.
Commanche Peak Engineering's direction by the i
architect-engineer without input from plant
personnel. Design engineers developing the
documents had little a >preciation for the
potential use of these mportant documents by
plant staff. The documents can be a valuable
source of information on design limitations,
system design operating modes, and other
information needed by the operations staff in
developing operating and maintenance
procedures and directions for other activitler ,
Portions of the documents that should have
included this kind of information contained,i

s

instead, extracts of operating instructions, valve
lineups and other detailed data already available
to both design engineers and the plant staff.

.
b. Nuclear Engineering and Operations Precedure,

NEO 3.03, "Preparation, Review, and DizNsition
of Plant Design Modifications (DMs)," does bot
provide for any reviews of planned des!gn

,

charges by.the plant staff until compimedi

desity pachges have been approied and issued
| oy desyn eqineering. Experience has shosvn,

that close coordination between design and
operating staffs is needed, and that reviews of
conceptual.ieilgns with the operating staff can
be particula ty effective in ensuring that design:

! changes are operationally &cceptable.
I

Differences Ntween the plant staff and design,. :. c,

engin *ng on the need to add two startup
; transa srs before 31 ant startup have not been

adequately addressec. The decision has been.

| made to add the transformers, but the reasons
for that decision have not been effectively
commun'cated to the plant staff.

1

_ . . - _ _ __ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ __ _ __
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d. Some design engineers and managers indicated a.

lac'iof understandity of plant staff needs for
dac ments such as e ectrical load lists and
des gn basis documents that present design
information in a losntmor easily urm:tood by
operators an:f others on the operations staff,

Meetings b.rE currently being held arr,eng Griouse.

management levels of the design engineering
and nuclear operations organizations to improve

>

cemmunications and understanding. Howeser,,

several managers stated that these meetings
i have not been effective.,

1'

!: Rr/:ommendation (2 5B4) ?mprove the traintenance of control room drawings to
ensure they are readily usable t,y operators, changes are
in:orperated in a timely manner, and system temporary
mWification status is clearly :hown. Problems that reflect
a need lor improved mainter a <c of these drawings are as
followst '

Drawing control procedures require drawings toa.
be updated when there are either five

U outstandine design change authorizations or
wben a design chann authorization has been

.

outstanding agains: the drawing for 90 days.
Over 4000 drawings are past due for updating,

b. Most drawings provided for the main turbire-i

; generator are in German and have not been'

sufficiently translated to enable operators to
readily use them.- -

c. Temporary modifications are not identified on
control room drawings, even though many have
been outstanding for long periods of time.,

| Consequently, ther9 is potential for personnel to
not be e.ognirint oJ all differences tha.; exist

i betweer, the planc .'nd the drawingJ. Plant'

| permel stated that in one case, this situation
| resulted ?n incomplete isolation of 6.9KY
| e!ectrica.| equipment prict to performing
t : maintenance work.. .,

6 .

.-

,

4
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HUMAN RESOURCES
.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTWE A Corporate management shouki provide a sufficient
number of capable personnel to support safe and reliable operation of the nuclear station (s).

Recommendation (2.7A-1) Implement an effective management development raf
career planning program to develop sufficient numbers of
capable, qualified management and supervisory personnel to
support plant operations. The nuclear organization is not
currently using formal or interim measures that focus on
management and career development, such as addressing
personal development goals or reviews in regular personnel
appraisals, it is recognized that such a xogram is under
development by the personnel organizat on and work is in
progress to establish a data base of incumbent
qualifications and experience. To date, however,
involvement by the nuclear organization in the development
of the proposed program has occurred only on a limited
basis. Nuclear involvement will be necessary to ensure the
program addresses nuclear needs adequately and is
implemented effectively. The following key elements
should be addressed in implementing the programs

Periodic reviews of corporate short and long-a.

range plans to determine staffing needs and the
demand for key personnel

b. Identification and selection of candidates for .
key positions in the nuclear organization based -

on the knowledge, skills, and experience needed
for each position and the qualifications and
growth potential of possible candidates

Involvement of key nuclear managers inc.
identification of potential candidates throughout
the nuclear organization and appropriate
consideration of the need to broaden experience
by rotation of assignments

*

d. Individual development plans to prepare
candidates for rotation or promotion in a timely
manner

''

An individual performance appraisal program toe.
provide constructive feedback to employees'

concerning their performance and professional,
-

development. Many managers interviewed
Indicated they are not currently performing
formal performance appraisals due to a lack of
time and emphasis by senior management. This
will be an essential element of implementing the
proposed program.

__ .- .- . ._ __ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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f. Evaluations of the success of the program in
,

meeting personnel requirements, including '
periodic reviews with alllevels of corporate
management.

NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSFAWENT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A: The nuclear safety aspects of station activities are
independently a-W at the corporate level. Typically, these a=<ments are performed
by the corporate nuclear safety review committee.

Recommendation (2.8-1) Strengthen the corporate Operations Review Committee
assessment of station activities related to nuclear safety.
Problems noted include the following:

The Operations Review Committee membershipa.

lacks expertise M areas such u chemistry,
radiochemistry, emergency planning,
metallurgy, and non-destructive examination. In
addition, only one committee member has
recent operational experience, and neither of
the two alternates assigned have equivalent
experience. The method of designating
alternates to the committee does not ensure the
above areas of expertise wl!! be available when .
a member is absent. A provision exists to use
advisors to provide needed expertise, but this

1 has yet to be fully utilized.
(

-

b. Operations Review Committee members are not,_
,

*

periodically involved in activities such as quality
assurance audits, audit checklist preparation,

! Site Operations Review Committee meetings,
and observation of operational evolutions or'

tests that could enhance the review effort.
Committee members rely on information
provided in various site reports without the
benefit of periodic personal observation of the

| activities described in these reports. This
'

reduces the effectiveness of the committee
review, because some material provided for

. :., review is deficient in detall and clarity, as noted
| by committee members. Deficient reports

-

Include Site Operations Review Committee~

|
minutes, the Nuclear Operations Monthly.

,

Report, and a quality trend report.
| Improvements to several of these reports are in
i progress. Industry experience has shown that
!

' operations review committees are most
effective when periodically involved in these
types of activities.

|
\

_ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . . . . . . ._. _ . _ .
_ __
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Several items important to monitoring the j
c.

safety of plant operations are not yet '

incorporated into the Operations Review
iCommittee process. For example, the '

committee does not review technir:al
specification changes, planned special tests or
evolutions, personnel performance problems
(except as highlighted as adverse trends in the
monthly trend report summary), analyses of
procedure changes, and safety evaluations.
Although these reviews are not yet required,
phasing in of these reviews as the plant
approaches commercial operation may improve
the effectiveness of the committee.

It is recognized the Operations Review Committee
chairman is working to address the problems related to
committee membership and the quality of Information
provided to the committee.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A Corporate management moni'. ors and as- activities
related to industrial safety and provides support, guidance, and assistance to enswe the
safety and health of personnel.

Recommendation (2.10A-1) Implement the planned Nuclear Engineering and Operations
industrial safety program at the site. Ensure the program
includes elements such as appropriate on-site company
medical facilities and services, published policies and
procedures, and training appropriate for each organization
at the site. Consider Emergency Medical Technician
training for medical emergency response teams. Clearly
define contractor and utility responsibilities for Industrial
safety, includin
safety policies.g contractor adhereree to station industrial

Currently, the construction contractor is responsible for.

most industrial safety activity on site. Work is in progress
to transfer responsibl!!ty for industrial safety to Nuclear
Engineering cod Operations (NEO). An NEO Industrial.

-
safety program is in draf t form, but has not been approved
or implemented. An executive safety committee has been
established, as has a site safety committeel however,.

-

committees are not yet furr:tioning. Currently, safety.

inspections or audits are not being performed by TU safety
personnel.

!
i
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Problems noted during the INPO plant visit reflect the need
for improved Industrial safety performance and
strengthening of the NEO Industrial safety capability.

TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE C:
cpalification activities and provides guidance and assistance to ensure and enhance safe andCorporate management monitors and assesses training and
reliable plant operation.

Recommendation (2. llc-1) Strengthen senior corporate and plant management
involvement in the monitoring and assessment of training
and qualification activities of plant personnel. Several
training-related recommendations in the plant evaluation -

reflect a need for improved training effectiveness.
Increased management involvement is needed to assist in
identifying needed improvements and to help ensure that
improvement efforts have the intended effect. Examples
where additional involvement could be helpful are
observations of ongoing training, both in the simulator and
the classroom or laboratory, and assessment of operator
performance in the simulator.

Corporate and senior plant managers stated that they have
had limited involvement with training, and most recognized
that their involvement needs to be substantially
strengthened.

.

.

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A Corporate management ensures radiological protection
activities at the nuclear station (s) are effective in minimizing occupational radiation
vre and s.ontrolling release of radioactivity and minimizing the generation of -

radioactive waste.

Recommenda. tion (2.12A-1) Strengthen corporate support and guidance of radiological
protection program developments needed to prepare for
operation. To a large degree, the corporate organizations
have the role of providing requested assistance and do not-:-
function in the needed role of providing review, assessment,
and guidance to ensure the effectiveness of station
etforts. The following areas need to be addressed:,

.-

|
Corporate organizations need to take a morea.
aggressive role in achieving radiologicalI

protection improvements needed for start-up
and operation. Prchlems in radiological
protection readiness include a lack of needed

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ----'
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facilities and procedures for local personnel
.

frisking and protective clothing issue, storage of i

reusable tools and equipment, processing of
radioactive waste, contaminated laundry
operation, and respirator cleaning and issue.

,

Corporate support and direction could be
particularly useful in the following areas:

1. development of a coordina:ed radiological
protection action plan - Though corporate
and plant personnel had an understanding
of the improvements needed to prepare for
operations, their estimates of the
magnitude of effort required to implement
the needed improvements were
considerably lower than recent industry
experience shows is reasonable.
Consideration should be given to obtaining
Information from similar plants that have
recently completed start-up to better
define the effort required to implement
needed improvements.

!
2. development of policies and procedures -

A large number of procedures still need to

|
be written, and some current procedures
are not consistent with accepted industry
practice.

|

3. interactions with engineering to comptete '

needed permanent or interim facilities

b. The division of responsibility between the plant
organization and other organizations supporting
radiological protection needs to be defined.
Radiological protection functions are periormed
or are Intended to be performed by Comanche
Peak Engineering, Nuclear Engineering, and
Administration. Individuals interviewed
Indicated that overlapping responsibilities exist'

in several areas. An example area is dose
assessment. All these support organizations and
the plant appear to have some responsibility for

,. :.
dose assessment. The current set of Nuclear
Engineering and Operations procedures provide
some guidance on division of responsibilities, but'

do not contain suffielently detailed Information.
'

on responsibility for specific functions. A
recent meeting was held by supervisors within
the three suport organizations to identify
overlaps anc recommend an appropriate division
of responsibilities. Agreement was reached in

|
|

.
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-

many areas, but the results of this effort have
not yet been endorsed or approved by

.

management.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A: Corporate management monitors and assesses emergency
preparedness activities to ensure an elfective emergency preparedness program.

Recommendation (2.14 A-1) Strengthen corrective action for emergency preparedness
problems. Many deficiencies noted in prior program
reviews, inspections, and drill and exercise reports remain
unresolved. Some items remain open from the 1985
exercise,35 items remain open from the January 1987 full7

scale exercise, and none of the items from the September
1987 drill have been posted to the tracking system. Though
an emergency preparedness commitmer,t tracking system
exists, it is not being used effectively to resolve identified
problems. The following weaknesses contribute to the lack
of effective corrective action.

The format of the commitment tracking list is
'a.

simply a running computer log of identified
problems. It does not reflect corrective action
status, dates that items are posted or
completed, or assignment of corrective action
responsibilities outside the emergency;

preparedness group. *

\

! b. The tracking list is distributed internally to the
| emergency preparedness staff and not to those

outside the department who need to take the
i corrective action.

c. No regular repot t on corrective action status is
provided to management.

e. The emergency preparedness group does not.

analyze the list to identify recurring problems,
determine fundamental causes, and initiate

| appropriate corrective actions. Recurring,
'

problems noted include some in communications,- . ~

on-site and of f-site notifications, co-shif t
medical response, operation of access control ;

.

points, and flow of information through '
-

.

emergency facilities.

As a related matter the emergency plan has not been
updated since 1985. It should be reviewed to ensure it is
still current.

. . --
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Recommendation (2.14A-?) Take additional actions to answe that the poet-accident

'

sampling system (PASS) will re!! ably obtain and analyze
reactor coolant and containment gas samples under
accident conditions, and that core damage estimates can be
obtained from PASS data. Address the following problems:

The post-accident sampling system has nevera.
been demonstrated operational. The unit I
start-up group has not determined the testing
that should be performed before critical
operations and has not included the system on
the start-up schedule. Currently, system meters
and radiation monitors are out of calibration,
some light bulbs are burned out so that it is
impossible to determine sample flow path, some
valves are improperly tagged, and other valves
are not tagged. The pH and conductivity meters
have not been calibrated. The chemistry and
I&C departments disagree on the appropriate
calibration interval for these instruments, and
no interval has beca selected,

b. Procedures for operation of the system and
assessment of core damage have been in revision
for nearly 18 months. Some chemistry
technicians identified a lack of needed specific
direction in current procedures. Most of the
technicians have not been trained in the use of
the countroom computer and the multichannel

,

; analyzer.
!

-

A preventive maintenance program, appropriatec.
maintenance trainint,, and spare parts stock
have not been established.t

{ d. A time and motion study is needed to evaluate
i

total accumulated dose under severe accident
conditions. The results of the study need to be
compared with current exposure criteria.

Recommendation (2.14A-3) Improve emergency public information performance in
providing timely, accurate, and complete Information to the

i ,. :. media and the public. Strengthen procedures and training
to support emergency news center activities.

-

-

Emergency preparedness drl!!s have identified the following
,

problems:

News releases distributed at the emergencya.
news center did not provide accurate
information. For example,Information

|
_ _ ._ - _ _ _ . ..
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concerning injured personnel, the location of a*

bomb explosion, and the number of ambulances
responding to the site was incorrect.

b. Timely Information was net provided at news
center briefings: it was not until five hours into
the emergency that the ma}ority of Information
concerning plant status was released to the
media.

Public information training, other than participation in
drills, has not been conducted since 1984. Tratmng for
company spokesmen has not been conducted since April
1986. The company spokesman during the September 1987
drill lost control of the briefing with the media.

Procedures supporting the emergency news center have not
been revised in 20 months. Some news center activities are
not adequately addressed by procedures. For example,
media monitoring and rumor control procedures have not
been prepared. Procedures for collecting information from
call-ins and the media, and for responding to rumors or
f aise information are needed.

Equipment in the emergency news center is not regularly
tested to ensure it remains operable.

i

.

I

I
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.i "' I Institute of
Nuclear Power
Operations

Suite 1500
1100 Circk 75 Parkway
Atf ants. Georgia 30339
Telephone 404 953-3000

January 21,1988

Mr. Erle A. Nye
Chairman and CEO
TU Electric
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, T 73 01

Dear Mr. ye:

This letter forwards the recommendations and good practices identified during INPO's
preoperational review and assistance visit to Texas Utilities El :tric's Comanche Peak
Steam Electric Station during the weeks of November 9 and 16,1987. The attached a

document is a refined version of the material presented and discussed at the exit meeting eon December 21,1987. r

We ask that you review this report and provide responses to the recommendations by
February 12,1988. Separate responses are requested for each recommendation noted in the
report. Concise statements describing your actions are desir.ed. A general response to each
of the important areas noted in the Summary section of the report is also requested.

In accordance with INPO policy, this letter and the attached report are provided only
to you. If you should decide to provide copies to the NRC, or to otherwise release the
report outside your organization, we request that you notify INPO in advance.

We appreciate the excellent cooperation and positive response from alllevels of your
organization.

Sincerely,

! -

Zack T. Pate
President

|

| ZTP/ sap

7... 7

JAN 3 21988
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SUMMARY

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) conducted an assistance visit to
Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station during the weeks of November 9 and November 16.
The station is located on Squaw Creek Reservior near the town of Glen Rose, Texas. Both
units are !!30 MWe (net) Westinghouse pressurized water reactors. Unit 1 is nearing
completion and is scheduled for heat up in June 1988.

INPO reviewed site activities to assist in the station's preparation and readiness for
operating in a safe and reliable manner. Areas reviewed included station organization and
administration, operations, maintenance, technical support, traininF and qualification,
radiological protection, chemistry, and operating experience review. Information was
assembled from discussions, interviews, observations, and reviews of documentation.
Corporate support and plant construction activities were not included in the scope of the
review, except as an incidental part of the team's effort to assist the station in preparing to
operate.

As a basis for the assistance visit, INPO used its April 1987 Performance Objectives and
Criteria for Operating and Near-term Operating License Plants; these were applied in light .
of the experience of team members, INPO's observations, and good practices within the ,industry.

.

INPO's coal is to assist member utilities in achieving the highest standards of excellence in
nuclear plant operation. The recommendations in each area are based on best practices,
rather than minimum acceptable standards or requirements. Accordingly, areas where
improvements are recommended are not necessarily indicative of unsatisfactory
performance.

The following beneficial practices and accomplishments were noted:

Positive attitude among station working level personnel as exhibited by theo
followings

a. strong desire to achieve commercial operation

b. willingness to learn from the experience of others

o Management commitment to provide ample provisions for facilities and
equipment to support most station operations. Noteworthy examples include the,

following:

a. training facilities including r site-specific simulator, claswoofn facilities,
officis, laborateries, and station specific equipment mock-ups

'

b. modern equiprr.ent and office spaces for work groups
.

J

,

4

4
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Effective support of station activities by the Independent Safety Evaluationo
Group as exemplified by the following:

a, evaluation of first cycle scrams at other stations and subsequent action,
including requests for modifications, to minimize the potential for similar
scrams at Comanche Peak !

b. Immediate investigation of station events by independent personnel to
provide senior management with a basis for implementing effective
corrective action

c. observations of station activities, with written feedback to senior
management, to identify problems needing corrective action

Recommendations were made in a number of areas. The following are considered to be
among the most important areas in need of improvement:

1. Management direction and assessment ,

A fully developed action plan has not been prepared to prioritize and focus fa.
efforts on activities which must be completed prior to station startup,

b. High standards have not been established for some important station
activities including the following:

(1) operator performance in the control room and the simulator

(2) radiological protection program policies

(3) material conditions in areas turned over to operations

(4) industrial safety program training, safety meetings, and station-

inspection tours
,

c. Management assessment and review of existing programs has not been
effective in upgrading deficiencies that can adversely effect station
operations. Exemplifying this problem are the following:-

'

(i) Procedural problems in operations and maintenance continue to exist
and minimal corrective action has been taken over the lau several
years.

(2) Some programs to control equipment status have not been developed
or effectively implemented.

' '

(3) Knowledge deficiencies exist in the operations, chemistry, and
radiological protection staffs.

.

l
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(4) The ability to plan, schedule, coordinate, and obtain spare parts for
daily maintenance activities is weak.

2. Operations readiness and ability to operate and control the plant

a. Shif t operating crew performance was weak on the simulator and during a
transient at the station.

b. Auxiliary operators did not monitor and operate plant equipment in a
consistent and adequate manner.

c. Operations personnel have not assumed full control of systems and
equipment turned over to the plant.

3. Training program implementation

a. Simulator training does not provide challenging scenarios or effective
feedback to improve operator performance. .

U
b. Some important industry events are not effectively communicated to .

station personnel. As a result, some personnel are not aware of relevant
industry events.

c. A continuing training program for station personnel has not been
implemented in support of plant startup.

d. Instructor training has not been effectively implemented for simulator
training, on-the job training, and laboratory / mock-up training.

e. General employee training is not being conducted to keep employees aware
of radiation protection, safety, and administrative policies and procedures.

Specific recommendations are listed under the performance objectives to which they
pertain, and describe conditions that should assist Comanche Peak in meeting the
performance objectives. Additional supporting details for selected recommendations are
provided in the Appendix. Particularly noteworthy conditions that contribute to meeting
performance objectives are identified as good practices. The recommendations were
presented to Texas Utilities Company management at an exit meeting on December 21,

,

1987.

During the next INPO assistance visit to Comanche Peak, the evaluation team will review
the results of this assistance visit as part of its preparation for the assist visit and as part
of its on-site activities.

.

. g
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OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Operations organization and administration should ensure
elfective implementation and control of operations activities.

Recommendation (OP.1-1) Clearly estab!!sh the operations department responsibilities
on unit i for current plant conditions. The fo!!owing are
examples of operators not clearly understanding their
current responsibilities:

a. On-shif t supervisors do not know what systems
are the responsibility of the Operations
Department and what systems have been turned
back to startup or construction. A current list of
turned-back systems is not available in the
controf room. .

Ob. On-shift supervisors do not know if non- t.
operational personnel, such as individuals
assigned to startup, are permitted to operate unit
I components.

c. The division of responsibilities between the
Startup Group and the Operations Department is
not described in station procedures. For
example, both the Startup Group and Operations
Department issue clearances on unit I
components. Neither group maintains records of
the other group's clearances. +

CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Operational activities should be conducted in a rnanner that
ensures safe and reliable plant operation. Reactor safety should be a foremost
consideration in plant operations. Management policies and actions should actively support,

this operating philosophy.

Recommendation (OP.2-1) Establish and enforce standards for the conduct of
operations. A lack of standards in many areas contributed to
the performance problems observed during simulator
training. Areas where standards are lacking include roles'

and responsibilities of operators and the shif t technical
advisor, operator acknowledgement and reporting of
alarming conditions, as well as shif t crew communications

-
,

,
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and teamwork. The following examples of problems observed
during simulator training illustrate the need for standards in
the above areast

a. Roles and respor.sibilities
~

1. Reactor operators (RO) do not understand
when they should take actions to ensure the
plant is safe without obtaining prior
permission from the supervisor. For
example, in a simulated loss of all
component cooling water to the reactor,

coolant pumps, an RO requested permission
to trip the reactor and the pumps. The
supervisor did not grant permission before'

the pumps tripped automatically, causing a
reactor trip. The reactor and the pumps
need to be tripped quickly to prevent pump
damage in this situation.

1

*
2. The division of responsibility between the

RO and balance-of-plant (BOP) operator for
control room panels is not well defined.
The RO and the BOP operator monitored
and operated controls on the same control
panels, occasionally interfering with each
other. In one instance, during a steam
Senerator tube rupture, both operators
manipulated controls at an amergency core
cooling panel. As a result, the BOP
operator did not observe steam generator
levels declining in the intact steam
generators.

3. The shif t technical advisor (STA) did not
assist the shif t supervisor in understanding
plant conditions. In one exercise, the STA
determined that a steam generator tube

,

rupture had occurred but did not inform the
shif t supervisor who was unaware of this,

condition. The only support that the STA
provided to the shif t supervisor was
checking the critical safety function status
trees on two occasions. The STA was
involved with off-site dose calculations for
most of the exercise and did not monitor
overall plant conditions.,

b. Alarm acknowledgement and reporting

1. Operators acknowledged and silenced
numerous alarms without reporting or

.
,
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acting on the alarms. Examples of alarms
acknowledged but not reported include
pressurizer relief tank temperature, level,
and pressure alarms, power operated relief
valve tailpipe temperature alarm, and rod
control urgent failure alarm. This practice
'can result in not taking necessary actions
on important alarms.

2. Operators did not periodically walk down
annunicator panels to ensure all alarms
were expected for respective plant
conditions,

c. Communications and teamwork

1. In an exercise involving a steam generator
tube rupture, the BOP operator rapidly
injected auxiliary feedwater without
informing the RO or supervisor. As a .
result, pressurizer level and pressure ,

,

rapidly decreased leading the assistant shifte
supervisor to order reinitiation of safety
injection.

2. In one exercise, the BOP operator reduced
turbine load but did not inform the RO. As
a result, average reactor coolant
temperature increased to the technical
specification limiting condition for
operation. Several minutes later, the RO
realized that a power mismatch existed
between the primary and secondary systems
and manually inserted control rods to
compensate for the mismatch.

3. The assistant shif t supervisor did not
require the operators to acknowledge or,

report completion of directed emergency
operating procedure actions.

,

PLANT STATUS CONTROLS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Operations personnel should be cognizant of the status of
plant systems and equipment under their control and simuld ensure that systems and
equipment are controlled in a manner that supports safe and reliable operation.

Recommendation (OP.3-1) Establish a method to track active technical specification
;

limiting conditions for operation (LCO). An administrative
program to track active LCOs does not exist. In addition,
operators are not required to log entry and exit from LCO

,

t

|

,
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action statements. An LCO tracking mechanism is needed to
help maintain tight control of technical specification
equipment status to prevent technical specification
violations.

Recommendation (OP.3-2) Improve the implementation of the station clearance
program. Coordination problems and lack of attention to
detail caused errors while implementing clearances. Also,
the sequence of component isolation is not properly
considered in some cases. In addition, some personnel do not
understand or respect the clearance program. The following
examples illustrate these problems:

a. An auxiliary operator removed a danger tag from
the incorrect valve during a partial clearance on
the hydrogen seal oil system.

b. An inadequate clearance was used to support
replacing oil seals on a steam generator wet
layup recirculation pump. The maintenance
planner requested the power be tagged-off and a
that the suction and discharge valves be closed t-
but not tagged. Operations tagged the power off
and tagged the suction and discharge valves
shut. However, the system was not drained and,
as a result, water spilled from the system when
the pump flange was unbolted,

c. Interviews indicated that a number of operators
were not familiar with the pump isolation
problem identified in SER 12-84, "Heater Drain
Pump Expansion Joint Failure". This.SER
highlighted the need to isolate pump discharge
valves before suction valves on centrifugal pumps
due to the potential for overpressurizing pump
suction piping if the discharge check valve leaks
through Operators questioned stated that they
.do not always ensure a pump discharge valve is
shut before shutting a pump suction valve.

.

d. Some contractor personnel operated danger
tagged valves in the hydrogen seal oil system
without authorization. They had not received any
training prior to working on site. In another
instance, a danger tag associated with the startup
clearance program was used as an information
tag with the danger and high voltage warnings,

blackened out.

Recommendation (OP.3-3) Establish criteria for locking valves, and resolve
discrepancies between the locked valve procedure, system

.. ,
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operating procedures and flow diagrams. INPO 85-017,
Guidelines for the Conduct of Operations at Nuclear Power
Stations, snould be of assistance in this effort. The following
are examples of problems observed:

a. During a review of five systems, several
discrepancies were noted between the locked

(SOP) procedure, the system operating procedure
valve

and the flow diagram. For example, safety
injection valves 8810A through D (reactor coolant
system cold leg injection valves) are required to
be locked in the throttled position according to
the flow diagram and SOP. The locked valve
procedure does not include these valves.

b. Many valves in non-safety systems, such as the
auxiliary steam, heater drain, and turbine tube oil
purification systems, are locked. An excessive
number of locked valves reduces the significance
of locked valves and can hinder timely operation
of the valves in an emergency. p

t
c. Operators interviewed were unaware of any

criteria to determine which valves should be
locked.

OPERATOR KNOWLEDGE AND PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Operator knowledge and performance should support safe
and reliable plant operation.

.

Recommendation (OP.4-1) Improve the ability of licensed operators to control the plant
during abnormal conditions and plant casualties. Ensure each
shif t team can elfectively execute actions required by the
emergency operating procedures. Increase management
involvemerit in simulator training to reinforce expected
levels of operatoi performance. Significant crew;

performance problems were observed during simulawr
.

training. The following are examples of problems
experienced by two operating crews during simulator
training:

a. The crews did not recognize that a steam
generator tube rupture had occurred during any

' of the three exercises that included this casualty,
,

b. In one exercise, the crew failed to recognize a
stuck-open pressurizer safety valve even af ter
the pressurizer relief tank ruptured from
overpressure and pressurizer level rapidly
increased.

.. ,
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c. In two exercises involving loss of all component
.

cooling water to the reactor coolant pumps, the
'

crews did not trip the reactor and the reactor
coolant pumps. The pumps tripped on high
current causing a reactor trip.

Recommendation (OP.4-2) Improve the ability of licensed operators to prevent an
inadvertent criticality during start up. The following
problems underscore the lack of preparation to prevent this
occurrences

a. During two reactor startup exercises, the reactor
was inadvertently taken critical below the rod
insertion limit. In both startups, control rods
were pu!!ed continuously until the first doubling
of neutron count rate with few pauses and then to
criticality with few additional pauses in rod
motion. This method did not allow a careful >
approach to criticality. p

b. The reactor startup procedure does not
incorporate alternate methods such as inverse
count rate monitoring or multiple doubling checks
to monitor the approach to criticality. The
procedure also does not require periodic pauses in
rod motion to allow subcritical multip!! cation to
increase neutron count rates to a stable level.

,

The operators have not been given simulatorc.
exercises during requalification training that
would challenge their ability to recognize and
prevent an inadvertent criticality.

,

'

d. Many operators are not familiar with industry
events concerning inadvertent criticalities.

.

; Recommendation (OP.4-3) Identify the extent of licensed operator knowledge,

i weaknesses and provide training to upgrade weak areas. The
following are examples of knowledge deficiencies observed

,

during simulator trainingj

a. Procedures and technical specifications

1. During an exe.cise involving a steam
.

;

i generator tube rupture with a stuck-open
| steam generator relief valve, the assistant

f

I shif t supervisor had difficulty finding the
| app!! cable emergency operating procedure

(EOP). Transition steps that would havei <

|

|
|

= ,,
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directed him to the correct procedure were
overlooked.

2. During a plant cooldown, following a steam
generator tube rupture, the assistant shif t
supervisor directed that safety injection be
reinitiated rather than manually actuating
the required components as directed by the
EOPs.

3. One shif t team referred to the incorrect
technical specification to determine
required actions af ter attaining criticality
below the rod insertion !!mit.

b. System knowledge

1. Reactor operators had dif ficulty operating
the reactor makeup system in the manual
mode and did not understand the flow path >
for emergency boration. p.

t
2. Reactor operators demonstrated knowledge

weaknesses with the rod control and rod
position indication systems. One operator
misaligned control rods and another
misinterpreted rod position indications.

3. The operators did not understand why only
three steam dump valves would open while
they were cooling down the plant. They did
not recognize that the low-low average
temperature interlock prevents operation of
more than three steam dump valves,

c. Integrated system response

.l. In an exercise involving a failed reference
temperature instrument from the turbine,
power increased to greater than 100,

percent and average reactor coolant
temperature increased to its technical
specification limiting condition. The
balance of plant operator decreased turbine
load causing average temperature to
further increase, which aggravated the
transient.,

2. In an exercise involving the i :, of a diesel-

bus, the operators did not uriderstand why
the load sequencer for the diesel generator
actuated. One crew considered the

..
,
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actuation to be spurious. The sequencer,

had properly actuated due to loss of power
on the diesel bus, i

Recommendation (OP.4-4) Provide closer supervisory oversight of and involvement with
auxiliary operator (AO) performance to prepare them for
plant operation. Performance problems were observed with
AOs during rounds and other activities. The AOs did not
receive formal training on rounds or plant systems prior to '

qualification, and their performance on rounds has not been
monitored by their supervisors. The following are examples
of performance problems observed:

a. One AO did not check oil levels on the station
service water pumps. These pumps were the only
major operating pumps on the watchstation.

b. One AO did not know how to silence,
acknowledge, or reset alarms on two fire alarm -

panels. The same AO allowed the diesel fire e
pump to operate without a flow path for greaur p
than two minutes, contrary to procedure. t

c. Some AOs only recorded required parameters on
their round sheets without thoroughly checking
equipment and plant areas for abnormal
conditions.

;

d. None of the Aos routinely tested local panels for
,

; burned out annunciator bulbs.
4

OPERATIONS PROCEDURES AND DOCUMENTATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Operations procedures and occuments should provide
'

appropriate direction and should be effectively used to support safe operation of the plant.

Recommendation (OP.5-1) Review and revise operational procedures to ensure they are
technically adequate to support plant operations. Many.

| operational procedures contain technical deficiencies and
*

1 have not been maintained current. The following are
examples of problems noted: >

a. Many alarm procedures lack sufficient guidance .

; to be useful to operators responding to alarms.
'

Some of the procedures provide little guidance'
.

beyond dispatching an operator to investigate. In
i some cases, the probable causes listed for the

alarms are not the most likely causes. For
example, the probable causes listed for a esidual
heat removal (RHR) pump high discharge pressure
alarm are improper valve lineup and fouled heat

|
exchanger. More probable causes such as leakage

!

*
___ _ _ _,
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through an isolation valve or reactor coolar :
system pressure perturbation while on shut w
cooling are not listed in the procedure.

b. Many abnormal procedures contain technic. i
deficiencies. For example, ABN 104A '"RF::
System Malfunction", does not address any of the
industry lessons learned from loss of RHR <!;rin;;
mid-reactor coolant loo) operation. Examples of
lessons not incorporatec in this procedure ine!ude
not starting a second RHR pump until the rea:.on
for the loss of the first pump is known, and
actions to take if a pump becomes air or stwn
bound. Other examples of abnormal prececures
with technical deficiencies irelude ABN 30! *
"Instrument Air System Malfunction" and M'
103A, "Excessive Reactor Coolant Leakage"
ABN 301 A does not describe adverse
consequences to the plant on loss of instrurrunt
air and ABN103A does not address reactor e
coolant system temperature change as a pctsu a
cause of the symptoms for excessive reactoc
coolant leakage.

c. Many operational procedures have not I
revised for greater than three years. A
substantial backlog of procedure comm.v.: whts
that have not been incorporated into the
procedures.

Recommendation (OP.5-2) Develop controlled load lists / drawings and procedures to
enable operators to readily identify loads on electrical panels
and busses. This information is needed to enable opernters
to respond to a loss of a bus, isolate a ground, andsinderstand
the consequences of tagging out a breaker. Existing plant
electrical drawings and procedures are not cdequate for
these purposes. The following problems were observed:

a. Two supervisors were unable to identify the.

specific loads off a breaker on a vital DC !.us
with information available in the control room.
The supervisors traced the circuitry throup
three drawings with the third drawing referencing

,

another drawing not available in the control
room. A similar situation occurred when trying
to identify the power supply to a pressurizer.

pressure transmitter.

b. While performing clearance rev!cws, an rpeu.tcr
was unable to locate the s;>ecific lead of6f a 120
volt AC breaker that was ,ncluded in the

,

#e y

_ . . _ .
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1 clearance request. The drawing with the needed'

e information was not available in the control
room.

I c. Procedures have not been developed to identify
deenergized loads when an electrical bus is lost.'

For example, during an observed loss of a startup
: transformer, no procedure was available to

enable the operators to readily identify.

deenergized loads when the electrical bussesi

supp!!ed by the transformer were lost.
-

.
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TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION

TRAINING ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: The training organization and administration should ensure
effective implementation and control of training activities.

Recommendation (TQ.1-1) Identify knowledge and skill weaknesses of current job
incumbents and provide training to correct identified
weaknesses in time to support plant startup. This training
shou!d include industry and plant events, plant modifications,
procedure changes and should be provided on a continuing
basis. This should be a coordinated offort between the
training department and the station departments. The
fo!!owing are examples of knowledge and skill weaknesses
noted:

a. Some licensed operators demonstrated knowledges
and skill weaknesses in the simulator. Examples e
are as follows: a

1. In two exercises dealing with a failure of
the reactor makeup control system to
operate in any mode except manual , both
reactor o>erators (RO) were unable to

',

operate tie system (even utilizing the
>rocedure) without help from the
nstructor. One student attempted to
figure out the system by looking at a
station drawing detailing the control logic,

' but could not read the drawing. The
resulting delays in in}ecting boron into the
reactor coolant system (RCS) contributed
to problems encountered in controlling
average temperature.

! .

2. In one reactor startup exercise, the RO did
not notice that the rod selector switch was.

still positioned for shutdown bank E. He
| actuated the rods-out switch and shutdown
| bank E group position indicator stepped to
| step 230. The RO then reinserted shutdown
| bank E to step 228. The RO incorrectly -

stated the rods were now at step 228. Byi

design, the rods will not move out beyond.

step 228. Thus, when the RO repositioned
the bank demand counter to 228, the rods
actually moved in to step 226.

|

| .- .
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b. Auxiliary operators exhibited some performance N,
problems as well as inconsistencies during the
conduct cf their rounds. The following items are s

contributing factors i

1. Auxiliary operators are not required to
demonstrate proficiency in watchstanding
and making rounds prior to qualification.

2. Auxillary operators are not provided
training on systems they are responsible for
monitoring during rounds prior to ;

qual!fication.

Some plant chemistry personnel werh weak inc.
their knowledge of basic laboratcry terms For
em.mple, they were unfamiliar wi.th the
following:

W
l. purpose of control charts y

t
' 2. definition of self-absorption

3. dif ference between precision and accuracy

d. .Adntenance personnel were not prepared to
eife:tively work in radiological controlled
areas. The following problems were observed
during maintenance work in a simulated
radiologically controlled area:

1. While donning protective clothing, three
workers had to be coached on each step of
the procedure governing the proper wearing
of clothing des gned to protect workers
from radioactive contamination.

.

2. The protective hoods worn by workers did
not cover all areas of the face around the

,

resstrator nor a suf ficient amount of neck i

anc shoulder area to prote<:? workers from
:L contamination during work activities.

3. Four workers were asked at the entrance to !

the work area what their administrative |
radiological dose limits were for the job.

.

None of these workers could correctly state
the 300 millirem limit although this limit
was written on the individual dose card
issued to each worker.

t

.- ,
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e. Training and quallitestion programs are not
implemented for electrical and mechanical
maintenance personnel. The fr. lowing items
were noted during interviews with electrical and ;

mechanical maintenance supervision:

'1. There is no formal process to qualify
electrical and mechanical maintenance
personnel.

8 ,

2. Supervisors have no means of verifjing
assigned personnel are qualified.

3. Training for electrical and mechanical
maintenance personnel consists of fo!!owint
experienced personnel on the ?-5 tor a
period which does not ensure ,,Jrsonnel
develop and demonstrate skills and
knowledge necessary to'perforne the task
associated with the position, p

9
f. Some plant radiation protection technirlans .*

demonstrated knowledge and skill weaknesses.
During interviews, answers to questiona
concerning the followmg issues were not
consistent with station procedural guidance e +
requirements.

1. personnel contamination level at which
station policy requires investigation

; 2. definition of 'not spot" .

t

3. definition of "facial contamination"
;"

During maintenance work in a simulated
radiologically controlled area, the following skill
. problems were observed:

1. A radiation protection technician instructed [.

the worker to walk onto the contaminated
area step-of f pad while wearing a hood, a
pair of coveralls, and a pair of plastic
booties. The step-off pad clearly stated ,

"remove protectim clothing before stepping
here."

~

1 2. The rarflation protection technician
instructed the worker to remove his<

outerrr.o:t rubter shoe covers, one of the
items most likely contaminated, while
wearing only a pair of thin cotton glove

<

9@ g
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. /'

liners which do not provide protection from
/ contamination. This action increases thz,

/ likelihood of centarainating the wo'rkers -

t hands. "
, , ,

,

\ r

g. Some plant personnel were weak in their,

,. | knowledge of industry events. Examples are as, '

,' ' follows:

1. Licensed operators were not famil:ar w.ith
e

industry events involving creation of a
bubble in the reactor vessel during natural
circulation.

2. Some auxiliary operators were weak in their
knowledge of motor-operated valves and
associated industry events. The auxilia:y
operators stated they had not been trained
on motor-operated valves and associated
industry events . *,

,

s y
! 3. Fo;r of five raciation protection 2
| . technicians could not recall significant

'

| eadio'.ogical events dealing with spen %el
| No! dives, re,ue.iing cavity entries,

* '

! radioactivo resa processing activities, and
work near ladioactive waste storage
tanks. These evolutions have created
unplanned high radiation exposures to

| personne' at other piants.
i

| 4. Some chamistry technicians wea weak in
l their knowledge of industry events
| cancerning resin invuslo.,s and their s
'

efects. i -

,
1 . '
|

,

| Recomrnendstion (TQ.i-2) Implement an initial and continuing jnstructor training
program that includes instructional technig"s used in

| ,

laboratory, simulator, and on-the-job settingi. Personnel.

assigned as instruc ors sho.!d be trained in areas appropriate
to their job assignments. Also, the program sriould include
weaknesses noted during periodic evaluations of instructor's
performance. INPO 82-026, Technical Instructor Training

,

and Qualification,3hould be of assistance in this ef fort.
., 8

kI

\ d*
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SIMULATOR TRAINING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Simulator training :.hould be conducted utilizing methods
and techniques that maximize its ef fectiveness in developing and maintaining necessary job-
related knowledge and skills.

Recommendation (TQ.3-1) Develop the teamwork and diagnostic skills needed by
licensed operators to perform their job functions to contrc
the plant during off-normal conditions. Provide classroom
training in the fundamentals of these skills and develop
simulator scenarios that train operators to diagnose and
respond to a variety of plant events. Current training only
focuses on normal plant operations.

The following problems are attributed to the lack of
teamwork and diagnostic skills training:

a. During 1987, licensed operator requalification
training consisted of only seven scenarios that y
exercised emergency operating procedures. Of p
those seven scenarios, four involved steam 1
generator tube ruptures. However, in three of

~

three observed simulator exercises, the team was
,

unable to diagnose the existence of a steam
generator tube rupture.

b. Operators have not been adequately trained on
the simulator to recognize conditions that can
lead to a premature criticality. For example,
two of two teams failed to recognize the reactor
was going to achieve premature criticality and
permitted the reactor to achieve criticality with
a startup rate in excess of the administrative
limits,

c. The operators had difficulty using the emergency
.pperating procedures to mitigate the
consequences of multiple failures. For example,
when given an exercise involving a small break

,

loss of coolant and a design basis steam generator
tube rupture, both observed teams f ailed to
transition through the various emergency
operating procedures to the proper procedure for
the tube rupture.

d. One reactor operator started a load reduction at
,

10 megawatts per minute and did not inform the
other reactor operator. Control rods were in
manual and average reactor coolant temperature
increased greater than the technical specification
ilmiting condition for operation.

. ,
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e. The only person on the team aware of a design
basis tube rupture (460 gpm) condition was the
shif t technical advisor (STA). The STA was not
involved in the activities of the team and did not
know the team was unaware of the tuce rupture.

f. In one design basis steam generator tube rupture
exercise, a reactor operator was distracted by
unnecessarily trying to help the other reactor
operator at another part of the control board and
allowed steam generator level to decrease (about
15 percent narrow-range level) in all three intact
generators.

INPO Good Practice TQ-503, Developing Teamwork and
Diagnostic Skills, could be of assistance in this effort.

Recommendation (TQ.8-2) Train simulator instructors to identify and critique W
performance problems during simulator training. Numerous y
operator performance problems were noted during simulator 2
observations which were not critiqued. Also, the critiques
usually did not identify metnods operators could use to
prevent recurrence of errors made during training exercises
or methods to improve performance. The following are
examples of problems observed with simulator post-exercise
critiques:

a. Performance of two teams of operators was
considered to be satisfactory by the instructor
even though both operating teams demonstrated
the following significant performance problems:

1. Operators did not recognize the reactor was
being taken critical below the rod insertion
limit.

2. Once critical, the operators took no action
to reduce the startup rate and thus
exceeded the administrative limit for

,

startup rate.

3. Operators f ailed to diagnose a failed boron
instrument even though the reading of 374
ppm on the instrument should have
increased by 1100 ppm due to boron
addition.

I

b. Operators were provided an opportunity to

|
discuss their performance only af ter the
instructors had discussed all of the errors they

;
!

'

.* e
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observed. In fact, during one critique, the
instructor discouraged self-critiques of
performance problems by the oprators. These
practices can result in an unwillingness by the
operators to further discuss their performance.

W
9
*

(
i

.

1
.
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RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Radiological protection organization and administration
should ensure effective implementation and control of radiological protection activities.

Recommendation (RP.1-1) Establish and implement an integrated action plan that will
ensure all radiation protection functions necessary for plant
startup are completed in a timely manner. The plan should
be developed to be compatible with the station startup
schedule. Establish milestones and realistic goals to assist in
monitoring progress. Assign responsibilities to the key
personnel involved in implementing the plan.

It is recognized that radiation protection supervisors have
established some informal preliminary plans and, in some
cases, have developed time charts for certain projects. *
However, efforts to coordinate and track radiation y
protection department support preparations have been 2
limited. The following planning problems were noted:

1 ;f

i a. Plans to support contamination control
l

1. Plans for local personnel contamination
frisking areas and local protective clothing
issuance points have been considered but
not fully developed.

2. Little progress has been made to establish a
radiologically controlled area (RCA) tool
crib, altnough the need to control
contaminated tools and equipment through
this approach has been recognized. Also,
RCA tool stocking requirements have not
been determined.

1

! b. Plans to support radioactive material control.

1

1. Plans have not been fully developed for
storage aress for radioactive materials and
equipment such as contaminated lead
blanket shielding, contaminated scaf folding,
instrument and control test equipment, and
outage-related equipment and tools.

2. Although contingency plans have been
considered for providing temporary
radioactive waste processing, radioactive
laundry, and respirator cleaning trailer

.
,
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facilities during initial stages of plant
operation, these plans are not coordinated
and developed sufficiently to establish
support facilities and radiological
protection requirements.

3. Plans to provide alternate breathing air in
lieu of the unusable plant breathing air
system are not firmly set.

Recommendation (RP.1-2) Continue to develop and implement routine policies that will
enable good radiological protection performance in
radiologically controlled areas (RCA) on a daily basis.
Review current station and radiation protection department
policies to determine their effectiveness based on
established industry standards. Ensure policies will provide
effective daily guidance and will be fully implemented prior
to plant startup. The following examples of radiological
protection policies have not been fully developed: *

&
a. authorization and inventory of radioactive 2

material storage

b. requirements for controlling, inventorying, and
marking of RCA tools

c. specific controls of contaminated vacuum units
and portable air-filtration ventilation units

d. selection of markings on and types of, waste
segregation containers at contaminated area
exits

e. requirements for personnel contamination
monitoring after exiting contaminated areas

! f. . requirements for respirator issuance, tracking,
and follow-up,

| .

| g. requirements for radioactive material marking
and labeling

Re<.ommendation (RP.1-3) Review radiological protection procedures and verify all
procedural guidance is clearly stated and instructions are
consistent with good industry practices. All radiation.

protection procedures, both administrative and instructional,
should establish a consistently high level of performance.

| The following problems were noted which should be
| addressed in the procedure upgrade program:
l
,

|

|

**
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a. One procedure on personnel decontamination
requires follow-up whole-body counting only if a
positive nasal smear is found to be equal to or
above 1,000 disintegrations-per-minute (dpm).
Industry experience has shown internal

' contamination can occur in cases where nasal4

contamination is not present. Typical industry
practice is to perform a whole-body count when
facial contamination is present. Also, the
procedure provides no clear direction to
investigate personnel contaminations less than
20,000 dpm. Most personnel contamination levels
are considerably less than 20,000 dpm in
operating plants. Investigations of contamination
incidents at levels below 20,000 dpm can be
important in identifying and correcting program
weaknesses.

b. The draft procedure of the respiratory protection
program should reference corporate policy on the
implementation of engineered controls as an y
alternative to mandatory respirator usage. 2
Presently, the procedures do not address the use
of engineered controls such as glove bags,
portable containments, and portable ventilation
equipment.

c. The procedure on radiological incident and
problem reports should require documentation
and investigation of radiological protection
incidents that may point to program problems.
Presently, the procedures do not address the
documentation and investigation of incidents such
as the unauthorized presence of radioactive
materials outside the radiologically controlled
area.

d. .The procedure on dry radioactive waste
minimization should provide clear guidance on
sorting, survey, and release requirements for bags.

of trash from radiologically controlled areas.
Presently, procedural instructions do not clearly
state that each item of radioactive waste should
be individually checked and surveyed to
determine if beta radiation is present. Industry
experience has shown that radioactive material
may not be detected on individualitems if only
the bag is surveyed because of shielding by the
contents of the bag and by the bag itself.

.- ,
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Recommendation (RP.1-4) Upgrade and complete facilities needed to support
radiological protection activities. Ensure these facs 'ies are
operational, that necessary procedures are issued, anc
personnel are trained to use the facilities prior to plan .
operation. Currently, several facilities have significant
limitations in support capabilities, and plans to upgrade these
facilities have not been fully formulated. The following are
examples of problems noted:

a. The hot machine shop has no area for large item
decontamination. In addition, the hot machine
shop does not contain a crane to handle heavy
items, has limited access and low ceilings, and
has floor drains connected to unit 2 drain tanks.

b. Plans have not been formulated to achieve access
through the containment equipment hatch,
although the bottom of the hatch is elevated
more than 20 feet above the outside ground level.

D-
c. Solid radioactive waste processing areas and 3

facilities have not been fully developed, including
areas for sorting, compaction, storage,

~

solidification, and resin dewatering.

d. Respirator washing, drying, and storage f acilities
have not been established.

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION PERSONNEL KNOWLEDGE AND PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Radiological protection personnel have the knowledge and
practical abilities necessary to implement radiological protection practices effectively.

f Good Practice (RP.2-1) The station's radiation protection technicians and
decontamination workers have been provided additional
practical experience through planned work assignments at
several operating nuclear power plants. While permitted on
a voluntary basis, more than 80 percent of the RP
technicians have participated in at least one refueling outage

,

at four similar pressurized water reactors over the last three
years. Although decontamination personnel were largely
hired without decontamination experience, more than three-
fourths of these personnel have been sent to at least one
operating plant to gain hands-on experience in difficult

.

activities such as decontamination of a steam generator
! channel head, containment building after initial entry, and a
i refueling cavity.

1

. . = .
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GENERAL EMPLOYEE KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITY IN RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Plant personnel, contractors, and visitors have the
knowledge and practical abilities necessary to effectively implement radiological protection
practices associated with their work.

Recommendation (RP.3-1) Train plant workers, through classroom sessions and practical
training, on their responsibilities under the radiological
protection program. Consider providing simulated
radiological work exercises for those workers expected to
perform routine jobs in radiation or radioactive
contamination areas. These simulated exercises could
include evolutions such as steam generator work, change-out
of radioactive filters, and reactor coolant pump seal work.
During these exercises, implement as many requirements of
the radiological protection program as practical to ensure
the program will be effective during actual radiological
conditions. Reinstate general employee and radiation worker
training for key radiation workers well in advance of plant W
startup. Problems observed during a simulated radiclogical y
work evolution include the following: 3

a. Workers were not familiar with the
administrative dose limits assigned to them for
this job.

b. Several workers were not familiar with the
radiation and contamination levels anticipated in
the work area which were written on the
radiation work permit.

c. Workers had to be coached during each step of
the donning and removal of protective clothing;
also, worket s were not familiar with the use of
contaminated area step-off pads. Instructions
provided by radiation protection technicians were
.not always consistent with good industry
practice.

.

d. Job planning and preparation problems led to
j lengthy work delays in areas that, during plant

operations, will be radiologically controlled.

!
i

|

|
,

.
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EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: External radiation exposure controls should minimize
personnel radiation exposure.

Good Practice (RP.4-1) A program to review plant procedures for radiological
protection interactions has enabled specific radiological
instructions to be included in many key plant procedures.
Also, many cautions and radiological hold points have been
placed immediately prior to those steps in procedures that
could cause an increase in radiological hazards. This review
program covers nearly all operating procedures. Examples of
procedures that have incorporated radiological instructions
include radioactive filter replacement, graphite valve
packing, steam generator manway removal and replacement
and check valve inspections.

Recommendation (RP.4-2) Implement the station's ALARA program and ensure it is b
fully functional to support plant startup. While it is y
recognized that the ALARA supervisor and the ALARA 3
technicians have only recently been selected, the following 7
problems were noted: ,

a. ALARA personnel job functions

1. The job functions of both the ALARA
supervisor and ALARA technicians are not
formalized.

2. ALARA hrsonnel are not routinely
attending periodic work planning meetings
nor observing routine maintenance and
operations work activities to increase job
scope familiarization. Also, job "dry-runs"
under simulated radiological conditions
have not been scheduled in anticipation of
power operations.

.

b. ALARA support functions

1. Controls for temporary shielding have not
been fully developed.

2. The mechanisms for the filing and storing
of job history ALARA information, such as
radiological conditions encountered and
lessons learned from previous evolutions,
have not been formally decided.

.
,
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c. ALARA program implementation

1. Some specific job planning for anticipated
routine job activities such as steam
generator work and radioactive filter
change-outs are only in the initial stages of
development. This planning is behind the
schedule originally projected. ALARA
personnel have no firm plan for completion.

2. Experience gained from initial job specific
planning efforts has not been consistently
documented for future use.

>
9
9
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MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: The maintenance organization and administration should
ensure effective implementation and control of maintenance activities.

Recommendation (MA.l~-1) Improve the work control system's effectiveness in
supporting plant maintenance activities. Assign
responsibilities and accountabilities for work control
functions such as prioritizing, planning, scheduling, testing,
and support. Improve planning of scheduled work activities
to identify necessary items such as clearances, parts, tools,
and other support so that job delays are minimized, improve
scheduling so that the weekly schedule can be used to
coordinate activities among organizations such as operations,
the various maintenance departments, and later on, health b
physics. Upgrade performance monitoring of the work p
control process. Problems observed include the following: 3

L

a. Examples where additional planning would have
reduced work delays include the following:

1. Spare parts and special tools needed to
7

perform a pressurizer level transmitter'

calibration were not identified in the work
document.

2. Special tools needed to change oil on a
containment spray pump were not
identified.

3. Torque values needed to tighten boits on an
,

| instrument air compressor were not
provided..

4. The rigging and tools needed to perform
.

|
work on a sump pump were not specified on
the work document.

5. Unnecessary work delays were noted
| resulting from failure to identify all needed

parts when tasks were worked the first
time. For example, a Limitorque operator

.

was worked five times and placed on parts
hold six times in a sixteen month period for
parts that should normally be stocked.
These parts should have been identified,
ordered, and made line items in the

.- ,

,- .--
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warehouse when the problem was first
identified.

b. Scheduling and coordination of maintenance work
needs to be improved. Examples of problems'

noted include the fo!!owing:

1. The weekly schedule is not used as a basis
for issuing clearances and setting plant
conditions. Clearances are hung without
consideration of priorities or job
sequencing. For example, work on a motor-
operated valve required electrical
maintenance to perform signature analysis
fo!! owed by a motor-operator overhaul by
mechanical maintenance. When electrical
personnel attempted to perform the
signature analysis, the mechanical
maintenance clearance was already hanging
which prevented signature analysis. This g
lack of sequencing resulted in a two-day a
delay, g

| r

2. Several examples were observed where
| clearances were not obtained as needed.

For example, a turbine bu;1 ding sump pump|

that was to be electrically disconnected
| required three attempts over a three-day
|

period to obtain a clearance. These delays
! were reportedly due to icst paperwork.

3. The weekly schedule is used by supervisors
as a weekly work list and not as a day-to-
day schedule. This prevents using the
schedule as a sequencing or scheduling
document by other organizations such as,

| operations.
1 .

4. Scheduling meetings are conducted
|

| generally for status updates without any.

| individual or organization clearly in
charge. This results in lack of coordination

,

| of activities and resolution of problems that
I arise. For example, during one scheduling
|

meeting, the possibility of using temporary
service air was discussed as a method to
alleviate coordination problems with air.

compressor work. Several options were
discussed but nobody was assigned to
resolve the issue.

|
|

.- ,
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5. The various scheduling inputs are not
coordinated to minimize system or
component outage time. For example,
construction work on the station instrument
air compressors was not coordinated with
preventive and corrective maintenance,
resulting in the equipment being tagged
several times in a three-week period. In
addition, mechanical maintenance was
required to work an emergency work order
on one air compressor to a!!ow the
construction work to be completed in the
desired time frame on the other air
compressor. This resulted in several hours
of lost work effort since the mechanical
maintenance team had already started work
on another task and had to be diverted to
the emergency work order. Component
outage scheduling would have prevented b
this problem.

c. Indicators used for monitoring work control 6. <

performance are very general and in some cases
use inconsistent data, making identification of
problem areas difilcuit to determine.
Additionally, some usefuiinformation to evaluate
performance, such as performance-to-schedule<

comparisons, delays due to parts, availability of
engineering support, and clearance delays are not
tracked. Examples of the types of problems noted
include the following:

1. In the weekly status report, a graph is
presented to display the status of required
work to be performed versus a goal. Since
the "required" work and the "goal" are
based on two different sets of data, the
graph is not usable as an indicator.

.

2. Performance indicators are not identified
that measure performance of planners,

,

supervisors, foremen or workers in meeting'

I the work schedule. Thus, the ability to
complete the required work in the time
allowed cannot be documented nor can
problem areas be identified. These types of.

indicators could also be used to determine,

if manning levels are adequate to support'

plant operations.

3. Performance of organizations that support
maintenance such as procurement,
maintenance engineering, Comanche Peak

.- ,,
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engineering, and operations is not being j

monitored, although these areas contribute
to significant work delays in the
maintenance area.

4. Except for parts requisitions required for
high-priority work, there is no periodic
review or tracking of the requisition
backlog.

(See Appendix, p.1 for additional details.)

Pl. ANT MATERIAL CONDITION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: The material condition of the plant is maintained to support
safe and reliable plant operation.

Recommendation (MA.2-1) Increase emphasis on maintaining equipment transferred to >
plant operations. Communicate standards desired for plants
material condition and ensure that these standards are g
understood. Conduct more in-depth material condition >

inspections by managers and supervisors to reinforce
adherence to established standards. Problems noted with -

equipment turned over to operations include the following:

a. Many material deficiencies exist on plant
batteries even though battery maintenance is
routinely performed. For example, many
terminal connections inve either corrosion
buildup or are missing their lead coating,

b. Many material deficiencies exist on the water
treatment plant such as leaks of either oil, water,

;

caustic, or acid on most pumps,

c. . Material deficiencies exist in the service water
: building such as corroded packing glands on most

| fire protection system valves..

I

d. Longstanding oil and water leaks on the station
air compressors have not been corrected.

f. Lighting and emergency lighting is inoperative in
several areas of the plant.

'

It is recognized that the maintenance self-assessment
recently conducted by the station identified the need for a
material inspection program. INPO 85-038, Guidelines for
the Conduct of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Stations, and
INPO Good Practice MA-312, Plant inspection Program,
should be of assistance in this area.

,

(See Appendix, p.2 for additional details.)

.- .;
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CONDUCT OF MAINTENANCE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Maintenance should be conducted in a safe and efficient
manner to support plant operation.

Recommendation (MA.4-1) Improve the conduct of some maintenance activities.
Deficiencies were noted in the control of instrument and
control measuring and test equipment, in the program for
maintenance of motor-operated valves, and in the use of
appropriate tools. Problems observed include the following:

a. The control of instrument and control measuring
and test equipment (M&TE) was not maintained
as required by station procedure. Personnel were
observed using M&TE without documenting the
use. Additionally, a sample of eleven work orders
where M&TE was used showed that the M&TE for
five of the work orders was not documented.
This results in a lack of traceability in case the D-
M&TE is later found to be out of calibration.

b. The motor-operated valve (MOV) maintenance i
; program can be improved by including the

following program elements:

1. troubleshooting guidelines in MOV
maintenance procedures

2. guidance in the post-work test procedure
for dynamic testing or equivalent testing of
MOVs af ter maintenance

'

3, continuing training on MOVs that includes
plant and industry operating experience

c. Tools were used improperly during the conduct of
.several maintenance activities. For example,
adjustable pliers were used by a technician to
remove the cover bolts on a pressurizer level.

transmitter. A box end or socket wrench would|

| be more appropriate to preclude bolt head
damage.

(See Appendix, p.3 for additional details.)

|
.
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MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES AND DOCUMENTATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Maintenance procedures and other work-related documents
should provide appropriate directions for work and should be used to ensure that
maintenance is performed safely and efficiently.

Recommendation (MA.6-1) Upgrade the quality of mechanical and electrical
maintenance procedures. Human factors deficiencies and
inadequate instructional detail should be corrected along
with making technical information improvements. The
following are examples of problems noted:

a. Notes and cautions are of ten located af ter the
step to which they apply. This could result in the
craf tsmen not reading important information

i until af ter performing the step. For example in
procedure MMI-808, "Crosby Pressurizer Safety

'

Valve Repair," step 5.1.3.10 instructs the user to
remove the disc holder and bellows assembly. A>
caution following the step provides the user p
information to prevent damage to the bellows agt
spindle. I

b. Notes and cautions of ten convey specific
actions. Actions should be reserved for
instructional steps to ensure the actions are not
overlooked and allow for user sign-offs. For
example, m procedure EMI-315, "Containment
Spray Pump Motor Inspection," the note af ter,

step 5.1.28 instructs the user to place blocks on'

each side of the rotor to keep it stationary. It is
,

| more appropriate to provide this instruction in a
j step.
1

c. The level of detailin some procedures does not
provide information necessary to ensure

. activities can be accomplished in a safe or
consistent manner. For example, in procedure
EMI-315, "Containment Spray Pump Motor.

|
Inspection," step 5.1.1 instructs the user to turn
off the power supply breaker and pull the heater
fuses. Normally, this action i- included in the
equipment clearances performed by the
operations group. However, operations
involvement is not indicated.

d. Some procedures contain poor quality
illustrations that are illegible or can be
misinterpreted. For example,in procedure MMI-
302, "Reactor Coolant Pump SealInspection,"
Figure 1 is a reproduction of a photograph, and is
not legible.

.

E
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It is recognized that the maintenance self-assessment
recently conducted by the station identified procedure
problems.

(See Appendix, p.4 for additional details.)

MAINTENANCE FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Facilities and equipment should effectively support the
performance of maintenance activities.

Good Practice (MA.8-1) The Maintenance Department Lubricant Issue and Control
Program provides effective control of lubricant usage while

| allowing prompt issuance to support maintenance. Key
; features of the program include the following:

,

j a. All lubricant is withdrawn through the
maintenance department toolissue room. Tool
room personnel maintain control of the lubrican
storage facility and require craf tsman to show
authorized work document that specifies the 3
required lubricant.

,

b. The lubricant is issued in the needed quantity in
approved containers with the type of lubricant

| clearly marked on the side. Required
| documentation for safety-related material is

provided at the time of issue with a quality
control acceptance tag, that becomes part of the
work document.

c. Unused and waste oil are returned to the tool
issue room for authorized disposal.

,

d. The tool room is adequately manned to prevent
,any delays in the procurement of the lubricant.
During observed performance, it took less than

,

'

| five minutes to obtain the needed supplies..

e. The lubrication locker is exceptionally clean and
,

orderly, with provisions for leakage installed to
minimize housekeeping problems.

|

.%-
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'
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Materials management should ensure that necessary parts
and materials meeting quality and/or design requirements are available when needed.

Recommendation (MA.9-1) Implement a coordinated spare parts program that will
trovide effective support to the operating nuclear station.
Identify parts needed to support maintenance efforts and
develop a procurement system that can obtain those parts in
a timely manner. Develop a comprehensive, accurate, and
usable master equipment list that includes both "Q" and non-
"Q" equipment. Problems observed with spare parts include
the following:

a. The current inventory of spare parts is not
adequate. Problems noted include the following:

1. Approximately 300 maintenance work &
requests are on hold due to a lack of parts
About 100 of these requests are over one

ayear old.

2. The initial warehouse inventory, er.tablished
several years ago, was not adequate. For
example, many gaskets, o-rings, and other
components needed for motor-operated
valve maintenance huve only recently been
added to the inventory and were added
because they were needed for a recent
maintenance effort. A systematic review
to ensure all needed spare parts'are
included in the inantory has not been

! completed.

3. Maintenance planners estimated that about
one-third of the parts they use are not
currently stocked in the warehouse.

b. The time required to process a requisition for
.

quality-related parts is excessive. Problems
noted include the following:

l. Routine requisitions typically take two to'

three months to generate a purchase order.

2. All requisitions for quality-related parts
must be processed through procurement
engineering, even if they are warehouse
automatic reorders. This typically adds a
delay of several weeks.,

|

l

!

|

|
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c. An accurate and usable master equipment list
(MEL) has not been developed to resolve problems
with the current parts list. The current parts list
has numerous problems including the following:

1. The list does not contain all plant
components and their respective piece
parts. For example, skid mounted
equipment such as the waste evaporator
package are not included. Also errors exist
in those components that are listed. For
example, the TUGCO stock number (TSN)
listed for a spent resin sluice pump gasket
corresponds to a part that was cancelled.
The correct TSN is not listed.

2. Many parts have not had evaluations
performed to verify that the quality levels
specified in the ordering information is
correct. This is required before they can &
initially ordered or reordered. The

~

|
evaluations performed on parts that have
been verified have not been entered into E;

|
the MEi , resulting in time consuming

| manual searches for data to confirm the
ordering information is correct. Having
this data in the MEL would allow reorders
to be orocessed electronically and eliminate
one or the delays.

3. The cross-reference of parts for use on
other similar components is incomplete,
making it difficult to determine what other
applications the part may have.

(See Appendix, p.6 for additional details.)
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

TECHNICAL SUPPORT ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Technical support organization and administration should
ensure effective implementation and control of technical support.

Recommendation (TS.1-1) Strengthen the technical support system engineering program
by clearly defining responsibilities and increasing personnel
experience and skills needed to support plant operations.
System engineering responsibilities, authorities, and
interfaces with other site engineering groups should be
clearly defined and understood. Formally involve system
engineers in startup activities on assigned systems. Develop
expertise in plant systems, components, and operational
requirements through a combination of startup involvement
and formal training. The following problems were noted:

a. Responnbility and authority is not clearly defi
for technical support system engineers. Simila

| system or component responsibilities exist in a
other groups, e.g. maintenance, startup, and
Comanche Per.k (Design) Engineering. Also,
there are some conflicts in "ownership" when a
system can also be considered a component. For
example, the maintenance department considers
diesels and batteries to be components and
therefore, a maintenance responsibility.
Technical support considers diesels and batteries
to be systems and therefore, the responsibility of
the system engineers. This situation has

| contributed to many longstanding problems with
' station batteries.

b. The present level of the technical support system
. engineers' commercial nuclear power experience

g is low. Of the 32 system engineers currently on
staff, approximately 19 have fewer than three,

years experience; none have commercial nuclear
power experience,

c. Technical support system engineers are not
always cognizant of changes or tests performed

,
on their systems. For example, the system

I engineer was not formally involved in the service.

| water system upgrade and post modification
j tests. Also system engineer participation in
| preoperational or initial surveillance tests is

neither required nor actively encouraged. This
lack of involvement may result in missed

|

|
- .
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opportunities for the technical support system
engineer to acqJire system knowledge and could
preclude the development of a sense of system
ownership.

d. System and component training has not been
provided or actively encouraged for most system
engineers. Also, involvement in industry efforts
related to system responsibilities is limited. For
example, the technical support diesel system
engineer has no previous diesel generator
experience and has not received training or
participated in industry improvement efforts
during his two years of diesel generator
responsibilities,

it is recognized that management discussions pertaining to
this problem have occurred. However, no formal written
policies, procedures, position descriptions, or interface
documents addressing the system engineering responsibilitiGP
or professional development have been prepared or issued D
use by responsible personnel. 3r

s

SURVEILLANCS TESTING PROGRAMS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Surveillance inspection and testing activities should provide
assurance that equipment neede.d for safe and reliable plant operation will perform within
required limits.

Recommendation (TS.2-1) Develop a comprehensive surveillance testing program.
Generate a detailed test schedule and revise priorities as
necessary to ensure initial surveillance tests are conducted
in a timely manner. Emphasize the development, review,
and approval of surveillance test procedures to support the
schedule. Also, develop a formal plan for reviewing selected
plant procedures, such as system operating procedures and

., abnormal operating procedures, to ensure conditional
surveillance test requirements are incorporated. The.

following problems were noted:

a. The master startup plan has blocked out a time
interval for conducting initial surveillance tests.
However, the plan does not go beyond the
milestone level of detail. A pre-start test
program, which includes a detailed breakdown of.

initial surveillance tests is under development by
startup testing, has not been issued or integrated
into the master startup plan. Preliminary4

estimates indicate that testing should have
already begun in order to meet the June 1937
heat-up date.

. .
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b. Surveillance test procedures are currently under
development by the responsible functional
departments and are being sent to the technical
support surveillance test cooidhator for
independent review. Of the 471 required test
procedures,155 are considered satisfactory,178
have been returned to the functional department
for further work, and 138 have not been
independently reviewed. Progress reports
indicate the projected completion will not meet
the present heat-up schedule.

c. Although the technical support surveillance test
coordinator has reviewed some plant procedures
for conditional surveillance test requirements on
a time availability basis, no formal plan exists for
this effort. Furthermore, no plans exist for
reviewing abnormal operating procedures fer
conditional surveillance requirements. A

d. No program exists to thoroughly review chang
to plant procedures af ter startup to identify the
impact of each change on surveillance test
requirements.

PLANT MODIFICATIONS

i PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Plant modification programs for permanent and temporary
modifications should ensure proper design, review, control, implementation, and
documentation of plant design changes in a timely manner.

;

t

Recommendation (TS.3-1) Improve the temporary modification control program.
Reduce the number of outstanding temporary modifications
before system turnover and minimize the number to the
extent practicable. Review, document, and control those
temporary modifications remaining af ter. turnover in the

i same manner as permanent modifications. Develop and
| maintain a single temporary modification log to ensure

.

operator knowledge nf plant configuration. Review
. temporary modifications perioJically for continued need and

remove thsm or initiate permanent modifications as
appropriate. The following problems with the present
temporary modification program were noted:

a. There are approximately 741 temporary
modifications in the plant. Most of these are unit

.

1 and unit 2 system interface temporary
| modifications, such as blank flanges on common
!

or interconnecting systems to isolate unit i from
unit 2. Present plans are to have the startup
group remove all temporary modifications before

| system turnover. However, the system interf ace

1

__ _ _ _ . _ . , _ _ _ _ _, -- ?
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temporary modifications cannot be removed until
the completion of unit 2. As a result, there will
be a large number of temporary modifications
remaining af ter turnover which under the present
policy, would not be shown on drawings or noted
in af fected procedures.

b. Temporary modifications are not periodically
reviewed for continued need. Although procedure
STA-602, "Temporary Modifications," states that
temporary modifications are expected to be
installed for short duration, most are older than
three years.

c. Most of the temporary modifications have not
received a technical review to address design and
safety considerations and are not shown on
drawings or annotated on affected procedures.

d. There are currently two types of temporary ik
modification log books. One lists temperary
modifications installed by operating plant
personnel and the other lists those installed by a
startup personnel. Each group maintains their
own log books; only the log books maintained by
nuclear operations are kept in the control room
and made available to shif t operating personnel.

PLANT PERFORMANCE MONITORING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Performance monitoring activities should optimize plant
reliability and efficiency.

'

Recommendation (TS.5-1) Upgrade the station battery testing and maintenance
programs to provide greater assurance that batteries are
capable of supplying design loads during an emergency. The

( following problems were noted:
'

a. The decision to perform service (load profile)
tests of the station batteries as part of the pre-
start test program has not been made. The
service tests should be performed before the
batteries are put in service in accordance with
best industry practices,i.e. ANSI /IEEE Standard
450-1987. The last service test was performed in,

June 1984. Additionally, the load profile should
be verified to be correct since numerous
rnodifications have been installed since it was
originally developed.

b. There are no requirements to trend battery
capacity information to determine degradation.

. .
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If a 10 percent capacity degradation is observed,
an 18 month performance test is required by
technical specifications in lieu of the normal five
year test schedule. Without trending, this
capacity degradation could easily be overlooked.

c. Neither the performance nor service test
procedures require test performance in the "as-
found" condition in order to determine the
effectiveness of the maintenance process.

The test procedures allow the interrup(tion of a
d.

test for an unspecified period of time e.g. to
jumper a bad cell or to allow a hot cell to cool
down)and resumption of the test afterward. This
practice could result in false high battery
capacity values. For example, capacity will
increase as cells cool down and better electrolyte
mixing occurs during interruptions. The best .
Industry practice is to rerun the test af ter anyp
interruption greater than five minutes.

e. It is :itandard plant practice to maintain a~

electrolyte levels on the batteries at the high
mark. Approximately half of the train A 1950
amp hour cells were overflowing acid as a result
of an equalizing charge. On several cells, acid
was running down the side and in between cells

,

| onto the racks and supports, which has resulted in
corrosion of the racks. This condition has existed'

l for some time with no apparent attempt to
determine the optimum acid level to prevent
overflow during charging,,

l f. The vendor manual recommends that all cells be -

filled, if needed, prior to an equalizing charge in
order to ensure proper electrolyte mixing.
. Contrary to this recommendation, the

& maintenance department currently fills each cell
| with water weekly for those cells greater than.

1/4 inch below the high level mark, thereby
increasing the likelihood of stratification.

g. Many of the terminals and connectors on trains
A, B, and C batteries were corroded. Most of the,

flame-arresting vents on the train C batteries
| were encrusted with white residue and dirt..

| Some connector bars had the copper exposed due
to cleaning and subsequent thinning of the lead
coating. Some connections were not coated with
protective grease. Also, there was evidence of

I acid spills on some cells. Where all three
conditions existed, green (copper) corrosion
existed in great quantitles.

|

| *= ,
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h. Panel voltmeters used to indicate battery float
voltage are not checked against a standard every
six months as required by the battery vendor's
technical manual. These voltmeters are
currently on a two-year calibration and check
schedule.
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CHEMISTRY *

1

CHEMISTRY ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PERFORM ANCE OBJECTIVE: Chemistry organi2ation and administration should ensure
effect? ontrol and implementation of chemistry activities. '

Recommendation (CY.1-1) Develop and implement a c.learly defined chemistry action
plan to support hot functional testing and plant startup. This
should include milestones which support development or
revision of plant procedures, and provide adequately trained
personnel to support hot functional testing and initial
startup. Lack of a clearly established plan has resulted in
the following:

a. A chemistry readiness review prior to hot
functional testing and startup has not been
scheduled. This review is required to ensure ab
instruments are calibrated and functional,
technicians are trained, and that chemistry's r
in the hot functional testing and initial plant a
startup is clearly defined.

b. A review the post-accident sampling system for
operability, maintainability, and regulatory
compliance has not been performed. NUREG
0737 establishes specific operability testing and
maintenance requirements that must be met prior
to initial plant startup.

,

c. A review has not been made of the required
chemistry surveillance procedures and the status
of t). air preparation. A review of the (.hemistry
surveillance requirements, including
imp;ementing procedures, is essential to ensure

.a!! licensing requirements have been met.
t

s d. Chemistry radiological training for handling,

radioactive streams is not presently scheduled.
Radiological training on sampling and analysis of,

radioactive streams is essential to reduce the
spread of contamination and minimize personnel
contamination.

.
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CHEMISTRY PERSONNEL KNOWLEDGE AND PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Chemistry personnel have the knowledge and practical
abilities necessary to implement chemistry practices ef fectively.

Recommendation (CY.2-1) improve chemistry technician fundamental knowledge.
Technicians should have an understanding of the analytical
pr;nciples involved in counting radioactive samples. The
technician must also be knowledgeable of the analytical
methods and the instruments used in the laboratory. This is
necetsary for the technicians to respond to abnormal
conditions such as deteriorating reagents or faulty
instrument performance. The following are examples of
knowledge weaknesses that were identified. An experienced
technician would have been expected to correctly answer
these questions.

a. Most technicians could not explain what the
"weter dip" means in relation to ion n
chromatography.

b. Several technicians could not define cation a
conductivity.

c. Most techniciars could not explain the
fundamentals of operation of the liquid
scintillation instrumentation.

d. Several technicians could not explain "dead
time." This can be an important factor in,

obtaining accurate radioanalytical results.+-

s

e. Several technicians did not know what was meant
by "lodine ratio." This ratio is a means of
evaluating fuel integrity.

f. .Most technicians could not determine what steps
a could be taken to reduce dead time when

a counting on a GeLi detector.
,

'
)

~
CHEMISTRY CONTROL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Chemistry controls should ensure optimum chemistry
conditions during all phases of plant operation.

|

.

Recommendation Upgrade the chemistry monitoring program for on-line
instrurnentation and the reverse osmosis (RO) unit. This
prograrn is needed to maintain the accuracy of on-line
ir.strument readings and maintain continuous operation of the

,

reverse osmosis unit. Examples are as follows:

i

I

|

'
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There is no frequency specified for comparing of'/ t 9
on-line instrument valves with laboratory grab3

, '
sample analyses.

~

b. Acceptance criteria for comparing on-line
i instrumentation readings and laboratory results

( have pot been established. Guidtnce also needs

val';*s fall $d, actions to be tak n when the
to be provided for''

the established crra.-ia,/

,/ < m
,

'c. Spei ftsc'reve.Yqosmos'.s parameters that
meosure performance or system degradation are<

not trended. Examples are as follows:

I
, ,

'

l. normalized permeate flow - This
! parameter monitors the membrane integrity

4,

by adjusting the daily permeate flow'

readings for temperature and pressure. $

This allows the operator to make daily
s

compar! sons of RO periormance. Eb.

t. phi [ differential pressure - This is u2.
to Masure the degree of membrane m-"

s fc:Ang. The differential pressure between
td feed and concentrate is trend:d to

} lentify any changes.
,

_ n
% ' patent rejection -- Membrane and,

". hardware integrity is evaluated using this
parameter. Percent rejection refers to the
percentage 9f total dissolved solids that are

/ rejecte&,9 the RO. A decrer.se in,

,

ray; tion may indicate leaky o-rings,'
.

3' fouling, or membrane hydrolysisp
'

,

j
- 1

, , ,

LABORATORY ACTIVITIES ' ,
-

..

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: 1.aboratory and counting room activitig cwuld ensure
accurate .neasuring and reprsting of chemistry parameters. ),

s

Recommendation (CY.4-1) Upgrade the laboratory quality control program. The quality
control program is necessary to vr.lidate the accuracy and
relithility of analytical results, instrument operability, and
technician performance. Wyaknesses were identified in the

I
; following areas:. , s

|

} a. A program to periodically monite: chemistry
technician performance for chemical analyses' ''

j they are expected to perform does not exist. A'

j monitoring program is necessary to identify .cmas
where further improvemi nt is warranted.

i
:

N' '
,

4

| .. ,.
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, .o b. Quality control charts are not in use for the ion
chromatograph. Control charts are an effective,

means of evaluating the long-term adequacy of
the analytical results and instrument
performance.

c. The quality control standards are not run in the
expected sample concentration range. For
example, if quality control standards are of a
much higher concentration than the sample
concentration, the calibration of the instrument
cannot be verified at the concentration where the
sample measurement is being performed.

d. The minimum detectable concentration for some
analytical methods needs to be verified. As an
example, a technician was unable to detect a 5
ppb silica standard when the procedure stated the'

minimum detectable conceraration was 5 ppb.
W

The quality control charts for the ultra violet @e.
visible and the atomic absorbance 9
spectrophotometers trend lonic concentration &
rather than absorbance. Failure to monitor
absorbance could result in the analyst not
detecting a gradualloss of the instruments
sensitivity.

LAYUP CHEMISTRY CONTROL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Chemistry control should ensure optimum chemistry
conditions during plant or system layup periods.

Recommendation Implement a formally defined plant layup program. A
properly implemented layup program is necessary to protect
the equipment prior to startup and to support future reliable

f operation. Presently, major equipment ir, unit 1 is being
properly layed up. However, the layup program has not been-

formalized. This has resulted in authority, responsibilities,
and accountabilities not being well defined and the prioritiesi

for system layup not being well understood. As a result, uniti

| 2 is not being effectively layed up. Also, without
formalizing the program there are no assurances that

j equipment will be layed up in a consistent and elfective
' manner. A properly implemented layup program could have

eliminated 'he following problems:

a. The unit ! turbine lubrication oil had to be
replaced and flushed due to microbiologic growth,

b. The unit 2 reactor vessel experienced biological
growth in the water following a system flush.

!

l
..

,
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This situation was the result of the reactor vessel
not being drained following the system flush.
Microbiologic growth has been identified as a
major factor in rapid pipe corrosion,

c. The unit 2 steam generators are lef t open to the
atmosphere. This is contrary to good industry
practice and may result in excessive corrosion as

,

a result of the moisture in the air.

O

E.

.

: .

!
.

W

4

i
4

I
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OPERATING EX'JERIENCE REVIEW

IN-HOUSE OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIN E: In-house operating experiences should be evaluated, and
appropriate actions should be undertaken to improve safety and reliability.

Recommendation (OE.2-1) Provide timely notification via NUCLEAR NETWORK of
important in-house events that would be of generic interest
to the nuclear industry. Develop and implement guidelines
to ensure that important in-house items of generic interest
are identified. Recent plant events of generic interest have
not been reported. Examples include the followings

a. cracked gears in a Limitorque valve operator

b. inadequate fastening cf a diesel generator en ine
connecting rod assembly

c. failures of a 6.9 KV s vitchgear jackshaf t
a

,

/
.

[
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INDUSTRY OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Significant industry operating experiences should be
evaluated, and appropriate actions should be undertaken to improve safety and reliability.

SOER STATUS

The status of Significant Operating Experience Report (SOER) recommendations is as
follows:

Total number of recommer dations issued to date 400
Number previously evaluated as satisfactory or not applicable 203

Number reviewed this evaluation (including )25 previouslyevaluated as satisfactory or not applicable 222

o Number satisfactory 172

o Number not applicable 8

Number pending - awaiting decision (0 red tab) 3o
Number pending - awaiting implementation (8 red tab) 22 ho

o Number needing further review (0 red tab) 17

The following recommendations have not been effectively implemented and further revis
is needed. One of these recommendations, previously evaluated by INPO to have been
satisfactorily addressed, has been reopened as subsequent review has determined that the
action taken was not ef fective; e.g., subsequent actions removed procedural requirements
or deleted necessary training or the action intended was not completed.

SOER Number Recommendation Number

82-9 8

82-10 1 .

82-13 3

83-1 14

83-9 (reopened) 2

83-9 4,8
84-5 5

84-7 2, 3
85-2 g 3

85-3 1,2,3,4,6
,

86-1 9

(See Appendix, p.8 for additional details.)

An update on the status of each recommendation listed above is requested in the follow-on
response to this report. In addition, the status of each red-tab SOER recommendation
received subsequent to this evaluation should be included in the follow-on response.

.. ,
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Recommendation (OE.3-1) Expand the effectiveness review of the operating experience
program to include a sampling of knowledge of industry
experiences at the working level. Interviews of operations
and radiation protection personnel indicated a lack of
knowledge of recent significant industry issues and
experiences. Deficiencies noted include the following:

a. During simulator training, the reactor was
observed to be critical below the minimum rod
insertion limit. Questioning of the operators
about this condition indicated that operators
were not familiar with industry events involving
premature criticalities,

b. A number of auxiliary operators did not have
knowledge about industry experiences involving
motor-operated valve failures.

c. Interviews with plant radiation protection
technicians revealed knowledge weaknesses iM
industry events involving excessive personnel
radiation exposures and small fuel and ( :iva
particle contamination which have produced Ary
highly localized exposures to personnel at some
plants.

.
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,ORGANIZAT!ON AND ADMINISTRAT!ON

STATION ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Station organization and administration should ensure
effective implementation of policies and the planning and control of station activities.

Recommendation (OA.1-1) Develop and implement an action plan for operational
readiness that will prioritize and focus efforts on activities
that must be completed prior to startup. Lack of a plan is
adversely impacting transition from the current construction
environment to an operating plant environment. The need
for an action plan was identified by INPO in 1982 and 1984.
The operational readiness plan should identify responsibilities
and have sufficient detail to direct the efforts of station
personnel in achieving a smooth transition to plant
operation. Specific milestones for timely support of
interdepartmental activities should be included.
Additionally, the plan should provide for the time and b
manpower necessary to ef fectively implement programs -

operational practices. As a minimum, the following
problems should be addressed by the operational readines>
plan:

a. Revision of procedures

The current rate of completing operations,
maintenance, and surveillance procedure
revisions needs to be evaluated. The present rate
of completing procedure revisions could adversely
impact activities necessary to support fuel load.
Additionally, manpower and time requirements
for procedure revisions have not been
determined.

b. Pre-start testing and surveillarce

The scope of pre-start testing has not been
defined. Additionally, surveillance tests that. .

could be satisfied by pre-startup testing have not
been identified,

c. Operations control of plant systems

Currently, operations is not exercising some of
the formal controls necessary for plant,

operation. Some programs necessary for the
control of equipment status are not developed or
fully implemented, such as the locked valve
program. Additionally, operations does not

- ,
,
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; demonstrate an attitude of ownership and
responsibility for systems that are turned over to
the plant.

d. Radiological controls2

,

Development of the A1. ARA program and some
radiological control policies is not complete, and

,

facilities for decontamination and storage of
contaminated equipment have not been
established. Implementation of radiological

|
controls should be carefully timed to allow
adequate time to practice routine radiological
activities before radioactivity is present in the
plant.

:
~

e. Industrial safety programs

Station-managed industrial safety procedures
such r.s those for scaffolding and confined spaces
have not been implemented, and a station-
managed medical first aid facility needs to be'

established. The station is currently relying on a
contractor to fulfil these needs.<

1

f. General employee training

| General employee training (GET) activities have
been suspended, and virtually the entire plant
staff needs to be retrained. Additionally, the

;

; GET program should be reviewed to ensure it is
consistent with upgraded operational policies and
will meet current requirements,

g. Fitness for duty

Although some fitness-for-duty elements are in,

place, a comprehensive program to provide>

assurance tnat personnel are fit to perform their

|
assigned duties has not been implemented.

.

|
Continuing training in fitness-for-duty is not

' currently provided to managers and supervisors.
Full program implementation is being delayed
awaiting decisions on random and periodic
testing.,

|

- .,
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i

MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Management and supervisory personnel should monitor and
assess station activities to improve all aspects of station performance.

Recommendation (OA.3-1) Increase management effectiveness in identifying and
correcting station problems. Management should provide
additional direction in establishing responsibilities and
standards, assessing performance levels, taking action
necessary to attain operational readiness, and promoting :
teamwork. Presently, several problems exist that have
either not been identified or resolved because of a lack of
management involvement and direction. Also, this has
resulted in a lack of a sense of urgency by some station
personnel in developing programs necessary for plant
startup. Many managers know of activities that need to be
accomplished, but are waiting for higher level direction. The
following conditions require increased management
attentions

a. Appropriate performance standards are not
maintained for operations department
personnel. The abilities of control room
personnel to properly operate the plant and of
auxiliary operators to properly conduct rounds'

need to improve. Additionally, observed operator
|>erformance in simulated emergencies was
madequate.

b. System engineer and system coordina' tor) responsibilities are not clearly established.
System engineers are not closely involved with

,

startup and maintenance activities to increase
their expertise and ability to assist in the
resolution of future problems. System
coordinators do not have a clear understanding of
their duties and interactions with other groups.

| '

! c. Material condition problems have not been
I corrected in some systems that have been turned
i over to the plant for operation and

maintenance. For example, problems exist with
some equipment located in the service water

; pump house, the water treatment plant, and
station battery facilities.'

,

!

! d. Timely availability of materials to support
maintenance has not been achieved. Many'

maintenance jobs have been on hold for over one
year due to parts unavailability, and procurement

| -

; . .
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of many parts is awaiting the development of
engineering specifications. In addition, material
availability is sometimes not verified or parts
staged sufficiently in advance to ensure timely
initiation of maintenance work,

e. Practical knowledge weakness in chemistry,
operations, radiological protection, and
maintenance have not been effectively
addressed. Improved coordination between
training and the plant groups is needed to correct
this situation.

f. Operations and maintenance personnel do not
effectively coordinate equipment clearances for
maintenance work. For example, several
maintenance jobs were observed to be delayed
because clearances had not been estab!!shed.
Also, several clearances had been prepared for
jobs that were not being worked. Additionally,
operations does not routinely receive a
description of the work scope when clearances
are requested. This practice resulted in
inappropriate clearance boundaries being
established for one job.

g. The responsibilities for layup of plant equipment
have not been clearly assigned and are not well
understood by the involved groups. As a result,
several systems such as the unit 2 reactor vessel
and steam generators have not been properly
layed up.

In addition, close management control over work practices
and other important evolutions is necessary since workers
and supervisors have almost no experience in operating a
commercial nuclear power plant.

.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY-

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Station industrial safety programs should achieve a high
degree of personnel safety.

Recommendation (OA.5-1) Implement a comprehensive, station managed industrial
safety program. The following deficiencies were noted and-

should be addressed by the programs

a. Specific procedures for the construction and
inspection of scaffolds, posting of confined space
entry, and prevention of heat stress have not

.

.. 'i' .~,
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been established. Deficiencies in scaffolds and
confined space postings were observed in the
plant. There is no detailed guidance available for
scalfolding standards, and the station is relying
on a contractor's procedure for control of
confined spaces.

b. Standards for safety training, safety meetings,
and plant inspection tours have not been
implemented. Formal training and meetings are
not being held in a consistent manner. Only the
Maintenance Department is documenting
inspection tours. Review of maintenance tour
reports indicate that maintenance conducts
effective inspections and could be used as a
standard for other plant groups,

c. Utility personnel do not routinely review data or
monitor contractor activities that could affect
the safety of all station personnel. Utility
personnel have not ensured scaffolding and
confined space activities are consistent with
utility policy. Additionally, contractor safety
larformance and data should be monitored to
dentify adverse trends and problems potentially

affecting other personnel.

.
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APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING DETAILS

Appendix 11 provides additional information concerning selected recommendations which
should be useful in determining corrective action.

MAINTENANCE

Recommendation (MA.1-1)

Additional examples of areas where the scheduling effort could be improved include the
following:

1. At one meeting, a possible reactor water makeup tank outage was
discussed. One organization stated they had work to complete while the
tank was drained. Another organization stated that possibly an outage was
needed but nobody was tasked to resolve or coordinate the activities.

2. Instrument and controls representatives discussed the need to perform some
valve work prior to a hydrostatic test. Coordination of these activities was
not assigned at the scheduling meeting.

3. Additional related work such as chemistry controls for newly filled systems
is not included in the schedules. At a scheduling meeting, chemistry stated
that they wanted to add hydrazine to a system when it was filled. Actions
to coordinate or schedule this activity were not assigned nor did they;

' appear on the schedule.

| 4. The "system coordinators" were established to be a focal point for
completion of required work on specific systems. Other work, such as'

preventive maintenance, construction, testing, and non-mandatory
maintenance is not coordinated through these individuals.

5. Many clearance requests are submitted on Friday for work to be performed
during the next week. Priorities and sequences are not provided, resulting
in failure to clear those work items maintenance desires first. Additionally,
no maintenance personnel are available over the weekend te discuss any-

questions relative to the clearances. (Note: A change was implemented at
the end of the assistance visit to require clearances be submitted on
Thursday for work commencing the following Monday.)

6. Discussions with the scheduling organization that issues the schedule
Indicated that no single person has overall responsibility for the
coordination of the schedule.-

7. System coordinators have scheduled priority work which includes work
orders in the restrained (Hold) category. This category includes work on
hold for parts, engineering resolution, plant conditions or other restraints.
The individual departments, however, are not aware of the schedule and do
not have a mechanism to determine required start work dates for restrained

.

E
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.

work. Thus, it can not be determir.ed if the schedule can be met or if
support requirements for engineering and procurement can be supplied on
time. !

Recommendation (MA.2-1) ;

1. Additional examples of material deficiencies include

a. Batteries

o Corrosion exists on some grounding strap connections.

o Most flame arrestors on the battery vents show an
accumulation of electrolyte deposits. Many appeared not to
have been cleaned for some time,

o There is evidence that the batteries have overflowed, spilling
electrolyte on top of batteries and storage racks,

o The lead coating on many terminal straps has been
removed by brushing,

o Some bolts and nuts at the terminal connections are not
coated with grease to reduce the possibility of corrosion,

b. Water Treatment System

The following information was obtained from tags hanging ono
the system:

The number one mixed bed caustic inlet flange leaks.-

The acid day tank sight glass is plugged.

The number two cation inlet valve does not regulate-
;

flow at 68 and 110 gallons per minute.
.

The number one acid pump will not deliver the correct-

acid flow rate.

The acid dilution flow meter does not indicate the-

correct flow.

| o The motor of the B acid feed pump shows signs of a corrosive-

i liquid spill,

o The 01 caustic pump has an oil leak.

o The number one potable water pump has a casing leak. ;
i

* e
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o The number two caustic pump does not deliver the correct
amount of caustic.

o There were numerous small water leaks observed on the
reverse osmosis system. (Approximately one drop every 3
minutes.)

o Water seepage is evident at the base of the Reactapak.

o Corrosion of piping, valves and tanks was evident on the
Reactapak.

c. Service Water intake Building

A one quart per minute leak exists at the bottom of flangeo
for MOV IHV-4286, discharge for Train A Service Water.

o The cover is removed from a large electrical junction box
behind one of the pumps motors. The cover is labeled JBM-
2140-

o A cover labeled as JBM-2106 is hanging by one screw. .

o Leak-off from a service water pump is running down the
pump base and across the floor,

d. Plant Lighting and emergency lighting

Emergency lights are broken and not set correctly ono
Elevation 852 of the auxillary building. Lights are labeled:

,

CPI-ELBPSG-12D,-121 and -126
CPX-ELBPSG-030 and -031
CPX-ELBAB-ISB

,

Overhead lights are out on two of three landings of the southo
stairwell on elevation 778 of the turbine building,-

Lights are out over feedwater heater 1-2A, LEV-2723 ando
over the generator core monitor on elevation 803 of the
turbine building.

Recommendation (MA.4-1)-

Additional examples of the use of improper tools to perform work include the
following:

1. The motor bearing viewing window on the containment spray pump motor
must be removed to add new oll. The window is threaded into the motor

- .
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and has an approximately 1-1/2" hex head casing. The window was removed
by using a pump wrench instead of a socket, box, or open end wrench.

2. A mechanic used an adjustable wrench while disconnecting the tubing on an
emergency diesel governor. An open end wrench of the correct size would
be more appropriate to prevent damage to the tube fittings.

3. Two mechanics used a 10 pound sledge hammer and a pipe to beat on the
manual Jacking device cover area on an emergency diesel generator to try
and force the cover to fit properly. This could result in personnel injury or
equipment damage.

Recommendation (MA.6-1).,

1. Additional examples of notes and cautions located af ter the step to which they
apply include the followings

a. MMI-301, "Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Inspection," Revision 2, issue '. te
April 14,1987. Most cautions, notes and some QC instructions folic Ae
step to which they apply. Examples include the following: .

o Step 5.1.7.2 instructs the user to remove the coupling nut by
1

using a wrench. A caution follows the step warns that too
much torque can cause the shaf t to turn which will damage:

the back seat and shaf t.
i

o Step 5.5.3.6.1 gives instructions for installing the No. 2
i runner. A note following the next step (5.5.3.6.2) instructs
j the user to use a second person to align the marks and to
: guide the runner to prevent cocking while lowering the
| runner.

| b. EMI-315 "Containment Spray Pumps Motor inspection," Revision 2, issue
date February 18,1987. Most notes, cautions and QC instructions follow

| the step to which they apply. The following are some examples:
,

o Step 5.1.14 and 5.1.24 instruct the user in removing the

|
lower half of the outboard and inboard bearing with the aid
of a hoist and sling. A caution following a note af ter the

! step 5.1.24 cautions the user that the lower seal could be
! damaged if the motor is lowered without the lower motor
i cover being removed. Additionally, the caution for step

3.1.24 is located on the next page of the procedure,-

o Step 5.3.1 instructs the user to reinstall the rotor back into
the motor. A note giving the rotor weight and a caution
about using gasket material or insulation board in the air gap
between the station end rotor are located on the next page
of the procedure.

- .
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2. Additional examples of notes and cautions that convey specific action inc:ude:

MMI-302, "Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Inspection," Revision 2, issue datea.
April 14,1937.

o The note af ter step 5.2.3.10 instructs the user to remove
both of the seal brackets from the upper seal housing.

o The caution after 5.7.1 states, "Remove the pump shaf t
centering screws before the pump shaf t is lif ted".

b. EMI-312. "RHR Pump Motor Inspection and Rework," Revision 1, issue date
September 23,1986.

'

o The note following step 5.2.5 instructs the user as fo!!ows:

NOTE: When turning the rotor from a vertical to a horizontal position, a sling
'

should be attached around the shaf t at the bottom side of the lower
bearing housing.

o The note af ter step 5.2.6 states: "Blocks should be placed
under the rotor core. Cover the blocks with gasket material
where it contacts the rotor core."

3. Additional examples of instructions that lack detail includes

i MMI-311. "Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Inspection", revision 2a.
j issue date March 6,1987.

,

o Step 5.1.4.2 instructs the user to drain the oil from each
housing. The amount of oil or size of centainer needed to
collect the oil is not specified.

Step 5.4.8.6 instructs the user to apply only a portion of theo
i

final torque so that all the main parting flange bolting is
) tightened evenly until the final torque values (up to 4250 f t.
4

Ibs.) are obtained. It would be more appropriate to specify
-

incremental torque values to ensure repeatability in quality.:

,

b. EMI-315, "Containment Spray Pump Motor inspection," Revision 2, issue
i date February 18,1987.
,

o Step 5.1.12 instructs the user to insert screwdrivers or small
pinch bars into slots cast into the bottom half of the bracket,

i at the split line. Screwdrivers are not appropriate for prying
or separating mating surfaces.i

Step 5.1.14 instructs the user to lif t the rotor a few mils,

I when removing the lower half of the outboard bearing and to
; use a hoist or jack if necessary. The user is not directed to

:

r

i e
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check the distance the rotor is lif ted to ensure it is lif ted
only a "few mils", or provided any caution against lif ting the
rotor in excess of a "few mils".

4 Additional examples of poor quality illustrations include:

MMI-311,"Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump inspection," Revision 2,a.
issue date March 6,1987.

o Substeps under step 5.4.10 refer the user to Figure 4 for
instructional information. The referenced information is
illegible in the figure.

Step 5.5.4.5 instructs the user to reinstall the coupling hubo
onto the pump shaf t per Waldron coupling instructions
(Attachment 2). Attachment 2 is not completely legible.

Recommendation (MA.9-1)

1. Additional examples of problem related to excessive time in processing quality -
related parts include the following:

,

a. In the past, many "Q" class components were ordered commercial grade
without proper documentation. As a result, all "Q" class orders are
processed through procurement engineering which is part of Comanche Peak
engineering (CPE). This is to ensure the proper quality levels are assigned,

i to the component.
.

b. The manager of procurement engineering stated that he intends to propose
to his management that the 13,000 line items in the warehouse that are
safety-related Le reviewed and the ordering information be placed in the
"Q" list MEL. Currently, this information, for those items that have been *

reviewed, is located in ille cabinets and must be re-reviewed when a new
order is placed for the material. -

2. Additional examples of problems related to the Master Equipment list (MEL)*
;

| include the following
|

a. Two different MELs have been developed. One is for "Q" components and
was developed by CPE, the other was generated by maintenance engineering
for non "Q" components. Both lists are available to the maintenance
organization on the same computer, however, the "Q"list is not used by the
planners due to the number of errors present in it. A proposed new MEL is

, being generated by the Management Systems Group under the projects
| organization. The new MEL group has been operating for about 1 month.
I

b. The basis for the new MEL is supposed to be information included in the
current MEL supplemented by plant walkdowns, post-construction hardwarei

| validation, installation drawings and other checks. This is only to cover "Q"
,

- .

., , - - - - - - . - , - . , , , - - , , - . , - . - . . . , , . -
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list equipment. When questioned about the non "Q" equipment, the manager
stated that he would like to include it but his direction was not to at this
time,

c. The "Q"MEL was placed into service early in 1986. Since then, few
changes have been made to the list. The responsible engineer in the CPE
organization stated that approximately 19,000 changes had been identified
to be incorporated.

d. When orders are placed for new line items in the warehouse, procurement
engineering requires that all known uses for the material be identified. This
is difficult without a complete MEL. When the line item is placed in the
warehouse, it is only listed for those applications that maintenance
engineering can identify, When a new application is identified, it requires
additional engineering evaluations which are time consuming. A complete
MEL would eliminate this problem.

e. Additional specific problems noted with the MEL include the following:

o The distillate pump is a component part of the waste
evaporator package. When a parts listing is requested for
the distillate pump, the computer produces the component
parts list for the entire waste evaporator package which does

i not include the specific parts for the distillate pump.
r

o When the TUGCO Stock Number (TSN) for a gasket in a
service water strainer is inputted to the list, the other
stocked items show as they should except that two screens
appear. One screen belongs to one set of strainers and the
other to another set. Both should not be listed. When the
strainer itself is inputted, none of the replacement parts are '

listed and an expansion joint is displayed that is not related
,

I to the strainer.

Approximately 75 spare parts for motor-operated valves witho
tag numbers 1-8701 A and 1-8702A do not appear when the
tag numbers are inputted. These parts have been ordered-

i

f within the past 18 months and are stocked in the
warehouse. The CPE engineer responsible for the "Q" MEL
stated that these parts were in the "working" portion of the
MEL. The "working" portion is available to the engineers,
but not to the planners who need to use it.

o Caskets for the Fuel Transfer System are listed with the-

wrong title and do not have the TSN numbers listed.

|

i

- .;
1
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE REYlEW

The following Significant Operating Experience Report (SOER) recommendations have not
been effectively implemented and further review is needed because actions taken to date
are not satisfactory:1

SOER 82-9 "Turbine Generator Exciter Explosion"

o Recommendation 8 - Requires utilities with both nuclear and fossil units to
consider communicating significant and applicable operating experiences from
fossil units (operated by the utility) to the nuclear industry via NUCLEAR
NETWORK (or other means).

This recommendation needs further review because a review of the operating
experience program did not identify where or how this recommendation is
addressed.

SOER 82-10 "Fire Barrier Degradation"

o Recommendation 1 - Requires the training of plant personnel to recognize the
different types of fire barriers, the importance of fire barriers, and how to
recognize obvious signs of fire barrier degradation.

This recommendation needs further review because the response indicates that
the training will only be provided to fire brigade personnel and does not cover
other plant personnel such as maintenance personnel.

SOER 82-13 "Intrusion of Resin, Lubricatir g Oil and Organic Chemicals into Reactor
Water"

o Recommendation 3 - Requires that plant procedures address actions to be taken
in the event of excessive unexplained lubricating oil loss.

This recommendation needs further review because the app!! cable procedures
(MEl-005, EDA-106) do not address actions to be taken to ensure that oil leakage;

does not get into the reactor coolant system. The procedure only addresses fixing
the leaks and does not address interim actions to be taken when leakage occurs.' -

SOER 83-1 "Diesel Generator Failures"

o Reccmmendation 14 - Requires that piping and components subject to engine-
induced vibration be examined under engine operating conditions and that
mounting methods be modified (as appropriate) to minimize fatigue and other
vibration-related failures.-

This recommendation needs further review because the res>onse indicates that
engine-induced vibraGon testing of piping and components Ls not to be conducted
during the station start-up and testing program.

- .
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SOER 83-9 "Valve Inoperability Caused by Motor-Operator Failures"

Recommendation 2 -- Requires that valve motor-operator training programs foro

operations personnel include case studies of operational problems.

This recommendation needs further review because the response indicates that
cas,e , studies of specific industry events are not used in order to reinforce
training.

Recommendation 4 - Requires that (root cause) trouble shooting procedures beo

developed for each model of valve motor-operator.

This recommendation needs further review because the response indicates that
specific (root-cause) trouble shooting procedures are not provided.

Recommendation 8 -- Requires that post maintenance testing be performed undero
normal system operating conditions whenever possible.

This recommendation needs further review because the response indicates that
post maintenance testing will not be conducted under normal system operating
conditions.

SOER 84-5 "Bolt Degradation or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants"

Recommendation 5 - Requires that training programs for maintenance, planto
engineering, and quality control personnel include topics on industry experiences
with bolt failures (including effects of borated water leakage on closure bolts),<

and how to specify and makeup bolted joints.
,

! This recommendation needs further review because the response indicated that an
on-going training program for worker level personnel is not to be conducted.

SOER 84-7 "Pressure 1.ocking and Thermal Binding of Cate Valves *

l o Recommendation 2 - Requires that steps be taken to ensure that safety related
valves required to open for system operation will open when required.

*

I

This recommendation needs further review because the response indicates that
the use of redundant valves is suf ficient to ensure that system functions can be
accomplished.

i

i o Recommendation 3 - Requires that the training program for operations and
'

maintenance personnel include instructions on valve failures discussed in SOER
| 84-7.
|

This recommendation needs further review because the response indicates that
continuing training at the worker level is not conducted.

|

|
|
|

.
* ,
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SOER 85-2 "Valve Mispositioning Events Involving Human Error"

Recommendation 3 -- Requires a review of industry valve mispositioning eventso
and a discussion of lessons learned.

This recommendation needs further review because industry mispositioning events
are not discussed to reinforce training.

SOER 85-3 "Excessive Personnel Radiation Exposure"

Recommendation 1 - Requires the development of the concept of ALARA ando

the individual responsibility in maintaining low radiation exposure.

This recommendation needs further review because the ALARA concept is not
developed in station actions at the worker level (i.e., ALARA suggestions, survey
information, temporary shielding requests, low dose waiting areas, etc.)

Recommendation 2 -- Requires that selected industry events involving largeo
unplanned exposures be included in training and retraining programs for plant
personnel.

This recommendation needs further review because there are knowledge
weaknesses at the worker level about excessive industry radiation exposure
events.

J

'

Recommendation 3 - Requires direct supervisory involvement for those jobso
where large doses could be received in a short period of time.

This recommendation needs further review because procedure (TRA-102, Rev 3)
makes not specific reference to supervisors, or supervisory involvement, as a
means to reduce radiation exposures.

o Recommendation 4 - This recommendation requires the trending of radiological
activities.

This recommendation needs further review because the ALARA program does not
call for the use of root cause analysis and trend analysis, nor does the program-

.

j procedure call for evaluation of program effectiveness.
I

Recommendation 6 - This recommendation requires the identification, posting,o;

and controlling of areas with existing, or potentially high radiation exposure
rates.

( Although high radiation areas do not currently exist in the power plant, this.

recommendation needs further review because interviews with radiation
protection workers indicates a knowledge weakness in the administration of,

access to high radiation areas.

|

|

r
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SOER 86-1 "Realiability of Auxiliary Feedwater System"

Recommendation 9 -- Requires hands-on training under actual operating
'o

conditions for operating personnel on the local manual actions to restore auxiliary
feedwater equipment.

|
This recommendation needs further review because formal and continuing (hands
on) training is not to be conducted in order to limit wear and tear on in-use |
components. The current practice of using walkthroughs on depressurized
systems does not adequately simulate difficulties in resetting the trip and
throttle valve under actual pressurized system conditions.

:
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OCKEl g [ # 'ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOAR

)
In the Matter of ) Docket No. 50-445-CPA

)
TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC )

COMPANY et al. )
)

(Comanche Peak Steam Electric )
Station, Units 1 and 2 )

)

, CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Thomas A. Schmutz, hereby certify that the

foregoing letter was served this 6th day of April 1988,

by mailing copies thereof (unless otherwise indicated),

first class mail, postage prepaid to

* Peter B. Bloch, Esquire *B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Esq.
Chairman Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

* Alan S. Rosenthal, Esq. Assistant Director for
Chairman Inspection Programs
Atomic Safety and Licensing Comanche Peak Project Division

Appeal Panel U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Commission P.O. Box 1029
Washington, D.C. 20555 Granbury, TX 76048

*/ Asterisk indicates service by hand or overnight courier.
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'
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,
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| P.O. Box 12548 Washington, D.C. 20555 .
'

! Austin, Texas 78711-1548 ;

: * Robert A. Wooldridge, Esquire ;

i Robert A. Jablon, Esquire Worsham, Forsythe, Sampels ;

Spiegel & McDiarmid & Wooldridge i

1350 New York Avenue, N.W. 2001 Bryan Tower, suite 3200 ;

Washington, D.C. 20005-4798 Dallas, Texas 75201 j
,
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